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ABSTRACT 

PROBLEM 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether there are 

differences in expressed reading interests among Anglo, Negro, 

American Indian and Mexican-American 5th grade children from simi

larly lower economic backgrounds in Tucson, Arizona. Special emphasis 

was placed on whether there are any patterns of positive or negative 

response by minority group children to topics which offer ethnic 

identification with their own minority group and with other minority 

groups, as well as patterns by majority group children to topics 

relating to the three minority groups. Sex differences were also studied. 

PROCEDURES 

Two testing instruments were used. An interest inventory of 

original annotated titles, Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory (MATI), 

was developed by the researcher for oral presentation with small groups. 

The 76 titles were drawn from ten general interest areas with half of 

the titles related to nonfictional and fictional persons, situations, 

conditions, and customs in minority group cultures with contemporary 

emphasis. In addition, an individual interview cf seven open-ended 

questions was conducted with each child. 

xiii 
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A total of 219 children were studied, with a minimum of 50 in 

each of the four ethnic groups. For analysis of MATI data a two-way 

Analysis of Variance was performed, comparing by ethnicity and by sex 

the responses to each of the 76 individual titles, the collections of 

general interest categories, and collections of titles relating to minority 

group cultures. A Chi Square Test of Independent Samples was used 

for analysis of responses to the individual interview questions. 

FINDINGS 

In the two-way Analysis of Variance, differences were found in 

ethnic comparisons at a probability level of .01 or less in almost half 

of the 76 titles, with two-thirds of those differences being titles 

related to minority group cultures. No differences were found in most 

(two-thirds) of the collections of general interest categories. Differences 

were found among the ethnic groups in all three minority culture collec

tions at a probability level of .0001. Sex differences were found in 

approximately one-third of individual titles and one-half of general 

interest categories, with no differences found in minority culture title 

collections. 

For the individual interview questions, differences were found 

in six of the seven questions in ethnicity and sex comparisons. High 
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ranking responses relating to minority group cultures were found in from 

two to six questions answered by minority group children. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. In most general reading interests, the four ethnic groups were 

more alike than different. All groups expressed high interest in Mystery-

Adventure, Animal Stories, Humor, and Languages. 

2. Where reading content provided opportunity for minority group 

ethnic identification, the four ethnic groups were more different than 

alike in expressed interests. 

a. Minority group children expressed a high degree of 

interest in titles and topics relating to their own ethnic group 

and their own immediate environment. 

b. Minority group children appeared to have generally 

low degree of interest in titles and topics related to other minority 

groups. 

c. Majority group children appeared to have low degree of 

interest in title collections relating to Indian and Mexican cultures, 

slightly higher interest in Black culture. 

d. Within each minority culture title collection, certain 

titles were of higher interest to all groups, particularly fiction 

stories combining minority culture with suspense and adventure, 

folk tales, languages, and certain biographies, sports books, 

cookbooks. 
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3. While the sex groups shared many common interests (Mystery-

Adventure, Humor, Animal Stories, Child's Immediate Environment), 

certain topics which were of consistently high interest to boys (Sports, 

Science) were of low interest to girls. 

4. A wide range of individual interests was found within each 

ethnic group and sex group, with much overlapping of interests among 

all the groups. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

Since the beginning of the twentieth century when Dewey (1913) 

wrote of the active, dynamic, and personal nature of interest, many 

writers have discussed its nature, its importance, and its determinants. 

Getzels (1956, p. 7) defined interest as "a characteristic dispo

sition, organized by experience, which impels an individual to seek out 

particular objects, activities, understandings, skills, or goals for atten

tion or acquisition." Many other authors (Bond and Tinker 1967; Kopel 

1963; and Witty 1961) have defined interest in terms of its dynamic, 

motivating nature. 

There is much variation in the interests of individuals. Strang 

(1957, p. 171) wrote of the unique pattern of interests in every person. 

"Complexity of interests parallels complexity of personality." Kopel 

(1963, p. 407) discussed interests as reflecting the uniqueness of 

personality, with much diversity and range of differences. Larrick 

(1953) indicated that not only do interests vary from child to child, but 

also within the same child some variation may be observed from day to 

day. 

1 
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Numerous authors have expounded upon the importance of interest 

as a vital aspect of learning. Barbe (1963, p. 490) wrote, "The impor

tance of the interest factor in the reading program must not be minimized, 

for it is the keystone of the child's learning." Norvell (1946, p. 536) 

after twelve years spent in intensive investigations of children's reading 

interests, concluded there is no more powerful motivating force than 

interest to facilitate increased reading skill and promote the habit and 

love of reading. Howes (1963) and Bond and Tinker (196 7) advocated 

the importance of interest in increasing effort and persistence, and in 

developing improved skills in reading. 

Although most authors stress the importance of the effects of 

interest on reading, few authors or researchers have attempted to give 

objective evidence of those effects. Strang (1957, pp. 171-173) 

observed that interest evokes effort, aids comprehension and memory, 

and creates readiness for reading. These conclusions were based on 

a survey of 250 children who described the pattern of their own reading 

behavior in reading materials which were either interesting or uninter

esting to them. Other investigations by Bernstein (1955) and Groff (1962) 

provide some research evidence that higher interest is directly related 

to better comprehension. 

Many authors have written of the importance of identifying 

and meeting the child's current reading interests. Bell (1956), 

Bleismer (1956), Bond and Tinker (1967), Jacobs (1956), Larrick (1953), 
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Strang (1957), Witty (1963), and Young (1955) all stress the importance 

of recognizing and identifying the child's current interests, of meeting 

those interests present in the child, and then leading him to expand 

those interests and to develop new ones. Bell (1956, p. 127) wrote, 

"As is true in nearly all teaching, we need to 'start where the child is1 

if we are to help him develop and extend his reading interests." Witty 

(1963, p. 452) wrote: 

The interest of boys and girls on coming to school 
may be thought of as constituting a unique opportunity for 
teachers. The interests of pupils at the time they leave a 
class or school may reflect the extent to which the teacher 
has accepted responsibility for directing pupil growth. 
Thus in a balanced reading program the study of children's 
interests becomes a primary consideration. 

The components determining development of interests are multiple 

and complex. Kopel (1963, p. 499) enumerated possible determinants of 

interests as including culture and class, intelligence and other aptitudes, 

social expectations, personality as reflected in needs and values, 

physical characteristics, and experiences. Getzels (1956, pp. 7-9) 

distinguished seven major determinants of interests, with special 

emphasis upon interiorizing of interests through identification with 

interests of family influences, interests related to role requirements 

and expectations of society, and sociocultural determinants. 

The sociocultural influences on interests are the focus for the 

present study. Sociocultural determinants of interest were emphasized 
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by Getzels (1956, p. 8) as having particular importance in contributing 

not only to patterns of individual interest, but also in establishing a 

"uniformity of interests among individuals who are members of the same 

enduring groups." These sociocultural determinants were discussed by 

Gray (1956, p. 10) who distinguished three important social influences: 

"the common experiences of all who participate in our American culture; 

the distinctive experiences that are acquired through being reared in 

groups that occupy different levels in the social structure; and the 

unique experiences shared by those belonging to different ethnic or 

nationality groups." 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the latter of the 

sociocultural determinants mentioned by Gray. This study investigated 

the influence of ethnic group membership upon expressed reading inter

ests of boys and girls in Tucson. Of particular interest to the researcher 

was the question of whether children of varying ethnic groups indicate 

any group tendency to express a higher interest in materials in which 

they might find some element of ethnic identification. In an attempt 

to isolate ethnic group factor from economic group status, children 

were selected from schools of predominantly similar populations in 

economic backgrounds. 

) 



Statement of the Problem 

This study attempted to answer the following questions: 

I. Are there differences in expressed reading interests among 

Mexican-American, Negro, American Indian, and Anglo chil

dren of 5th grade from similar (low to low-middle) economic 

backgrounds in Tucson, Arizona? 

a. Is there any group tendency among minority group chil

dren to express positive or negative response to books 

in which they can find some element of ethnic identi

fication relating to their own minority group? 

b. Is there any group tendency among minority group chil

dren to express positive or negative response to books 

in which other minority groups could find ethnic identi

fication? 

c. Is there any group tendency among majority group chil

dren to express positive or negative response to books 

in which minority group children could find ethnic identi-

cation ? 

II. Are there sex differences in expressed reading interests? 

a. Are there differences in expressed reading interests 

between boys and girls in the combined groups? 

b. Are there differences in expressed reading interests 

between boys and girls in the four separate groups? 
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Significance of the Study 

It is the firm belief of the researcher that one vital basis for 

selection of reading materials should be a consideration as to what 

materials are interesting, enjoyable, and relevant to the children for 

whom one is selecting those materials. The researcher fully recognizes 

that one important basis for selection should be the provision of materials 

that reflect literary excellence, with the realization that children need 

to be guided toward such materials to develop taste in literature and 

to expand their interests. 

It is believed by the researcher, however, that the starting point 

is to take children where they are in terms of their present needs, 

interests, and abilities, and to provide them with reading materials 

which are particularly suited to their individual and group patterns of 

needs in finding interest, enjoyment, readability, and relevance in 

what they read. One must consider not only books which are "good 

for children" but also those books which are "good to children," those 

books which the children see as good in meeting their subject interests, 

their readability needs, and their possible needs for identification with 

character, culture, theme, or circumstance; in short, books which are 

good to those children because they say something which those children 

see as meaningful. 

A sociological change of major importance has taken place in the 

1960's. There has been essentially a minority group revolution in 
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America, in which Negro peoples, and to a lesser extent, Mexican-

American and American Indian peoples have called for strong assertion of 

their rights as individuals and as groups, and have demonstrated an 

increased self-awareness and increased pride in the cultural heritage 

and cultural identity of their respective groups. Rather than stressing 

the former concept of integration and fusion of cultures into a giant 

melting pot, the current focus has been in recognition, acceptance, 

and appreciation of differences in cultural and ethnic backgrounds, and 

in the valuing of those different backgrounds and characteristics to 

evoke a positive self-image and positive group identity. Might not 

this focus on group identity affect cultural expectations within the 

group? And might not this increased and heightened group awareness 

affect patterns of interest, and include patterns of reading interest? 

This study differs greatly from previous studies in its contem

porary concern for children not only as individuals but also as members 

of distinct groups. There have been no comparative studies of reading 

interests of all four of the ethnic groups included in this study, or even 

any three of these. There were no published or obtainable studies of 

reading interests of American Indian or Mexican-American children known 

to the researcher, and there has been a dearth of pertinent reading inter

est studies related to any minority group even in recent years. The 

highly contemporary focus viewing our society as a pluralistic society 

with minority group pride in their culture rather than submergence of 
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that culture requires reexamination of educational programs and of 

materials. With the continuing existence of de facto segregation, and 

with the current educational emphasis on being responsive to the needs 

of minority group children, including the Right to Read Program, it is 

important to identify the reading interests of minority group children 

both as individuals and as groups in order to serve as one guide to 

meet and expand their reading interests, to serve as one basis for 

selection of books and reading experiences, and to serve as one basis 

for evaluating materials currently available to them. 

This study finds its primary significance in asking questions 

which may have important sociological implications, questions which 

have not been asked in any previous dissertation or any substantial 

published study. It is unique in investigating three patterns of response 

in materials offering some element of ethnic identification. It asks 

whether there are patterns of positive or negative expressions of interest 

in each minority group's response to materials relating to its own 

minority group, in each minority group's response to materials relating 

to other minority groups, and in the response patterns of the majority 

group for materials relating to each of the minority groups. These 

questions have not been asked in substantial previous studies because 

they reflect concerns which have emerged only in recent years. 

This study is important also in dealing with general contemporary 

interests and concerns to a far greater degree than any previous study. 
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Special sections in the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory relate 

directly to the contemporary scene (Modern Realistic Stories, Contem

porary Events and Problems), and thus measure interest in another area 

which has barely been touched upon by other investigations. 

While the researcher made modified use of basic kinds of tech

niques previously developed by others (individual interview questions 

and annotated titles inventory), all titles and annotations used in this 

study were original and were written by the researcher; the focus on 

contemporary events and particularly on minority group ethnic identi

fication were original; the oral administration of the annotated titles 

inventory and use of the five-point scale were original; and the combina

tion of the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory with individual 

interview technique was also original. It is believed by the researcher 

that this study could be a valuable and worthy contribution as a disser

tation, with important implications, and with many practical applications 

for use in education. 

Experimental Hypotheses 

I. There are differences in expressed reading interests among 

Mexican-American, Negro, American Indian, and Anglo chil

dren in Tucson. 
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a. There will be a higher degree of positive responses by 

each minority group for titles offering ethnic identifi

cation with its own minority group. 

b. There will be differing degrees of responses among 

each minority group for titles offering ethnic identifi

cation with other minority groups. 

c. There will be differing degrees of responses among 

majority group children for titles offering ethnic 

. identification with minority groups. 

II. There are sex differences in expressed reading interests. 

a. There are differences in expressed reading interests 

between boys and girls in the combined groups. 

b. There are differences in expressed reading interests 

between boys and girls in each of the four separate 

grou ps. 

Assumptions Underlying the Study 

1. Children's expressed reading interests are important for 

consideration in book selection. 

2. It is an important function of the school to attempt to identify 

and meet present reading needs and interests of individuals and groups. 

3. Children of differing designated ethnic group background 

(Anglo, Black-American, American Indian, Mexican-American) do differ 

somewhat in their cultural backgrounds. 



4. Children in the tested groups can express and discriminate 

choices and indicate positive and negative responses. 

5. The techniques used can adequately measure the expressed 

reading interests of the children studied. 

6. The annotated titles chosen as representative of the designated 

interest areas are truly representative of those areas. 

Limitations of the Study 

1. Children's expressed reading interests may not accurately 

reflect their true reading interests. 

2. The Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory was assumed to 

have reliability and validity. 

3. By necessity of practical considerations, a sample of chil

dren was drawn from each of the four ethnic populations in or near 

Tucson, Arizona; thus there are limitations in the number of children 

studied, the southwest regional background, and the grade levels 

studied. 

4. There was no adequate means of controlling or measuring the 

many variables (effect of teacher, of classroom activities, of home 

background factors, of books accessible to the child over a period of 

years, etc.) which might have effect on the children's choices and 

responses. 



5. Children's reading experiences are limited to those books 

that have been, or presently are, available to them. 

6. Reaction to an "Anglo" examiner may differ with individuals 

and groups of children, and that factor may have been an unaccounted-for 

variable in eliciting differing responses. 

7. In the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory, some children 

may have differed from others in their tendency to respond either 

positively or negatively to stimuli for which they had the same actual 

reaction. 

8. The inherent interest built into the annotated titles in effective

ness of description, choice of titles, and specific chosen aspect of 

each sub-area would necessarily have effect on children's responses to 

that sub-area. 

9. By necessity of time and the children's attention, there were 

limitations in the number and choice of specific areas included in the 

annotated titles. 

10. This study cannot generalize to all children of the particular 

ethnic groups or grade level studied, as unaccounted-for variables may 

have affected the degree of representativeness of the particular children 

studied. 



Definitions of Terms Used 

The following definitions are of sociological terms used in the 

study and terms representing categories of either the MATI or Individual 

Interview or both: 

1. American Indian: Pertaining to an ethnic group characterized 

primarily by common ties of race (American Mongoloid) and identification 

with a historical tribal culture. Only children from the Papago Indian 

tribe were studied. 

2. Anglo: Pertaining to members of the Caucasian race who are 

also members of the dominant culture and population in America. 

3. Animal Stories (Animals): In MATI this category is comprised 

of fiction and nonfiction stories about animals (Table 2 6). In interview 

it includes nonfiction informational books as well as fiction and non-

fiction animal stories. 

4. Biography: (MATI) Individual and group biographies, including 

autobiography, and biographies of several minority group persons 

(Table 34). 

5. Child's Immediate Environment: (Individual Interview) Re

sponses relating to the child's personal environment of self, family, 

friends, tribe, and other persons or aspects of culture within the child's 

ethnicity. 
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6. Contemporary Events and Problems: (MATI) Nonfiction titles 

relating to contemporary events, movements, programs, problems of any 

kind (Table 33). 

7. Degree: Group mean relative to other group means. High or , 

low degree is determined by group mean relative to other group means. 

8. Ethnic Group: "A group of people who have a distinct culture, 

or racial heredity, or both." (Dictionary of Social Science, Zadrozny, 

1959, p. 111). 

9. Ethnic Identification: Positive orientation and association of 

self with regard to one's ethnic group. In this study ethnic identification 

is determined by positive responses by members of a given ethnic group 

to titles and topics relating to persons, circumstances, and customs 

associated with that ethnic group. 

10. Folk Tales: (MATI) Folk tales of different cultures with earthy 

folk elements stressed (Table 28). 

11. Humor: In MATI humor is an inferred category from ranking of 

two titles which have humor as a vital focus. In interview Humor and 

Fantasy includes books of humorous fiction, riddles and jokes, cartoon 

humor, humorous fantasy as well as folk tales, animal fantasy and other 

fantasy. Most responses in this category had humor as a primary focus. 

12. Interest: Tendency to respond positively, selectively, and 

dynamically to particular aspects of one's environment. 
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13. Languages: (MATI) Titles related to languages of three 

minority group cultures (Table 32). 

14. Life and Customs of Different Peoples; (MATI) Titles on lift 

and customs of peoples in America and in other countries (Table 31). 

15. MATI; Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory. An original 

instrument developed by the researcher after a technique (Annotated 

Titles Inventory) first devised by Thorndike (1941). 

16. Majority Group: Members of the dominant culture and popula

tion in America. In this study Anglo children are considered to be 

members of the majority group. 

17. Mexican-American; Pertaining to an ethnic group bound 

together primarily by some common ties in culture, particularly as 

expressed in speaking the Spanish language, and frequently identified 

by Spanish surname. The terms Mexican, Mexican-American, and 

Chicano are considered synonymous in this study. 

18. Minority (Ethnic) Culture Title Collections: (MATI) 

Collections of titles on Black culture, Indian culture, and Mexican 

culture; three collections of fiction and nonfiction titles crossing seven 

general interest categories and relating directly to persons, conditions, 

and circumstances of those specific minority groups (Tables 10, 11, 12). 

19. Minority Group; Members of a group which is not the dominant 

culture and population in America. In this study Black-American 
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children, Mexican-American children, and American Indian children are 

considered to be members of different minority groups. 

20. Minority Group Persons and Culture: (Individual Interview) 

A category usually included in Peoples, Persons, and Places, consisting 

of any nonfiction or fiction reading material which has Black, Indian, 

or Mexican-American persons or culture as its primary focus. 

21. Modern Realistic Fiction; (MATI) Fictional titles which may 

include elements of mild adventure and suspense but which have primary 

focus on contemporary problems and circumstances. Several minority 

culture titles are included (Table 27). 

22. Mystery and Adventure (or Ad venture-Mystery): In MATI 

this category is exclusively fiction stories of suspense and action 

(Table 25). As used in the interview it is primarily fiction of suspense 

and action but is also somewhat more inclusive (also historical 

fiction, modern realistic fiction, mild adventure). 

23. Negro: . Pertaining to an ethnic group bound together primarily 

by common ties of race (Negroid) as identified by observable physical 

features. The terms Negro, Black, and Black-American are considered 

synonymous in this study. 

24. Peoples. Persons, and Places; A category in interview 

encompassing biography and life and customs of different peoples, 

including minority group persons and culture. 



25. Positive. Popular: Higher group mean relative to other group 

means. 

26. Reading Interest: Tendency to seek and select certain types 

of reading content under conditions of free choice. 

27. Science: (MATI) Titles on physical, mechanical, and bio

logical science (Table 30). 

28. Sports: (MATI) Titles related to individual and group sports, 

sports of different cultures (Table 29). 

29. Sports and Science: (Individual Interview) This category 

includes responses of sports, recreation and crafts, science, invention, 

and mechanics. Most responses in this category however were for 

individual and group sports, unnamed sports heroes, cars, motors, 

and mechanics. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RESEARCH LITERATURE 
I 

Gray (I960, p. 1105) reported that at the time of writing, almost 

300 studies of reading interest had been conducted. From these studies 

this researcher will review only the most pertinent research literature 

on the relationship of reading interest to factors of intelligence and 

achievement, factors of age and grade, and factors of sex; these numer

ous factors being the most frequent concern of interest studies. This 

researcher will review more comprehensively the available research 

relating reading interest to socioeconomic factors and to ethnic factors; 

these factors being less frequently studied, and being directly related to 

the present investigation. 

Factors of Intelligence and Reading Achievement 

Many early studies dealt with the possible relationship between 

intelligence and reading interest. Findings of several early studies 

indicated that there is substantial difference in the quantity of reading 

between "gifted" and "average" children. Studies by Lazar (1937, p. 51), 

Terman and Lima (1925, p. 55), Thorndike and Henry (1940, p. 763), and 

Witty and Lehman (1932, p. 479) all are in agreement that gifted 
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children read approximately twice as many books or more in quantity as 

do average children. 

Some disagreement is found however in reviewing the range, 

diversity, and nature of subject choice in reading interests related to 

intelligence. Lazar (1937, pp. 58-59), in a questionnaire study of over 

2,000 pupils, concluded that there is a definite relationship between 

intelligence ratings of pupils and types of books liked best. She found 

that with gifted children, of highest rankings were novels, science, 

and adventure; of lowest rankings were fairy tales, detective stories, 

nature and animal stories, and poetry. Both Lazar and Witty and 

Lehman (1932, p. 481) concluded that the reading of gifted children was 

"decidedly superior in type. " 

In modification of the views of Witty and Lehman and of Lazar 

were those of Thorndike (1941, p. 35). Using a fictitious annotated 

titles inventory with over 2,800 children in grades 4-12, Thorndike 

concluded, "In the pattern of reported reading interests, bright children 

(median IQ about 123) are most like a group of mentally slower children 

(median IQ about 92) who are two or three years older than they are." 

Terman and Lima (1925, p. 60) similarly concluded in their study of 

1,000 gifted children (IQ 135+) and 1,000 "normal" children that gifted 

children enjoy at earlier ages the reading interests which average chil

dren would read later, particularly in such interests as legends, histor

ical tales, and myths. 



In refutation of the findings of Lazar and of Witty and Lehman are 

the conclusions of an early study by Huber (1928) and of later Studies 

by Norvell (1958) and Roster (1955). Huber (1928, p.38), found a 

"striking similarity" in the choices of dull, average, and bright children 

for types of literature. Norvell (1958) in his comprehensive study of 

literature ratings by 24,000 elementary school children, found that liter

ary quality has little, if any more influence on the reading interests of 

bright children than those of less gifted children, and found that 

"superior, average, and slow children usually enjoy the same kinds 

of reading materials (pp. 52, 184)." 

Thorndike and Henry (1940, p. 762), using an annotated titles 

inventory with over 200 pupils, found that only 10 out of 80 titles gave 

reliable differences between fast and slow learning pupils, and concluded 

that difference in intelligence was not a factor of major importance in 

affecting reading interests. 

In the most comprehensive study made of children's reading 

interests, Norvell (1950, p. 5), after studying the interest ratings of 

50,000 secondary pupils, concluded that the divergence of intellectual 

ability among children of the same grade was not a factor of major 

importance. His similar study at elementary level (1958, p. 53) con

firmed the conclusion that within the same grade "there is near identity 

in the reading interests of bright and slow children." Norvell's findings 

were confirmed by Roster (1955) and Wang (1958). 
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Findings of recent studies relating reading interest with reading 

achievement tend to bear similarity to the recent findings regarding 

reading interests and intelligence. As with intelligence factors, Roster 

(1955, pp. 131-132), in her dissertation study of reading interests of 

5th grade children, found no significant differences in reading interests 

when pupils were grouped on the basis of reading grade level. 

Wolfson (1957, p. 88), in a dissertation study using a 120 item 

inventory, found 29 per cent of the items significantly related to reading 

achievement, slightly higher than the 17 per cent of items significantly 

related to intelligence. She concluded that both factors were of 

lesser importance as determinants of interest. 

Stanchfield (1962, p. 43)conducted an interview study with 153 

boys in 4th, 6th and 8th grades at three levels of reading achievement 

and found no significant differences in choices of the superior, average 

and poor readers. 

Summary: Thus it would appear that while quantity of reading is con

siderably higher among pupils of higher intelligence, and there is some 

indication of greater maturity of interest among such children, the 

factors of intelligence and reading ability are not of major importance 

in determination of subject interests. There appears to be a high degree 

of similarity in the reading interests of most pupils of both higher and 

lower intelligence and achievement. 
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Factors of Age and Grade 

In a classic early discussion, Terman and Lima (1925, pp. 31-45) 

described the general developmental patterns of interest common to most 

children with increased age and maturity. In the years of 5, 6, and 7, 

children enjoy picture books, nursery rhymes, simple fairy tales, and 

nature stories. At age 8 there is strong interest in fairy tales and fantasy, 

and also realistic stories about children, animals, and nature. At age 9 

there is still interest in fairy tales but increased interest in the real 

world. Age 9 marks the beginning of distinctive sex differences, with 

girls favoring fairy tales and boys favoring realistic stories with male 

characters. By ages 10 and 11, boys develop strong interest in adven

ture and mystery, series books, science and invention, and have 

beginning interest in myths, legends, history, and biography. Interest 

in animal stories subsides. Girls have a high interest in stories of 

home and school life, retaining interest in fairy tales, fantasy, and 

animal stories, and enjoying many of the adventure stories liked by 

boys. 

Terman and Lima stress age 12 as the period of strongest interest 

in reading, with boys having highest interest in biography and historical 

narratives about heroes, science, adventure, and sports, and girls 

having greatest interest in home and school life, adventure, biographies 

about women, and romantic adult fiction. Thus Terman and Lima 
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described a gradual general developmental pattern of interest with age, 

indicating overlapping of interests from year to year. 

Norvell (1958, pp. 28-34) showed basic agreement with Terman 

and Lima in concluding that the year to year changes in children's 

interests in reading material are gradual, with more rapid changes in 

interest in the elementary school grades. Norvell found that increased 

maturity is an important factor in interest, bringing an increase of 

interest in certain kinds of materials and decrease in interest in others. 

Norvell (1950, p. 5) and Roster (1955, p. 210) both agreed that within 

the same grade, age differences are not generally of marked importance 

in selecting reading materials for that grade. 

Several other authors have found results similar to those of 

Terman and Lima, but with less precision in defining patterns. Rudman 

(1955), in a questionnaire study of children from 270 communities, 

found that children want books of action and adventure at all grade 

levels. He found that as a group children choose to read about mystery, 

adventure, children, horses, and dogs, with decreased interest in 

grades 4 - 7 in cowboys and fairy tales, and with increased interest 

in mystery and animal stories. He found science to be a strong interest 

throughout the grades. 

Row (1968) in a recent dissertation study of reading interests 

of elementary school children, found highest interest in animal and 

fantasy stories among primary pupils and highest interest in mystery 
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and sports stories among intermediate pupils. Adventure stories were of 

interest at all levels. Row found much overlapping of interests between 

the grades. Witty, Coomer, and McBean (1946) also found much over

lapping of interests, with children enjoying adventure stories, animal 

stories, and humor throughout all the grades. 

Some researchers found only slight differences in interest among 

children of different grades. Stanchfield (1962) found a high degree of 

similarity with only slight differences in her study of the reading interests 

of boys of 4th, 6th, and 8th grades. Wolf son (1957, p. 87) found that 

the general pattern of interests in the different categories did not change 

substantially from grade to grade. Similarly, Thorndike (1941) found 

that within the pattern of boy interests and girl interests there are con

sistent patterns of interest that cut across differences in intelligence 

and in age over periods of several years. 

One researcher after another stressed the diversity and range of 

differences between individuals within the same grades and between 

grade levels. Row (1968, p. 120) stressed the wide range of individual 

differences in reading interests of children at all grade levels. While 

some subject interests were listed most often by either primary or 

intermediate children, many were listed by some pupils at all levels. 

Summary: Thus it would appear that while some gradual developmental 

patterns of interest seem to be related to increased maturity, there is 
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much overlapping of interests throughout the grades, and much diversity 

and range in individual interests within each grade. 

Factor of Sex 

Of one factor there is little disagreement in reported research. 

Studies reporting on reading interests of boys and girls are almost with

out exception in finding many significant differences in the content of 

their reading interests. 

Terman and Lima (1925, pp. 68-70) found that girls at every age 

read more than boys, and are more homogeneous in their reading tastes 

than are boys. Boys read more nonfiction than girls. Though both boys 

and girls favor animal stories, notable differences are interest of girls 

in stories of home and school life, fairy tales, poetry, and "sentimental 

fiction," while boys favor stories of adventure, mystery, physical 

prowess and combat, wild animals and science. Boys were found to 

show practically no interest in girls' books (only 2 per cent); girls to 

show decidedly more interest in boys' books (18 per cent). 

In another frequently cited study, Lazar (1937, p. 58) found 

marked sex differences in choices of books. She found that although 

both boys and girls enjoy mystery and adventure stories, there is decided 

preference among girls for fairy tales, novels, poetry, and stories of 

home and school, which are of little interest to boys. Boys have much 

higher interest in science and invention than do girls. 
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In Thorndike's important study using an annotated titles inventory 

with over 2800 children (1941, p. 36), he found that, "Sex is conspicu

ously more important than age or intelligence as a determiner of reported 

interest pattern." He described a "community of boy interests or girl 

interests which can be discerned running through all age and ability 

groups." While some topics were found to have appeal for both boys 

and girls, just as many did not. 

Probably the most important studies analyzing sex differences 

in reading interest are the two comprehensive studies by Norvell. In his 

study of the interest ratings of 50,000 students in grades 7 - 12 (1950, 

p. 533), Norvell concluded, "The most powerful single influence in 

determining children's choices of reading materials in the high school 

is sex." In his study of the interest ratings of 24,000 children in 

grades 3-6 concerning over 1,500 literary selections (1958, p. 36), 

Norvell found that from grades 3-8 sex is an increasingly important 

factor in children's reading interests, and that sex may be almost as 

important an interest factor in selecting reading materials as at the 

secondary level. 

Norvell (1958, pp. 176-177) specifically delineated findings 

related to elements in content regarded as favorable, unfavorable, and 

neutral for boys and girls. Among boys, favorable elements are adven

ture with lively or violent action, physical struggle, male characters, 

wild or domestic animals, humor, courage and heroism, mystery, 
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patriotism, and certain holidays. Favorable elements for girls are adven

ture (lively), home and school life, characters of either sex, domestic 

animals, love and other sentiments, mystery, humor, patriotism, and 

certain holidays. Unfavorable elements for boys are description, 

didacticism, fairies, love, female characters. Unfavorable elements 

for girls are violent action, description, didacticism, and fierce wild 

animals. 

In confirmation of findings of earlier studies, Norvell (1958, 

pp. 183-184) emphasized that girls enjoy many boys' books, but that 

boys more frequently reject almost all girls' books. He found important 

implications in his research: "Sex is so powerful a factor in determining 

children's enjoyment of reading materials that any selection considered 

for use in mixed classes should be checked for interest for boys and 

for girls, and if rated low by either group, rejected in favor of one 

approved by both groups." 

The importance of the sex factor in determination of reading 

interests was confirmed by Roster (1955), Row (1968), Witty (1963), 

and Wolfson (1957), with differences in conclusions only in some 

specific subject interests cited. Some modern interests were evident. 

Roster (1955, p. 211) found boys to have greater interest in airplanes 

and jets and astronomy, as well as prehistoric tales and sports. Witty 

(1963) noted strong interest of boys in pilots, space travel, astronomy, 

and science fiction. 
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Girls were found by Roster (1955), Row (1968), and Witty (1963) 

to have higher interest in biography, and by Wolfson (1957) to have 

higher interest in fantasy and personal problems. Wolfson (p. 90) 

also found that boys had higher interest in more items than did girls. 

Stanchfield (1962) found that boys of three different grades and 

reading abilities all shared common interest in stories of outdoor life, 

exploration, sports, adventure, and stories characterized by excitement, 

suspense, unusual experiences, and liveliness of action. 

Recent studies by Butler (1964), Rogers and Robinson (1963), 

and Witty (1963) have found that as early as 1st and 2nd grades, 

some marked differences may be found in reading interests of girls and 

boys. 

Summary: It would appear that conclusions from numerous research 

studies concur in the importance of the factor of sex as a major deter

minant of children's interests. Although there are several areas of 

common interest — notably in adventure, mystery, animals, and 

humor — many other areas are more specifically in patterns of boy and 

girl interests, with important implications for selection and use of 

materials in accordance with those interests. 

Factor of Socioeconomic Background 

In 1925, Terman and Lima (p. 48) wrote: "The differences in 

reading interests caused by school environment, social or economic 
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status, and home training, are too evident to require much elaboration. " 

However, inconclusive evidence in subsequent studies tends to offer 

question as to the certainty of their statement. 

Some research evidence does point to significant relationships 

between reading interests and socioeconomic factors. Lazar (1937, 

p. 59), basing socioeconomic status on father's occupation, found that 

in quality of types of books read, those types ranking highest and lowest 

according to intelligence showed similar ranking according to socio

economic ratings. 

Hockett (1940, pp. 95-100), using an interest inventory of 

121 items, studied over 400 boys and girls in grades 3 - 6 in two schools 

with strongly divergent social and economic backgrounds. He found 

that boys and girls from a lower socioeconomic background reveal 

stronger interests in informative, nonfiction reading, and in stories of 

familiar and everyday experiences. They appeared to be less interested 

in exciting adventure, and appeared to "lag behind" in their pattern of 

developmental interests. 

Roster (1955, p. 210), in a dissertation study of the relationship 

between socioeconomic status and the reading interests of 5th grade 

children, classified 375 California children on the basis of parental 

occupation. Using a questionnaire inventory, she concluded that 

choices of the children from the three socioeconomic groups were signif

icantly different in 8 out of the 20 areas studied. In the areas of 
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significant difference, upper class children had higher interest in history 

and geography, true science, biography, and camping and scouting; 

middle class children in airplanes and jets; lower class children in 

people and children, animals and pets, and God and the Bible. 

In a study in which tape recordings were made of the sharing 

periods of 1,860 first grade children of differing socioeconomic back

grounds, Byers (1964, p. 231) found that lower class children evidenced 

a "poverty of interests," reflecting limited experiential and conceptual 

backgrounds, and that in one school of a lower class neighborhood, 

"not one first grader shared a book or mentioned having read or heard 

one read at home." 

McCullough (1957) had 391 5th grade children from three schools 

of divergent social and economic backgrounds record their leisure 

activities in five-day logs. Television was first choice for all pupils. 

Book reading was relatively lower on the list of activities except in 

the case of the upper middle c.lass pupils. In the lower economic 

schools, composed of racial minorities, a larger percentage of girls 

read books than boys. 

Some studies found socioeconomic influence to be of lesser 

importance. In a dissertation study of the reading interests of 2nd 

grade-children, Butler (1964, p. 66) found that as with intelligence 

and reading ability, socioeconomic factors were not determiners of the 
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top three category preferences, but that they appear to have some effect 

on the overall preferences expressed within the eight interest areas 

studied. Carsley (1957, p. 13) found more differences in interest among 

girls and boys than between groups of children from dissimilar social 

areas. 

Other studies have found socioeconomic factors to be of little 

or no importance. Vandament and Thalman (1956, p. 469) studied pref

erences of children of differing socioeconomic groups in three different 

types of fantasy. The dominant conclusion was the "lack of significance 

found when the reading preferences were analyzed according to fantasy 

content." 

In Wolf son's dissertation study (1957, p. 84), few significant 

differences were found related to number of books in the home or number 

of children in the family. Slightly more significant differences were 

found in the variables of parent's education and parent's occupation. 

She concluded, "In general, the factors of home environment considered 

in this study showed little significant association with the boys' and 

girls' responses to the inventory." 

Summary: It would appear that socioeconomic background factors have 

some bearing on children's interests, though they are not a factor of 

major importance. The studies are somewhat inconclusive in that they 

do not show strong consistency as to the nature of differences. It would 
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appear, however, that there is evidence that children from lower econom

ic backgrounds seem to be somewhat more limited in range of interests, 

and seem to prefer stories about children in familiar and everyday 

experiences. 

Factor of Ethnic Group Membership 

A distinct limitation in nearly all the studies concerned with the 

relationship of socioeconomic background with reading interest is the 

failure on the. part of the researchers to make any attempt to separate 

the variables of socioeconomic status from ethnic group membership 

within the socioeconomic group studied. As a result one cannot be 

certain which of the two factors is operating most strongly upon the 

results. 

Only two studies (Jung 1967, and Simmons 1967) have attempted 

to differentiate between socioeconomic factors and ethnic group factors, 

and to compare their relative weights in affecting interests. Jung 

(1967, p. 292) made a comparison of the leisure time activities of 

children of three ethnic groups — Anglo, Negro, and Oriental. He 

found that for most of the comparisons made, differences between socio

economic groups and ethnic groups were not significant. Where signifi

cant differences were found, these were notably more pronounced in 

ethnic distinctions. 



Simmons (1967, p. 63) completed an important recent dissertation 

study comparing the relative effects on reading interest of socioeconomic 

factors and race in four matched groups of 6th grade middle and lower 

class Anglo and Negro students. Using an annotated titles technique 

requiring forced choice between pairs of actual titles, she found: "The 

evidence of this study shows clearly that more differences are related 

to race differences than to social class differences." 

Published and obtainable studies of reading interests of children 

of different ethnic groups have been few in number and have been limited 

to studies of Negro and Anglo students. Very few comparative studies 

have been made. Early studies of reading interests of Negro children 

(Witty and Scruggs 1926; Witty and Moore 1945) have not shown marked 

differences other than a larger quantity of comics read by Negro children 

and a high interest in stories based on the Bible and stories of humor. 

Brink, Garfield, and Witty (1940, pp. 609-611) found that most of the 

reading interests of Negro high school students were similar to those 

of white students, with wide variation in reading patterns of individuals, 

but little voluntary reading done. The findings of these earlier studies 

may well be affected by the lack of available materials providing 

avenues for ethnic identification, a fact decried by Larrick as recently 

as 1965 (pp. 63-65). 

With the current educational trends since the mid-1960's toward 

increased emphasis in meeting the needs and interests of minority group 
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children, and with recent increase in published materials available, 

some current studies have dealt with the question of ethnic group factor 

upon reading interests. Most important among these are Braverman (1966), 

McCloskey (1966), Row (1968), and Simmons (1967). 

Braverman (1966) was chairman of an AIA project in which 25 

librarians in anti-poverty programs were asked to list 10 to 15 

titles that were popular with the teen-agers they served. In the responses 

of librarians, less than one-fifth of the books were listed by more than 

one librarian — thus highlighting the wide range and diversity of reading 

interests. Of particular importance was the fact that of the 80 most 

popular titles, approximately one-third of these books were either 

written by or were about Negro people. 

McCloskey (1966, pp. 373-380) in an important and comprehen

sive dissertation study, examined the reading interests of 120 6th grade 

Negro boys in disadvantaged areas of New York City. Using an indivi

dual interview technique, with ten open-ended questions, she found that 

these 6th grade boys expressed greater interest in nonfiction than in 

fiction, and that their major free reading interest was in sports. Other 

high interests were biography, science, and animals. An important 

finding was noted in response to the question of what kind of book they 

would most like to have written. A substantial number of the boys 

said they would like a book which told about themselves. McCloskey 
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found it necessary to develop a new category — Books About Myself — 

which has not been mentioned in other studies of children's interests. 

Simmons (1967, pp. 63-72) found that folktales and fantasy, 

mystery and adventure, and fiction had highest appeal for all groups, 

and science and invention had least appeal. The lower class Negro 

children manifested greatest diversity of interests and lower class white 

children expressed stronger likes and dislikes in reading content than 

other groups. Although she found that the factor of race accounted for 

more differences in reading interest than did social class, Simmons 

stated that in spite of minor trends of difference, the four groups were 

more alike than different in their choices of reading content. 

Row (1968, pp. 123-124) investigated reading interests of over 

2,600 Negro and Anglo boys and girls in grades 1-6 using brief oral 

questionnaire interviews with primary pupils and similar written ques

tionnaires with intermediate pupils. She found some significant dif

ferences between Negro and Anglo pupils at every grade level, with 

more significant differences in reading interests of Negro and white 

boys than girls, and more significant differences between Negro and 

white pupils at intermediate levels than primary grades. 

At 5th grade level, Row found significant differences among Negro 

and Anglo girls in categories of adventure, animals, biography, fantasy, 

history, humor, information, mystery, and romance. Significant dif

ferences were found among Negro and Anglo boys in realism and 



adventure. Fantasy was found of significantly greater interest to Negro 

girls; adventure of significantly greater interest to Negro boys. 

There have been practically no studies dealing directly with the 

relationship of reading interest to materials offering opportunity for 

ethnic identification. Witty, Coomer, and McBean (1946) in an earlier 

study of reading interests of children in ten Chicago schools, found 

incidentally that one book of poetry was listed as a favorite. Little 

Brown Baby was listed as a favorite book in a large Negro school in 

Chicago. 

Barrett and Barrett (1966) and Rowland and Hill (1965) conducted 

two studies with marked limitations, especially in small number of 

pupils studied. In a briefly described study, Barrett and Barrett (1966) 

compared interests of 40 Negro students in three different stories; 

one about a Negro urban child, one about an Anglo child living in a 

rural environment, and one about a child from a foreign country. 

Three-fourths of the children chose the story about the Negro child. 

Rowland and Hill (1965) compared 14 Caucasian children and 17 

Negro children to determine if racial content of school materials is 

related to the children's interest in them in free choice reading and 

writing situations. It was found that the interest of the child was 

influenced by the pictorial racial content of the materials as related to 

the race of the child. 
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Although McCloskey (1966, pp. 378, 381) found relatively little 

mention made of biographies of famous Negroes, her unique finding 

regarding the second ranking category of "Books About Myself" might be 

indication of need for reading materials offering opportunity for racial 

and self-image identity. The relatively high percentage of favorite 

titles offering opportunity for ethnic identification in Braverman's study 

(1966) would also be further evidence of this need. 

Summary: Although there have been relatively few studies of the relation

ship of reading interests to the factor of ethnic group membership, recent 

studies have tended to indicate that this factor, though not a major 

determinant of interest, is of greater importance than is the socioeconom

ic group factor. The precise nature of the ethnic group differences in 

interest are not conclusively determined by the studies. However, it 

would appear there is some evidence that ethnic group membership may 

affect interest in materials related to ethnic group identification. It is 

clear that there is ample room for more comprehensive research in this 

area. 



CHAPTER III 

SAMPLE AND PROCEDURES 

Sample 

The subjects chosen for the major study were 5th grade students 

from eight elementary schools. In cooperation with the researcher, 

Tucson Public School District Number One provided for study six schools 

with children from designated Anglo, Negro, and Mexican-American 

populations. American Indian children were drawn from public schools 

on the Papago Indian Reservation at Sells, forty miles from Tucson. 

The six schools made available by Tucson District Number One 

were selected from among 20 schools in that school district receiving 

funds under ESEA Title I of Public Law 89-10, Financial Assistance to 

Local Educational Agencies for the Education of Children of Low Income 

Families. It was hoped that by selection of schools with poverty 

percentages as nearly equivalent as possible, the variable of strongly 

divergent socioeconomic background would be minimized and that students 

would generally be drawn from low to low-middle economic backgrounds. 

The percentage of families living under conditions of poverty ($2,000 

or less annual income) was made available by the Director of Federal 

Programs for the school district and was based on figures obtained at 
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the 1960 census. Also made available by that director were results of a 

Free Lunch Survey made in'the spring of the 1969-70 school year. 

Figures relating to school populations and ethnic composition were based 

on data provided by the Research Department of Tucson Public Schools 

obtained in October of 1969. 

In the initial pilot study, 38 children were drawn from four Tucson 

elementary schools which served also as sources for subjects in the 

major study. Through random sampling, 10 Anglo children were drawn 

from White School, 10 Negro children from Cavett School, 10 Mexican-

American children from Mission View School, and 8 American Indian 

children from Mission View School and White School. These children 

were eliminated from the school populations when selection was made 

through random sampling of subjects for the major study. 

A total of 219 children were subjects used in the major study. 

They were drawn from a total of 21 classrooms in eight schools. Thus 

variables related to specific school factors or specific teacher influence 

were minimized in this study. A total of 55 Anglo children, 53 Negro 

children, 60 Mexican-American children and 51 American Indian chil

dren were studied. Approximately half of each group were girls and 

half were boys. Approximately half of each group (other than Indians) 

were from schools of one predominant ethnic population; half from a 

school of racial balance. A minimum of 50 children (25 girls and 25 

boys) were to be studied in each group. Because it was found necessary 



to have equal numbers for each group in analysis of the Multi-Ethnic 

Annotated Titles Inventory, responses of 200 children, 50 in each group, 

were used for analysis. In analyzing the Individual Interview, responses 

for all 219 subjects were used. The 19 sets of responses eliminated 

from analysis in the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory were drawn 

out by random sampling through a table of random numbers. 

For selection of subjects in the major study, children from each 

ethnic group were drawn by random sampling using a table of random 

numbers (Downie and Heath 1965). All subjects were selected from the 

total heterogeneous 5th grade population of children of that ethnic group 

within a designated school. In some schools total populations of 5th 

grade children within a given ethnic group were studied. Children from 

each ethnic group were selected from a minimum of two schools. At 

least one school for each group represented a predominant population 

of that ethnic group (over 60 per cent); at least one school represented 

a substantial but not predominant population of that ethnic group (over 

20 per cent but not more than 50 per cent). Children could thus be 

drawn in nearly equal numbers from schools of racial balance and of 

racial imbalance, in order that variables related to proportion of popula

tion be minimized. This contrast was not possible for the Indian chil

dren, who were drawn from two schools of predominantly Indian 

population on the Papago Indian Reservation. 
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The 55 Anglo children were drawn from seven classrooms in two 

schools — 27 children (14 girls and 13 boys) from John C. White School, 

and 28 children (12 girls and 16 boys) from Mary Lynn School. Children 

from White School were selected by random sampling from the 5th grade 

Anglo population (excluding those used in the pilot study). All 5th 

grade Anglo children from Lynn School were included in the study. 

The 53 Negro children were drawn from eight classrooms in three 

schools — 25 children (12 girls and 13 boys) from Cavett School, 19 

children (6 girls and 13 boys) from Lynn School and 9 children (9 girls) 

from Borton School. Negro boys were selected from Cavett School by 

random sampling. All the 5th grade Negro girls from Cavett and Borton 

Schools and all Negro boys and girls in 5th grade from Lynn School 

were included in the study. 

The 60 Mexican-American children were drawn from nine class

rooms in three schools — 18 children (9 boys and 9 girls) from Mission 

View School, 10 children (5 girls and 5 boys) from Richey School, and 

32 children (15 girls and 17 boys) from Lynn School. The subjects from 

Mission View School and Richey School were selected by random sam

pling. At Lynn School the total 5th grade population of Mexican-American 

boys and girls were included in the study. 

The 51 American Indian children were drawn from five class

rooms in two schools. Because children were not placed in classes by 

grade level at Indian Oasis Public School, but rather were placed in 
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classes according to academic achievement (similar to an ungraded track 

system), the children studied were all those designated as being in their 

5th year of school. The total population of 42 Indian children (19 girls 

and 23 boys) in their 5th year at Indian Oasis School was studied. In 

addition, nine children from Topawa School were drawn by random sam

pling from the population in the one 5th grade classroom. 

Following is a description of each of the schools from which 

subjects were drawn for this study. The descriptions of schools in 

Tucson District Number One include population of school as of October, 

1969, approximate ethnic composition, percentage of families living 

under conditions of poverty based on the 1960 census, percentage of 

children participating in the free lunch program based upon a Tucson 

Public School survey in spring of 1969-70, and a brief description of 

library facilities, materials, and program. 

It must be realized that no accurate percentage was available 

to describe directly the percentage of children in each school living 

under conditions of poverty. While a percentage of families was given, 

based on the 1960 census, those figures might have been inaccurate 

in reflecting current conditions, and in addition, the families may have 

varied substantially in the number of children attending the school from 

each family. The free lunch survey, while more recent, and indicating 

a percentage of total children in the school, was based on a different 

criterion (income approximately $3,000 or less as compared with $2,000 
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or less for census) and included only those children actually partici

pating in the free lunch program, not all those who would be eligible 

to do so. 

John C. White School is located in southwest Tucson near the 

San Xavier Indian Reservation. Despite its proximity to the reservation, 

the school had very few Indian students and had a predominantly Anglo 

population. Of its 536 students, approximately 79 per cent were Anglo 

with the remaining students being primarily Mexican-American. White 

School was designated under the 1960 census as having 13.6 per cent 

of families living under conditions of poverty, a figure which was 

estimated by the principal as being high. In the free lunch survey, 

5.4 per cent of the children were participating in the free lunch program. 

The school had a central library with a book collection of approximately 

4,500 books, numerous audiovisual materials, and a library program 

providing for both scheduled and open use. 

Mary Lynn Elementary School is located in southwest Tucson 

and was used as the basic school source representing a condition of 

racial balance for Anglo, Negro, and Mexican-American subjects. In a 

population of 485 students, approximately 35 per cent were Anglo, 

24 per cent were Negro, and 35 per cent were Mexican-American. The 

total 5th grade population from each of those three ethnic groups was 

used in this study. Lynn School was designated in the 1960 census 

as having 14.1 per cent of families living under conditions of poverty, a 



figure which the principal considered to be accurate. Students from 

Lynn School came from diverse economic backgrounds ranging from low 

to upper-middle. The principal indicated that children from all three 

groups were represented in the lower economic backgrounds and that 

most children would be from lower-middle backgrounds. Participating 

in the free lunch program were 7.9 per cent of the children. The materials 

collection was substantial with approximately 5,900 books and a large 

audiovisual collection. These materials were made accessible to the 

children in an open library program despite the fact that they were 

housed in a large hall area pending construction of a central facility. 

Cavett Elementary School is located in south-central Tucson. 

Its population was predominantly Negro. In a school population of 386, 

approximately 65 per cent were Negro, with most of the remaining chil

dren being Mexican-American. The percentage of families living under 

conditions of poverty was 12.6 per cent in the 1960 census, a figure 

considered to be accurate by the principal. The percentage of chil

dren participating in the free lunch program was 32.4 per cent. Cavett 

school library had a materials collection of approximately 4,100 books 

and many audiovisual materials. The library program provided for 

weekly scheduling of classes in the central library which was a con

verted classroom. 

Borton Elementary School is located in central Tucson. In a 

school population of 201, approximately 49 per cent of the students 
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were Negro. Most of the remaining students were Mexican-American. 

This school was considered by the researcher to be a school of racial 

balance from which the remaining Negro girls were drawn. The 1960 

census figure of 12.2 per cent families living under conditions of 

poverty was considered quite low by the principal who estimated that 

50 per cent of the children come from families living under conditions of 

poverty. The free lunch survey showed 54.6 per cent of the children to 

be participating in the free lunch program. Borton School had a materials 

collection of approximately 4,000 books and some audiovisual materials 

housed in a small room of one-half classroom size. The library program 

combined open use and scheduled class periods with the librarian 

going to the classrooms. 

Mission View School is located in southwest Tucson. Its popula

tion was predominantly Mexican-American. In a total school population 

of 496 children, approximately 75 per cent were Mexican-American with 

the remaining children representing differing ethnic groups, including 

approximately 12 per cent Indian children (mainly Papago Indian). 

The 1960 census figure of 18.9 per cent of families living under condi

tions of poverty was considered quite low by the principal who estimated 

that over 50 per cent of the children should be considered as coming 

from families living in poverty conditions. Participating in the free 

lunch program were 50.3 per cent of the children. The central library 

facility had a well balanced materials collection of approximately 
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6,000 books and many audiovisual materials, with a library program 

combining scheduling of classes and open use. 

Richey Elementary School is located in west central Tucson. 

Almost all the children were from a Spanish-speaking background. Of 

201 children, 97 per cent were from Spanish-speaking backgrounds. 

Approximately 70 per cent of the children were Mexican-American. 

Most of the remaining 30 per cent were Yaqui Indian children who are 

Mexican Indians and were not used in this study. The 1960 figure of 

23.5 per cent families living under poverty conditions was considered 

to be quite low by the principal, who estimated that 50 per cent or more 

of the children come from families living in conditions of poverty. 

Participating in the free lunch program were 64.1 per cent of the chil

dren . Richey School had an attractive central library facility with 

approximately 4,000 books and a variety of audiovisual materials. 

The library program during the 1969-70 school year changed from a 

combination of open use and scheduled library periods to a program 

structured entirely around open use. 

An inadequate number of American Indian students were available 

in the Tucson Public Schools for the major study, for in no Tucson 

school were American Indian children found to be a substantial percentage 

of the school population (none representing 20 per cent or more). 

Therefore, American Indian children were drawn for the major study 

from public schools on the Papago Indian Reservation approximately 



forty miles from Tucson. The only public schools on the reservation 

were two schools in the Indian Oasis School District which served chil

dren in a thirty mile radius and included in its district all of the reser

vation within Pima County. Approximately two-thirds of all children on 

the reservation were served by Indian Oasis Public School District. 

Indian Oasis School was the primary source for Indian subjects 

in this study. The school ranged from grades one through twelve, with 

311 children enrolled in the elementary school. Most of the school 

population was Papago Indian. The principal estimated that from 

95 per cent to 98 per cent of the school population was comprised of 

Papago Indian children. He also estimated that 70 per cent of children 

came from families living under conditions of poverty. Indian Oasis 

Public School is located in the town of Sells which is the largest town 

on the reservation with a population of approximately 1,000 people. 

Children from many villages on the reservation were bussed to Indian 

Oasis School. The school had a large attractive library with materials 

from elementary through high school levels. It had an elementary school 

library program of scheduled story hours and book talks, with open use 

by individuals. The library at Indian Oasis School was the only 

school library in this study in which the librarian was a regular member 

of the school staff and was present five days a week. 

Topawa School is a part of the Indian Oasis Public School 

District and is located approximately eight miles from Sells. Formerly a 



church-sponsored school affiliated with the Catholic church at Topawa, 

it had been for three years'a part of the Indian Oasis Public School 

District. Although the nuns had been retained as teachers and principal 

of this school, religious instruction was no longer compulsory. Atten

dance at this school was voluntary according to the wishes of the 

family, which could choose to have the children attend either Indian 

Oasis Public School or Topawa School. The elementary school popula

tion at Topawa was approximately 200 children of whom 96 per cent 

were Papago Indians. The principal estimated that 90 per cent of the 

children came from families living under conditions of poverty. The 

library at Topawa School had a small collection of approximately 1,000 

books. Both scheduling of classes and individual use of the library 

were conducted by an aide. 

Reading achievement scores were obtained for the sole purpose 

of identifying children who were non-readers (reading at primer level 

or below). All children with stanines of 1 or higher on their most recently 

recorded reading achievement test, who were considered to be non-

readers by their teachers were dropped from the study. While reading 

achievement was not a factor for consideration in analysis of data in 

this study, children unable to read would not be likely to express valid 

reading interests. 
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Children known to have parents representing two different ethnic 

backgrounds were eliminated from the study. It was believed that to 

include such children might distort somewhat the findings of the study, 

for such children would be directly affected by dual cultural influences 

in the immediate family. 

Instrumentation 

Two instruments were used for this study: an interest inventory 

of annotated titles (Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory), and a set 

of open-ended questions in an oral individual interview. Both instru

ments were developed by the present researcher but, with several vital 

modifications, were based upon previous studies. 

Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory 

The Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory (MATT) was based 

on a technique devised by Thorndike (1941), Thorndike and Henry (1940) 

and most recently described and modified by Steirt (1966). In this study 

it consisted of 76 fictitious annotated titles invented by the researcher in 

ten interest areas of content: Mystery and Adventure, Animal Stories, 

Folk Tales, Modern Realistic Stories, Biography, Sports and Games, 

Science, Life and Customs of Different People, Languages, Contempo

rary Problems and Events. 

The annotated titles were all original and were developed by the 

researcher with the advice and approval of her doctoral committee 



consisting at that time of six persons in the departments of Reading, 

Library Science, and Elementary Education. Of the 76 titles, within 

the framework of the ten categories, one-half of the titles (38) directly 

related to minority group cultures (Black, Mexican-American and 

American Indian culture). Over one-half of the titles dealt with con

temporary concerns, conditions, persons, and circumstances. 

Original aspects of the inventory as developed by this researcher 

were the focus on titles relating to minority group culture, the focus 

on titles relating to contemporary events, the oral administration of 

the inventory to small groups, the scale of response, the combination 

of use of this inventory with an individual interview technique, and the 

annotated titles themselves which were devised by the researcher. 

A pilot study was conducted with an initial instrument of 75 

titles and a four-point scale of response. The purpose of the pilot 

study was solely to determine the feasibility of the testing instrument 

in order to provide a basis for its refinement and improvement. After the 

pilot study several modifications were made in wording of annotated 

titles, with a few new titles added and some eliminated. In the major 

study the final instrument had 76 titles and a five-point scale of response 

to make more equal the intervals between the responses. 

The selection and writing of titles relating to minority group 

culture was based on an attempt by the researcher to incorporate 



relevant fiction and nonfiction topics in seven of the ten general interest 

areas. Topics relating to Black, Mexican-American and American Indian 

cultures were included in Modern Realistic Stories, Folk Tales, Sports, 

Biography, Life and Customs of Different Peoples, Language, and 

Contemporary Events and Problems. While dominant focus is on Black, 

Mexican-American, and American Indian cultures in the immediate envi

ronment of mainland United States of America, titles also included offer 

more distant aspects of minority culture relating to Africa, Mexico, and 

the Eskimo Indians. Of the 38 titles relating to the three minority groups, 

14 titles relate to Black culture, 12 to Mexican-American culture, and 12 

to Indian culture. On the following page is depicted the designation of 

the 38 titles in the different interest areas relating to the three minority 

ethnic groups (Fig. 1). The complete MATT may be found in Appendix C. 

Individual Interview 

The second instrument used was a set of structured questions 

which formed the basis for an individual oral questionnaire-interview. 

Some of the questions were modeled with modifications after those of 

McCloskey (1966). Others were original and developed by the researcher 

for this study, particularly the inclusion of questions offering oppor

tunity for responses relating to ethnic identification. 

In the pilot study six open-ended questions were asked. In 

addition, a projective technique of ten incomplete sentences was used, 



Black Culture Indian Culture Mexican-American Culture 

Modern 
Realistic 
Stories 

From Mississippi to Chicago 
Riot In The Ghetto 
Which School to Choose 
A Friend to Keep 

To Make A Home 
No Fish For Fishermen 

From Nogales to Tucson 
Only A Little English 
Fiesta de Quincean'os 

. Folk Tales Folk Tales of Africa 
Folk Tales of Negroes In 

America 

Folk Tales of Arizona 
Indians 

Folk Tales of Mexico 

Sports Games In Africa Games for Indians and 
You 

Sports in Mexico 

Life and 
Customs 

Modern Rhythms in Africa American Indians Today 
The Eskimo Indians 

A Ticket to Mexico 
Cookbook of Mexican Foods 

Language Hello In Swahili Indian Sign and Picture 
Language 

Buenos Dias 

Contemporary Civil Rights Movement 
Events Speaking Out About Black 

Power 

Indians At Alcatraz .What Else Tomorrow? 

Biography. . Man With A Dream (Martin 
Luther King) 

Great Black Athletes 

Jim Thorpe, Champion 
Indian 

Great Indian Warriors 
Two Who Led the Way 
From Chiefs to Chairmen 

Cesar Chavez, Chicano 
Leader 

Chicanos in Sports 
Famous Mexican-Americans 

History 
(Or Other) 

In Slavery and Out 

Fig. 1. Annotated Titles Relating to Minority Ethnic Groups 
c/l 
to 



half of which dealt with attitudes toward reading. For the major study 

some modifications were made in the open-ended questions, with seven 

asked in the final version. The incomplete sentence projective tech

nique was eliminated from the major study as social expectation factors 

seemed to overly influence the children's responses in that technique. 

The Individual Interview was an important supplement to the 

annotated titles inventory and could provide additional information which 

would be meaningful to the study. While the annotated titles inventory 

would provide the children with specific stimuli to which they would 

indicate their response, the individual interview would provide oppor

tunity for them to indicate interests and choices which might not be 

included in the inventory. Thus the combination of the two techniques 

would more likely provide an opportunity for a balanced view of the 

expressed reading interests of the children. 

On the following page is a copy of the final set of questions 

forming the basis for the individual interview in the major study (Fig. 2). 

Procedures 

The Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory was administered 

orally by the researcher to children in small groups of generally five or 

six children at a time. The researcher read aloud each title and its 

accompanying annotation with equally mild enthusiasm. The children, 

having each been given an answer sheet with the numbered titles but 



Name # S G. 

School Teacher . Date 

1. Have you read any books in the past year? 

What was the last book you read? 

2. If you could have any kind of book you wanted for your very own; 
what kind of book would you choose? 

3. If you could read about the true story of the life of any person in the 
world, who would you want to read about? 

4. If you could read about people from any country or place in the world, 
what people would you want to read about? 

5. If you could have a writer write a brand new book or story of any 
kind just for you, what would you want him to write about? 

What title would you give to it? 

6. When you have a chance to choose a book to read, what do you look 
for in the book that helps you to know whether or not you want to 
read it? 

7. If you were given some money to help buy books for your school 
library, and you could choose any books you wanted, what books 
would you want to buy? 

Fig. 2. Individual Interview Questions 
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without annotations (Appendix D), indicated their expressed interest for 

each title in the major study by marking their degree of interest on a 

five-point scale ranging from "Yes, very much" to "No, not at all." 

The oral administration of the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inven

tory was original to this study and was an important aspect of this study. 

In studies by Thorndike (1941), Thorndike and Henry (1940), Steirt (1966) 

and Simmons (1967), the reading inventory and annotations were presented 

as a written questionnaire handed to children in their regular classrooms. 

A key limitation in such administration was the assumption of equal 

reading facility by all students and also the assumption of conceptual 

comprehension by the students of vocabulary and concepts in the annota

tions. By oral administration in small groups as was done in this study, 

no reading ability was required of the students other than their ability 

to follow the numbering of the titles and to read the five-point scale of 

response which was essentially taught in the initial instructions. 

The initial instructions were given orally to each group of chil

dren. The researcher introduced herself as a librarian who was trying to 

find out what kinds of books and stories the children wanted to read so 

that she and other librarians could choose books for the libraries which 

would be just what the boys and girls wanted. Subjects were told that 

the inventory was not a test, that there were no grades, and no "right 

answers," with no one answer being better than any other answer. 

Children were asked to be completely honest in showing exactly what 
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they individually felt so that they could help in choosing books for the 

libraries. 

In a large chart book the researcher had a sample of the first 

title with a reproduction of the five-point scale. After the first title 

and its annotation were read to the children, the five choices in re

sponses were introduced by the researcher. The children were then free 

to make their individual responses on their answer sheets after the 

researcher read each annotated title. 

The children were invited to ask questions if they did not under

stand a word or idea in the title or annotation read by the researcher. 

Other discussion was discouraged. Children were cautioned to look 

only at their own papers. 

The length of time for administration of the Multi-Ethnic Anno

tated Titles Inventory took usually between 45 to 50 minutes for each 

group, including initial instructions. To reduce fatigue factors, a 

brief rest period was taken midway through the inventory at which time 

children were given a cookie to eat and were invited to stretch and get 

a drink of water. At the end of the inventory the children were thanked 

for their help and told that the researcher had a few more questions to 

ask and would see them one at a time for about ten minutes each when 

she would come back two days later. Where available the inventory was 

usually administered in a small room, empty classroom, library, or 

multipurpose room where administration would be undisturbed. At 
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Indian Oasis School no such space was available and administration 

was by necessity in a hallway or on the playground where sporadic 

distractions were unavoidable. 

The individual interview was generally of a duration of ten to 

fifteen minutes. It was conducted after the inventory, usually two days 

afterward. While the researcher recognized that the inventory provided 

stimuli which might well be a variable affecting children's responses in 

the interview, it was also recognized that the inventory would be an 

equal variable for all the children. There were important psychological 

benefits in having the interview follow the inventory. 

Some children, particularly some of the Indian and Mexican chil

dren, were initially shy when they met the researcher in the small group 

session. By participating as part of a group, and with the informality 

of the cookie and rest period, a comfortable rapport developed by the end 

of the inventory session. Thus in most cases, by the time of the individ

ual interview, the children appeared to be comfortable and open in their 

responses. If the interview had occurred first, many children meeting 

individually with a stranger might have been more hesitant and inhib

ited in their responses. In addition, the inventory through its inclusion 

of a large number of titles relating to minority culture, provided chil

dren with the realization that responses relating to minority culture 
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were acceptable responses. If the interview had come first, some 

minority children might have felt reluctant to express such an interest 

to an unknown Anglo examiner. 

In the pilot study, use was made of a tape recorder to record 

children's responses as well as having the researcher record responses 

through written notes. It was determined that for the major study how

ever, such tape recording would not add substantially to the written 

notes, would only unnecessarily complicate the study, and would 

serve as an inhibiting factor for some children. 

An attempt was made to make the interview as informal as pos

sible. The structured open-ended questions asked by the researcher 

were the basis for the interview, but free verbalization was also en

couraged. If a child did not understand a question, it was reworded. 

If he could not think of a response, a "none" or "don't know" response 

was indicated as acceptable. If a child expressed several reading 

interests in response to a given question, these responses were all 

encouraged and were recorded in written notes. However, the child 

was asked, "Which one would you want most? Which one is most 

important to you?" The single most important interest content for each 

question was analyzed for each child in order to avoid having the study 

monopolized by the larger number of responses of the more verbal 

children. 



The pilot study was administered in February of 1970. The major 

study was administered in March, April, and May during the second 

semester of that same school year, 1969-70. 

Analysis of Data 

In the final analysis of the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inven

tory for the major study, a two-way Analysis of Variance was used to 

compare by ethnicity and by sex the mean (average) responses to each 

of the 76 individual titles and to each of 14 categories of title collec

tions in two systems of categorization. By one system, 74 of the titles 

were grouped in ten general interest categories. By a second system, 

the 76 titles were grouped by ethnic content relating to minority groups: 

14 Black Culture titles, 12 Indian Culture titles, 12 Mexican Culture 

titles, and 38 titles of neutral ethnicity (all titles not relating to 

minority ethnic culture). 

By random sampling, 19 subjects were eliminated from the analy

sis of the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory in order that equal 

numbers be used for each group, for it had been found that the analysis 

using groups of unequal numbers failed to meet the assumption of homo

geneity of variance. Thus responses of 200 children were compared, 

with 50 children (25 girls and 25 boys) within each of the four ethnic 

groups. As Edwards (1967, p. 270) states: "With random assignment 

of n subjects to each treatment and with n > 25, the experimenter 
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need not be overly concerned about normality of distribution and equal 

variances." 

While an alpha level of .05 had originally been set as the 

criterion for determining difference, it was felt that due to the large 

number of tests performed (90) and due to the apparent skewing of re

sponses toward the positive, these limitations would be compensated 

for by selecting a higher alpha level of .01 as the criterion for deter

mining difference in the Analysis of Variance tests; while .05 would 

remain the criterion for Chi Square Tests. 

Reliability of Categorization 

For the Individual Interview, responses of all subjects to each 

of the seven questions were categorized by the researcher. After the 

researcher had established categories for responses to each equestion, 

had described those categories in written instructions, and had 

assigned responses of all subjects to those categories, three impartial 

judges were asked to independently assign responses to those pre-

established categories. A percentage of agreement between the research

er and the three independent judges in categorization (assignment) of 

responses was obtained in both the pilot study and the major study. 

In the pilot study, the three judges independently assigned all 

responses by all 38 subjects to categories established by the researcher. 

The percentages of agreement with the researcher obtained from each of 
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the three judges were 91.8 per cent, 86.2 per cent, and 91.4 per cent, 

with an average percent-agreement of 89.7 per cent. The areas of 

disagreement in the pilot study served as a basis for clarifying, modi

fying, and making more detailed the instructions and the categories for 

the major study. 

In the major study the three impartial judges, using the cate

gories established by the researcher, each independently assigned 

responses of an identical sample of 20 subjects, randomly selected, 

with five in each ethnic group. Each judge thus categorized a total of 

140 responses (seven by each subject). The percentage of agreement 

with the researcher was 96.4 per cent, 95.0 per cent, and 99.3 per 

cent, with an average of 96.9 per cent agreement with the researcher. 

The detailed instructions with examples given to the judges for the 

major study may be found in Appendix E. 

Frequency of responses for each category of each open-ended 

question in the Individual Interview was determined according to ethnic 

group, and again according to sex. A Chi Square Test of Independent 

Samples (Siegel, 1956) was used for each question to determine whether 

there were differences in ethnic group comparisons and in sex compari

sons . 

Analysis of Problem I 

In a two-way Analysis of Variance, comparisons were made to 

determine whether there are differences between the mean (average) 
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responses of the four ethnic groups to each of the 76 annotated titles, 

to the collections of titles in ten general interest categories, and to 

the collection of the 38 titles which were of neutral ethnicity (all titles 

not related to any minority group). 

In the interview, frequency of responses for each category of 

each question were analyzed by Chi Square analysis of contingency 

tables by ethnic group comparisons to determine whether differences 

exist between the four ethnic groups. 

Analysis of Problem la 

Grouping was made of responses for all titles relating to each 

of the minority cultures — the collection of 14 Black Culture titles, 

12 Indian Culture titles, and 12 Mexican Culture titles. In a two-way 

Analysis of Variance, mean responses for each collection of titles 

by children in each ethnic group were compared to determine whether 

there are differing degrees of response by each minority group for the 

collection of titles offering ethnic identification with its own group. 

Where differences were found, the Scheffe test for source of difference 

was applied in Analysis of Variance comparisons. 

Analysis of Problem Ib-c 

In the two-way Analysis of Variance tests for each of the three 

minority ethnic title collections, comparisons were made of each of 

the four ethnic groups (minority and majority groups) in their mean 
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responses for the collection of titles relating to each of the other 

(minority) groups to determine whether differences exist in each group 

mean relative to the other group means. The Scheffe test for source of 

difference was used when difference was found in Analysis of Variance 

comparisons. 

Analysis of Problem II a-b 

The two-way Analysis of Variance for each of 76 individual 

titles, for the ten collections of titles in general interest areas, for 

the collection of titles of neutral ethnicity, and for the three minority 

ethnic title collections was performed by sex as well as ethnicity to 

determine whether differences exist in mean responses between boys 

and girls in the total combined groups and within each ethnic group. 

In the interview, sex comparisons were made of the frequency 

of responses in each category of each question. A Chi Square Test of 

Independent Samples was used in analysis of responses to each of the 

seven questions to determine whether differences exist between boys 

and girls in the combined groups. 

Validity of Minority Ethnic Title Collections 

An intercorrelation analysis was performed to determine the 

validity of the three collections of titles relating to the three minority 

ethnic groups. Using a Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coeffi

cient, the degree of relationship was determined by comparing responses 



by all subjects for each minority ethnic title with the responses by all 

subjects for that ethnic collection of titles. Thus the responses by all 

subjects for each given Black Culture title were compared with the re

sponses by all subjects to the total Black Culture collection of titles 

to determine whether each title "belonged" in that collection. 

Table 1 depicts values of r (correlation coefficient) for each of 

the minority ethnic title collections. As interpreted from Downie and 

Heath (19 65, p. 306) which cites values of r for different levels of 

significance, statistical significance is found at .001 alpha level 

for all but one of the 38 minority ethnic titles, and that one title is 

significant at .01 alpha level. 



TABLE 1. Intercorrelation Analysis of Ethnic Title Collections 

content content content 

Black Culture Collection 1.00 

#3 Man With A Dream . 49 

#9 Folk Tales of Negroes 
in America .55 

#12 In Slavery and Out .61 

#16 Modem Rhythms in 
Africa .61 

#19 Great Black Athletes .38 

#27 From Mississippi to 
Chicago . 67 

#30 Speaking Out About 
Black Power .61 

#36 A Friend to Keep .52 

#48 Games In Africa .55 

#51 Which School to 
Choose .49 

#54 Folk Tales of Africa .53 

#65 Riot In The Ghetto .31 

#68 Hello In Swahili .52 

#70 Civil Rights Movement .61 

Indian Culture Collection 1.00 Mexican Culture Collection 1.00 

#5 Folk Tales of Arizona 
Indians .53 

#13 Jim Thorpe, Champion 
Indian .48 

#21 No Fish for Fishermen .54 

#28 Famous Indian Warriors .68 

#31 Indian Sign & Picture 
Language .60 

#41 American Indians Today .67 

#44 Indians at Alcatraz .70 

#53 The Eskimo Indians .56 

#58 To Make A Home . 60 

#62 From Chiefs to Chair-! 
men .69 

#71 Two Who Led the Way . 59 

#75 Games for Indians and 
You .41 

#8 Famous Mexican-
Americans . 60 

#11 Buenos Dias .45-

#17 Cesar Chavez, Chicano i 
Leader .58 

#24 Folk Tales of Mexico . 53 

#38 A Ticket to Mexico . 68 

#40 What Else Tomorrow? .60 

#46 Fiesta de Quinceanos .57 

#56 Chicanos in Sports .48 

#60 Only A Little English .32 

#66 Sports in Mexico . 57 

#69 Cookbook of Mexican 
Foods .42 

#74 From Nogales to Tucson .S2 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 

Problem I 

Hypothesis I: There are differences in expressed reading inter

ests between Mexican-American, Negro, American Indian and Anglo 

children in Tucson. 

Findings from Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory 

In a two way Analysis of Variance comparing mean (average) re

sponses of the four ethnic groups to each of the individual annotated 
i 

titles, differences were found at an alpha level of .01 or less in 35 

titles (almost one-half) of the total 76 titles in the Multi-Ethnic Anno

tated Titles Inventory. Most of the individual titles in which difference 

was found were titles relating to minority group culture. Of those 

35 titles in which differences were found, 24 titles (over two-thirds) 

were titles relating to minority group cultures; 11 titles (less than 

one-third) were neutral titles not related to minority culture. 

No difference was found among the four ethnic groups in the 

Analysis of Variance comparison of mean responses to the total collec

tion of 38 neutral titles (Table 2). In marked contrast, however, were 

findings from comparisons of responses for minority culture title 
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TABLE 2. Ethnic Culture Title Collections 

Title Collections 

Ethnicity 

F value Probability 

Source 
Sex Interaction 

F value Probability F value Probability 

Collection of Neutral Titles 1.79 N.S. 

Black Culture Collection 12.90 .0001 

Indian Culture Collection 17.50 .0001 

Mexican Culture Collection 8.57 .0001 

19.89 

.27 

1.14 

.23 

.0001 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

1 . 6 1  

1.17 

1 . 6 6  

1.23 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S, 

N.S, 



collections. Difference was found among the ethnic groups in mean 

responses to each of the three title collections relating to minority 

group culture. As shown in Table 2, the differences found for each of 

the three collections were at an alpha level of .0001, a probability level 

far exceeding the minimum criterion for significant difference in this 

study. 

Findings of the two way Analysis of Variance comparing mean 

responses of the four ethnic groups to the collections of titles in ten 

general interest categories are shown in Table 3. No differences were 

found in most of the ten general interest collections: Mystery and 

Adventure, Animal Stories, Folk Tales, Science, Life and Customs of 

Different Peoples, Languages, and Contemporary Events and Problems. 

Differences were found by ethnicity comparisons in three of the ten 

general interest collections: Sports, Biography, and Modern Realistic 

Fiction. Both Biography and Modern Realistic Fiction contained many 

titles relating to minority group persons or culture. Inspection of group 

means revealed that Indian children expressed the highest degree of 

interest in those three categories. Thus differences were found between 

the ethnic groups in approximately one-third of the general interest 

collections. Tables illustrating findings for all the titles in each of 

the ten general interest categories are located in Appendix A. 



TABLE 3. Title Collections of General Interest 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collections F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

Modern Realistic Fiction 5.10 .002 4.03 N.S. 2.48 N.S. 

Mystery and Adventure .85 N.S. .69 N.S. 1.58 N.S. 

Animal Stories 2.90 N.S. 4.34 N.S. 3.07 N.S. 

Folk Tales .82 N.S. .00 N.S. .20 N.S. 

Sports 5.70 .001 37.78 .0001 1.57 N.S. 

Science .49 N.S. 29.78 .0001 .99 N.S. 

Life and Customs of 
Different Peoples 1.07 N.S. 1.90 N.S. 3.30 N.S. 

Languages 2.72 N.S. 8.30 .005 1.48 N.S. 

Contemporary Events 
and Problems 1.80 N.S. 6.54 .01 2.97 N.S. 

Biography 8.62 .0001 31.65 .0001 .35 N.S. 
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Findings from Individual Interview 

Findings of Chi Square analyses by ethnicity of the responses to 

the seven questions in the Individual Interview are shown in Table 4. 

With the criterion for significant difference being a probability level 

of .05 or less, differences were found among the four ethnic groups in 

six of the seven questions. 

In most (two-thirds) of the interview questions in which dif

ferences were found, the factor of minority culture identification by two 

or more minority groups emerged as a high priority interest factor, thus 

meriting inclusion in the findings of Problem la relating to degree of 

positive response by members of minority ethnic groups for titles (and 

topics) relating to their own group. That factor emerged as a high 

priority category in Questions 3, 4, 5, and 7. 

No difference was found among the ethnic groups in Question 1 

relating to the last book read by the child. Adventure-Mystery and 

Humor-Fantasy were high ranking categories for all groups, with Indian 

children showing highest interest in Peoples, Persons, and Places. 

Table 35 in Appendix B shows the percentage of obtained frequencies 

for each category. 

In Question 2, difference was found among the four groups when 

asked, "If you could choose any book you wanted for your very own, 

what kind of book would you choose?" As depicted in Table 5, the 

highest ranking response for Anglo children was Animals (29.1 per cent); 



TABLE 4. Chi Square Analyses by Ethnicity and Sex of the Seven Questions in the 
Individual Interview 

Content Comparison Chi Square Value d.f. Probability 

Question 1 Ethnicity 13.89 12 N.S. 
"What was the last book you read?" 

Sex 20.87 4 .001 

Question 2 Ethnicity ' 2S.44 12 .02 
"If you could choose any book you 

wanted for your very own, what Wnd Sex 35.SI 4 .001 
of book would you choose?" 

Question 3 Ethnicity 105.57 6 .001 
"If you could read about the true 

story of the life of any person in the Sex 13.09 2 .01^ 
world, who would you want to read 
about?" 

Question 4 Ethnicity 32.82 12 .01 
If you could read about people from any 

country or place in the world, what people Sex 9.10 4 N.S. 
would you want to read about?" 

Question 5 Ethnicity 28.84 15 .02 
"If you could have a writer write a brand 

new book or story of any kind Just for you, Sex • 11.35 5 .05 
what would you want him to write about? " 

Question 6 Ethnicity 26.25 12 .01 
"When you have a chance to choose a 

book to read, what do you look for in the Sex 10.33 4" .05 
book that helps you to know whether or 
not you want to read it?" 

Question 7 Ethnicity 27.93 15 . .05 
"If you were given some money to help 

buy books for your school library, and Sex 16.70 5 .01 
you could choose any books you wanted, 
what books would you want to buy?" 



TABLE 5. Interview Question 2--Book Wanted by Child for His Own (Ethnicity Comparison) 

Category 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Peoples, (dropped) 

Adventure- Humor & Sports & Persons Don't 
Mystery Fantasy Animals Science & Places know,other 

(Percent) 
Anglo 25.5 21.8 29.1 20.0 3.6 0.0 

Black 18.9 34.0 7.5 18.9 15.1 5.7 

Indian 13.7 19.6 15.7 27.5 23.5. 0.0 

Mexican 21.7 33.3 8.3 15.0 16.7 5.0 



for Black children Humor and Fantasy (34.0 per cent); for Mexican chil

dren Humor and Fantasy (33.3 per cent); for Indian children Sports and 

Science (27.5 per cent). It may be noted that most responses in the 

category of Humor and Fantasy were humorous fiction , jokes and rid

dles, and cartoon humor; most responses in the category of Sports and 

Science were group and individual sports and unnamed athletes, cars, 

motors, and mechanics. The second highest ranking response for 

Indian children was Peoples, Persons, and Places; for the other three 

groups the second highest ranking response was Adventure-Mystery. 

It is interesting to note that the responses of Indian children for the 

category of Peoples, Persons, and Places in both Questions land 2 

include several responses related to minority group culture and/or 

Indians. In Question 1, one-half of the responses in that category 

related to minority group persons or culture; in Question 2, almost 

two-thirds of the responses in that category related to Indians and 

Indian culture. 

Interview Question 6, while not directly related to Problem I, 

bears findings which may be of considerable value in the practical 

application of this study. Children were asked, "When you have a 

chance to choose a book to read, what do you look for in the book that 

helps you to know whether or not you want to read it?" As seen in 

Table 6, Content emerged as the highest ranking response for all four 



TABLE 6. Interview Question 6—Child's Basis for Book Selection (Ethnicity Comparison) 

Category 1 2 3 4 5 
Words and Other 

Content Pictures Readability Title Factors 

(Percent) 
Anglo 63.6 9.1 9.1 10.9 7.3 

Black 34.0 17.0 20.8 17.0 11.3 

Indian 58.8 15.7 7.8 13.7 3.9 

Mexican 43.3 33.3 10.0 5.0 8.3 



groups, with their percentage of response for that category being sur

prisingly high: Anglo children, 63.6 per cent; Black children, 34.0 

per cent; Indian children, 58.8 per cent; Mexican children, 43.3 per cent. 

Second highest ranking response for Anglo children was Title (10.9 per 

cent); for Black children, Words and Readability (20.8 per cent); for 

Indian children, Pictures (15.7 per cent); and for Mexican children, 

Pictures (33.3 per cent). 

It is very interesting to note that while content was by far the 

highest priority choice for all children in book selection, the second 

highest priority choice appeared to be related to language and reading 

facility patterns in each of the groups. Thus Anglo children, who tend 

to have the highest degree of fluency in the English language, chose 

Title, which is a factor of content; Indian and Mexican children, who 

tend to have less facility with the English language, had Pictures as 

second highest ranking category; Black children, who tend to have 

greater fluency in English than Indian or Mexican children, but less 

reading facility than Anglo children, had Words and Readability as second 

highest ranking category. 

While percentages within the categories of each question may 

differ, some responses were given by every group for each category of 

every question in the interview. For each question a wide range of 

diverse responses was obtained within each group. 
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Other Findings 

Certain supplementary findings obtained through descriptive 

tables of data from responses to the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles 

Inventory may be of additional value and interest in analyzing and 

interpreting the findings of Problem I. Through descriptive tables, 

approximations of rankings were obtained for each ethnic group, com

paring most popular and least popular title collection categories and 

most popular and least popular individual titles (as determined by 

group mean relative to other group means). 

It is interesting to note (Table 7) that the most popular title 

collection for all four groups was Mystery-Adventure. Of high interest 

also to all four groups was Animal Stories. For most groups the category 

of Languages was a category of high degree of interest. Sports was also 
t 

a category of high interest to Black and Indian children. On the opposite 

side of the coin it would appear that of consistently low interest to all 

four groups were the categories of Contemporary Events and Problems, 

and Life and Customs of Different Peoples. 

Descriptive Tables 8 and 9 indicate rankings of the ten most 

popular and ten least popular individual annotated titles by ethnicity 

comparisons. It is interesting that of all the 76 individual titles, a 

single title emerged as the highest ranking title for each of the four 

groups — From Gilligan to Charlie Brown. It is likely that the combina

tion of humor (Charlie Brown) and comedy situations with life stories 



TABLE 7. Priority of MATlGategori.es from Most Liked to Least Liked by Ethnicity 

Anolo Black Indian Mexican 
Rank Category Mean Rank Category Mean Rank Category Mean Rank Category Mean 

1 Mystery-Adventure 4.58 1 Mystery-Adventure 4.58 1 Mystery-Adventure 4.48 1 Mystery-Adventure 4.48 

2 Animal Stories 4.53 2 Black Culture Titles 4.28 2 Animal Stories 4.30 2 Animal Stories 4.23 

3.5 Languages 3.95 3 Animal Stories 4.22 3 Languages 4.26 3 Neutral Titles 4.01 

3.5 Neutral Titles 3.95 4 Sports 3.96 4 Indian Culture Titles 4.24 4.5 Languages 3.94 

5 Science 3.91 5 Neutral Titles 3.93 5 Sports 4.17 4.5 . Folk Tales 3.94 

6 Folk Tales 3.82 6 Folk Tales 3.85 6 Biography 4.16 6 Biography 3.90 

7 Sports 3.64 7 Modern Realistic 3.81 7 Neutral Titles 4.11 7 Science 3.89 
Fiction 

8.5 Black Culture Titles 3.61 8 Languages 3.79 8 Folk Tales 4.02 8 Sports 3.85 

8.5 Biography 3.61 9 Science 3.77 9 Modern Realistic 3.99 9 Mexican Culture 3.83 
Fiction Titles 

10.5 Indian Culture Titles 3.53 10 Biography 3.76 10 Mexican Culture 3.92 10.5 Modern Realistic 3.76 
Titles Fiction 

10.5 Modern Realistic 3,. S3 11 Contemporary Events 3.60 11 Science 3.80 10.5 Black Culture Titles 3.76 
Fiction and Problems 

12 Contemporary Events 3.52 12 Mexican Culture 3.52 12 Contemporary Events 3.78 12 Contemporary Events 3.72 
and Problems Titles and Problems and Problems 

13 Mexican Culture 3.35 13 Life and Customs of 3.43 13 Black Culture Titles 3.65 13 Indian Culture Titles 3.55 
Titles Different Peoples 

14 Life and Customs of 3.31 14 Indian Culture Titles 3.30 14 Life and Customs of 3.56 14 Life and Customs of 3.44 
Different Peoples Different Peoples Different Peoples 



TABLE 8. Ten Most Popular Annotated Titles by Ethnicity* 

Anolo Black Indian • Mexican 
Rank Title Mean Rank Title Mean Rank Title Mean Rank Title Mean 

1 From Gllligan to 4.96 1 From Gllligan to 4.98 1 From Gllligan to 4.92 1 From Gllligan to 4.92 
Charlie Brown Charlie Brown Charlie Brown Charlie Brown 

2 Shivers and Moans 4.82 2 Man With A Dream 4.88 2 Shivers and Moans 4.84 2 Fiddle for A Riddle 4.72 

3.5 Mystery of the Giant 4.76. 3 A Friend To Keep 4.82 3 Fiddle for A Riddle 4.80 3 How A Baby Is Bom 4.64 
Footprints 

3.5 Strange Cave 4.76 4 Shivers and Moans 4.76 '4.5 Indian Sign and 4.66 4 Mystery of the Giant 4.62 
Picture Language Footprints 

5 The Lost Horse 4.74 5 Helen Keller 4.74 4.5 Mystery of the Giant 4.66 5 A Dog Named Blast 4.60 
Footprints off 

6 Flcdle for A Riddle 4.64 6 Speaking Out About 4.72 6 Games for Indians 4.62 6 Smoking Pot 4.56 
Black Power and You 

7.5 Helen Keller 4.62 7.5 Fiddle for A Riddle 4.70 8 Fire In Beaver Canyon 4.60 7 Cookbook of Mexican 4.54 
Foods 

7.5 A Dog Named Blast- ' 4.62 7.5 Mystery of the Giant 4.70 8 The Lost Horse 4.60 8 Shivers and Moans 4.52 
Off Footprints 

. 9 Wildlife In Danger 4.58 9 Cookbook of Mexican 4.68 8 Smoking Pot 4.60 9.5 The Lost Horse 4.50 
Foods 

10 A Purr for Spitfire *4.44 10 Pack A Punch 4.64 10 Folktales of Arizona 4.58 9.5 Strange Cave 4.50 
Indians 

*1 = Most liked 



TABLE 9. Ten Least Popular Annotated Titles by Ethnicity* 

Anolo Black Indian Mexican 
Rank Title Mean Rank Title Mean Rank Title Mean Rank Title Mean 

1 Communism 2.58 1 Cesar Chavez, 2.56 1 Modern Rhythms in 2.72 1 Communism 2.82 
Chicano Leader Africa 

2 Famous Mexican- 2.70 2 From Chiefs to 2.72 2 Communism 2.94 2 Life In Russia 2.84 
Americans Chairmen 

3 Cesar Chavez, 2.82 3 What Else Tomorrow? 2.76 3 What Else Tomorrow? 2.98 3 From Chiefs to 2.98 
Chicano Leader Chairmen 

4 From Chiefs to 2.84 4.5 Famous Mexican 2.80 • 4 Jets and Rockets 3.06 4 China of Today •3.18 
Chairmen Americans 

5.5 Life In Russia 2.96 '4.5 Care For A Drag 2.80 5 Life In Russia 3.08 6 Modern Rhythms ol 3.22 
Africa 

5.5 What Else Tomorrow? 2.96 6.5 Communism 2.92 6.5 From Mississippi to 3.14 6 A Look At Europe 3.22 
Chicago 

7 China of Today 3.02 6.5 Indians At Alcatraz 2.92" 6.5 Games In Africa 3.14 6 What Else Tomorrow? 3.22 

8 Sports In Mexico 3.06 8 Planets and Stars 2.94 8 China of Today 3.16 8 Jets and Rockets 3.24 

9 Chlcanos In Sports 3.08 9 American Indians 2.96 9 A Look At Europe 3.24 9 From Mississippi to 3.26 
Today Chicago 

10 A Look At Europe 3.10 10 Life In Russia 3.02 10 Speaking Out About 3.28 10 Indians At Alcatraz 3.28 
Black Power 

*1 = Least liked. 
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of current television personalities made this title the favorite for all 

groups. In addition, three other titles were among the ten most popular 

titles for all four groups: Fiddle For A Riddle, Mystery of the Giant 

Footprints, and Shivers and Moans. Common to all four of these titles 

were elements of humor or of mystery. This table also indicates a high 

degree of preference among Anglo children for individual titles relating 

to Animals. Of their ten most popular titles, three were animal fiction 

stories, one was a nonfiction title on endangered wildlife. 

In Table 9, conversely depicting the ten least popular titles, 

three titles were among those least liked by all four ethnic groups: Life 

in Russia, Communism, and What Else Tomorrow. Other titles of lowest 

degree of interest were specific titles in categories of Life and Customs • 

of Different People, Contemporary Problems and Events, Science, and 

some titles relating to minority group culture. 

Problem la 

Hypothesis la: There will be a higher degree of positive responses 

by each minority group for titles offering ethnic identification with its 

own minority group. 

Findings from Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory 

Black Culture Titles. In the total collection of 14 Black Culture 

Titles (Table 2) difference was found among the groups at a probability 



TABLE 10. Black Culture Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

#30 Speaking Out About 
Black Power 17.15 .0001 .003 N.S. 2.17 N.S. 

# 3 Man With A Dream 14.19 .0001 .08 N.S. .23 N.S. 
#16 Modern Rhythms in Africa 6.52 .0006 1.44 N.S. .81 N.S. 
# 9 Folktales of Negroes in 

America 5.89 .001 .27 N.S. 1.07 N.S. 
#70 Civil Rights Movement 5.84 .001 3.69 N.S. 1.53 N.S. 
#36 A Friend to Keep 5.51 .002 .72 N.S. • .87 N.S. 
#12 In Slavery and Out 5.02' .003 1.06 N.S. .22 N.S. 
#27 From Mississippi to 

Chicago 4.12 .008 1.40 N.S. .80 N.S. 
#19 Great Black Athletes 3.41 N.S. 56.43 .0001 .58 N.S. 
#48 Games in Africa 2.95 N.S. 5.62 N.S. 1.72 N.S. 
#54 Folk Tales of Africa 2.27 N.S. .13 N.S. .62 N.S. 
#51 Which School to Choose 2.02 N.S. 1.19 N.S. 1.43 N.S. 
#65 Riot In the Ghetto 1.99 N.S. 1.32 N.S. .89 N.S. 
#68 Hello In Swahili 1.0 N.S. .96 N.S. 1.28 N.S. 

Total Black Culture Collection 12.90 .0001 .28 N.S. 1.17 N.S. 

'ft 

In order of F value for ethnicity. 



level of .0001. In the Scheffe test to determine specifically where the 

difference is between the groups, it was found that Negro children 

showed difference from all other groups in their response to the Black 

Culture Title Collection, while other groups did not show difference 

from each other in response to that collection. 

Findings for each of the 14 Black Culture titles in order of F value 

for ethnicity are depicted in Table 10. Differences were found in eight 

of the 14 titles. The Black Culture titles in which differences were 

found were predominantly nonfiction titles dealing with social conditions, 

persons, issues and movements, both contemporary and historical 

(Speaking Out About Black Power, Man With A Dream, Civil Rights 

Movement, In Slavery and Out, Modern Rhythms in Africa, Folk Tales 

of Negroes in America). Those titles showing highest degree of difference 

were Speaking Out About Black Power, and Man With A Dream, both 

having a probability level of .0001. 

In the Black Culture Collection difference was not found between 

the groups in titles relating to sports games and sports heroes, in most 

titles relating to Africa and African language, and in fiction stories 

relating to open enrollment and ghetto riots. 

Indian Culture Titles. In the total collection of Indian Culture 

Titles (Table 2), difference was found at a probability level of .0001. 

When the Scheffe'test was performed to determine where the difference 

lies between the groups, it was found that Indian children showed 



TABLE 11. Indian Culture Title Collection* 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

#62 From Chiefs to Chairmen 19.06 .0001 5.48 N.S. .61 N.S. 
# 5 Folk Tales of Arizona 

Indians 12.73 .0001 1.96 N.S. .38 N.S. 
#41 American Indians Today 11.42 .0001 .01 N.S. .91 N.S. 
#31 Indian Sign and Picture 

Language 10.79 .0001 6.21 .01 1.58 N.S. 
#13 Jim Thorpe, Champion 

Indian 8.55 .0001 31.03 .0001 .59 N.S. 
#44 Indians At Alcatraz 5.29 .002 1.98 N.S. 1.83 N.S. 
#28 Famous Indian Warriors 5.01 .003 15.53 .0003 1.32 N.S. 
#75 Games for Indians and You 4.65 .004 .64 N.S. 3.34 N.S. 
#58 To Make A Home ' 3.50 N.S. 1.06 N.S. .58 N.S. 
#21 No Fish for Fishermen 3.12 N.S. .02 N.S. .69 N.S. 
#53 The Eskimo Indians 2.66 N.S. 2.49 N.S. 1.52 N.S. 
#71 Two Who Led the Way 1.95 N.S. 4.05 N.S. .63 N.S. 

Total Indian Culture Collection 17.50 .0001 1.14 N.S. 1.66 N.S. 

In order of F value for ethnicity. 
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difference from all other groups in response to the collection of Indian 

Culture Titles while other groups did not show difference from each other 

in their responses to that collection. 

Titles in the Indian Culture Collection are listed in order of F 

value for ethnicity with findings for each title depicted in Table 11. 

Difference was found in eight of the 12 titles in the Indian Culture 

Collection. In five of the eight titles, difference was at the probability 

level of .0001. All titles showing difference were nonfiction titles. 

The three titles inclusive of Papago culture as well as other Indian 

tribes of Arizona were among those showing highest degree of difference: 

From Chiefs to Chairmen, American Indians Today, and Folk Tales of 

Arizona Indians. 

Mexican Culture Titles. In the total collection of Mexican 

Culture Titles (Table 2), difference was found at a probability level of 

.0001. In the Scheffe test to determine where the difference is among 

the groups, difference was found between Mexican children and Anglo 

children. Difference was not found using the Scheffe test between 

Mexican children and Indian children or between Mexican children and 

Black children for the Mexican Culture Collection. 

An examination of findings for the individual titles in the Mexican 

Culture Collection (Table 12) reveals that difference was found in 

responses to eight of the 12 titles. The five titles in which difference 

was found at probability levels ranging from .001 to .0001 were nonfiction 



TABLE 12. Mexican Culture Title Collection* 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

#17 Cesar Chavez, Chicano 
Leader 9.43 .0001 .28 N.S. .26 N.S. 

#69 Cookbook of Mexican 
Foods 7.08 .0003 17.72 .0002 3.58 .01 

#56 Chicanos in Sports 6.59 .0005 85.96 .0001 .47 N.S. 
# 8 Famous Mexican-

Americans 5.79 .001 .38 N.S. 1.51 N.S. 
#66 Sports in Mexico 5.67 .001 38.35 .0001 1.06 N.S. 
#24 Folktales of Mexico 4.85 .003 .01 N.S. .29 N.S. 
#46 Fiesta de Quinceanos 4.74 .004 31.92 .0001 1.31 N.S. 
#74 From Nogales to Tucson 4.18 .007 .23 N.S. 1.62 N.S. 
#11 Buenos Dias 1.28 N.S. 5.13 N.S. .62 N.S. 
#38 A Ticket to Mexico 1.06 N.S. .03 N.S. 1.28 N.S. 
#40 What Else Tomorrow? 1.03 N.S. .57 N.S. .55 N.S. 
#60 Only A Little English 1.02 N.S. 7.80 .006 1.26 N.S. 

Total Mexican Culture 
Collection 8.57 .0001 .24 N.S. 1.22 N.S. 

*In order of F value for ethnicity. 



titles. The title showing highest degree of difference (probability level 

.0001) was Cesar Chavez, Chicano Leader. No difference was found 

in the titles Buenos Dias, A Ticket to Mexico, What Else Tomorrow, 

and Only A Little English. 

Summary. In all three title collections relating to minority 

ethnic cultures, difference was found among the groups at the proba

bility level of .0001. For all three minority culture collections the 

probability level at which difference was found was far beyond the 

minimum criterion for significant difference in Analysis of Variance 

comparisons (.01). It is believed by the researcher that this finding 

is the most important and most conclusive finding of this study. 

Using the Scheff/test, which is the most conservative of post 

hoc statistical tests to determine where the difference is among the 

groups, Negro children showed difference from all other groups in their 

higher positive response to the Black Culture Collection; Indian children 

showed difference from all other groups in their higher positive response 

to the Indian Culture Collection; Mexican children showed difference 

from Anglo children but not from Indian or Negro children in their higher 

positive response to the Mexican Culture Collection. 

Findings from Individual Interview 

Responses to four of the seven questions in the Individual Inter

view revealed findings pointing emphatically to the factor of ethnic 



identification in categories of interest choices, and are therefore 

pertinent for discussion under findings of Problem la. Four of the six 

questions for which difference was found are here described. The 

contingency table of obtained frequencies for each of these questions 

is shown in terms of percentage of responses in each category of the 

question. 

In Question 3 (Table 13), children were asked, "If you could 

read about the true story of the life of any person in the world, who 

would you want to read about?" Two categories included responses 

of persons within the child's ethnicity: in Category 1 such persons 

were within the child's immediate environment of family, relative, 

friends or tribe; in Category 2 mentioned persons were outside the 

immediate environment, though within the child's ethnicity. 

A key finding in this Question 3, and indeed in this study, 

reveals that over three-fourths of the Negro children (77.3 per cent) 

gave responses relating to Negro persons. The response of Negro 

children in relating to Negro persons in this question was almost 

as strong as that of Anglo children to Anglo persons (87.3 per cent). 

For both Negro and Anglo children, most responses were for persons 

within their ethnicity but outside their immediate environment. In 

fact, considering only that category, the percentages of responses 

by Anglo children (69.1 per cent) and Black children (64.2 per cefit) 
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were almost identical in degree of interest in persons within the child's 

ethnicity and outside the immediate environment. It is interesting to 

speculate whether these findings would have been the same ten years 

prior to the time of this study. Indeed, such speculation is especially 

pertinent since, only four years prior to this study, McCloskey (1966, 

pp. 378, 381) reported relatively little mention by 6th grade Negro boys 

of biographies of Negro persons. It would appear that expressed identi

fication with Black heroes is a recent phenomenon for Black-American 

children. 

In response to this same Question 3, over one-third of the 

Indian children (37.2 per cent) gave responses relating to Indian persons. 

Most of those responses by Indian children (almost two-thirds) were for 

persons within the child's home environment or tribe. Only 8.3 per 

cent of Mexican children gave responses relating to Mexican persons. 

Of the total responses by Mexican children, no responses were for a 

Mexican person outside the child's immediate environment. Again, it 

would be interesting to speculate whether these findings would be the 

same ten years after the time of this study. It might well be that within 

a few years, Indian and Mexican children may express interest and 

identification with specific heroes of their group (outside their personal 

home environment) comparable to that of Black-American children in this 

study. 



TABLE 13. Interview Question 3-—Life of Any Person In World (Ethnicity Comparison) 

Category 1 
Child's Immediate 
Environment 
Within Child's 
Ethnicity 

2 
Person In Child's 
Ethnicity 
Outside Immediate 
Environment 

3 

Person Outside 
Child's 
Ethnicity 

4 
(dropped) 

Don't Know 

Anglo 18.2 
(Percent) 

69.1 9.1 3.6 

Black 13.1 64.2 20.8 1.9 

Indian 23.5 13.7 56.9 5.9 

Mexican-
American 8.3 0 86.7 5.0 

CO 
CO 



It is highly interesting to examine the individual responses of 

the children in relating to specific heroes outside their immediate 

environment at the given point in time of this study for Question 3. The 

widest range and diversity of individual named heroes was given by Anglo 

children, with Abraham Lincoln and Helen Keller being the most fre

quently cited figures (six responses each). For Black children, Martin 

Luther King was overwhelmingly the most popular figure, being the 

choice of 19 children. James Brown was the second most frequently 

cited figure for Black children (five responses). The Anglo person most 

frequently cited by Black children was Helen Keller (four responses), 

who was also shown in the inventory to be of high interest to Black 

children. 

For Indian children, Cochise, Geronimo, and Jim Thorpe were 

the most cited Indian heroes (two responses each); John Kennedy (six 

responses) and Abraham Lincoln (five responses) were the most frequently 

cited Anglo heroes for Indian children. Among Mexican-American chil

dren no Mexican heroes were named; only Mexican persons within the 

child's personal home environment were named. For Mexican-American 

children, the most popular cited Anglo heroes were John Kennedy (ten 

responses) and Abraham Lincoln (seven responses), with John and Robert 

Kennedy combined receiving 13 responses. 

It would appear that John Kennedy was viewed with highest interest 

by Indian and Mexican children; Abe Lincoln as a hero to most groups 



(three-fourths); and that Martin Luther King was a figure of higher degree 

of interest to Black-American children than was any other figure to any 

other ethnic group. 

In Interview Question 4 (Table 14) children were asked, "If you 

could read about people from any country or place in the world, what 

people would you want to read about?" Indian children showed a high 

degree of positive response (45.1 per cent) for Indian peoples within 

mainland United States. Approximately one-third of Anglo children (30.9 

per cent), Negro children (34.0 per cent), and Mexican-American chil

dren (31.6 per cent) gave responses of people within their ethnicity 

inside and outside mainland United States, while approximately one-half 

of Indian children (49.0 per cent) gave responses for Indian peoples in 

the combined categories. An equal number of Negro children (17.0 per 

cent in each category) wanted to read about Black peoples in mainland 

United States and in Africa. Of the responses by Indian children for 

Indian peoples (49 per cent), 28 per cent were for Papago Indians, 

28 per cent were for different Indian tribes or persons, 44 per cent were 

for Indians generally (unspecified as to tribe). 

It is interesting to note that while the highest ranking response 

for Anglo, Black, and Mexican children was for persons outside their 

ethnicity outside mainland U.S., the highest ranking response for 

Indians was within their ethnicity in mainland U.S. It is possible that 

the many responses by Indians for different Indian tribes or Indians 



TABLE 14. Interview Question 4—People From Any Country or Place in the World (Ethnicity Comparison) 
j 

Category 1 
In Ethnicity 
In U. S. 
(mainland) 

2 
In Ethnicity 
Outside U.S. 
(mainland) 

3 
Outside 
Ethnicity 
In U. S. 

4 
Outside 
Ethnicity 
Outside U. S. 

5 

Of Mixed 
Ethnicity 

6 
(dropped) 

Don't Know 

Anglo 5.5 25.4 
(Percent) 

9.1 40.0 20.0 0 

Black 17.0 17.0 11.3 28.3 18.9 7.5 

Indian 45.1 3.9 7.8 31.4 9.8 2.0 

Mexican-
American 18.3 13.3 11.7 36.7 1!. 7 8.3 

<0 
CO 
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unspecified as to tribe may have been interpreted by Indians as outside 

their distinct Papago Indian group, and may therefore be somewhat com

parable to responses by other groups. 

In Interview Question 5 (Table 15), children were asked, "If you 

could have a writer write a brand new book or story of any kind just for 

you, what would you want him to write about?" While the highest 

ranking category of Anglo children (23.6 per cent) was Animals, the 

highest ranking category of Black children (24.5 per cent), Indian chil

dren (39.2 per cent), and Mexican children (26.7 per cent) was for Child's 

Immediate Environment and/or Ethnicity. Thus all three minority groups 

expressed highest preference for books or stories about themselves, their 

families, their immediate environment, and other persons in their ethni

city. Of the responses relating to Indians by Indian children, the re

sponses were evenly divided (one-third each) for Papago Indians, dif

ferent Indian tribes and persons, and Indians generally (unspecified as 

to tribe). 

The findings from that question (Question 5) may be considered 

as of special interest in this study, for that question was modeled after 

a similar question asked by McCloskey in her important 1966 study of 

6th grade Negro boys. Not only do the findings of this study concur 

with McCloskey1 s findings regarding the importance of the second 

highest category , "Books About Myself," but by slightly broadening 

the scope of that category to "Child's..Immediate Environment and/or 



TABLE 15. Interview Question 5—New Story Written by Writer for Child (Ethnicity Comparison) 

Category 
Child's Immediate 
Environment 
and/or Ethnicity 

2 3 
Peoples, Adventure 
Persons, and 
& Places Mystery 

4 5 

Humor & 
Fantasy Animals 

Sports & 
Science 

(dropped) 

Don't Know 

Anglo 

Black 

Indian 

Mexican-
American 

14.5 

24.5 

39.2 

26.7 

1 8 . 2  

2 2 . 6  

25.5 

21.7 

9.1 

15.1 

2 . 0  

11.7 

(Percent) 
12.7 

9.4 

9.8 

11.7 

23.6 

1.9 

1 1 . 8  

5.0 

2 0 . 0  

18.9 

9.8 

2 0 . 0  

1 . 8  

7.5 

2 . 0  

3.3 



Ethnicity," that category emerges as the highest ranking response by 

children of all three minority groups, and may be considered one of the 

most important findings of the study. 

Additional findings emerge from Question 5 in combining the two 

highest ranking categories for each of the groups. Anglo children (43. 6 

per cent) had highest preference for the two categories of Animals and 

of Sports and Science. In all three minority groups however (Black 

children, 47.1 per cent; Indian children, 64.7 per cent; Mexican-American 

children, 48.4 per cent), the two categories of highest preference were 

Child's Immediate Environment and/or Ethnicity, and Peoples, Ffersons, 

and Places. Thus in this open-ended question regarding the child's 

choice for a new book written by an author for that given child, minority 

group children expressed highest interest in nonfiction materials related 

to people, both within their immediate environment and ethnicity, and 

people outside their environment and ethnicity. This interest was not 

indicated in comparable degree by Anglo children. 

If one considers the reading materials which have traditionally 

been accessible to children, such materials have consistently dealt 

generally with middle class Anglo children. It would appear likely 

that the need by Anglo children for materials relating to Anglo persons 

and situations has been met to a large extent by the materials available 

to them. In contrast, far less accessible have been materials relating 

to minority persons, situations and cultures. Thus it would appear that 



the need of minority group children for materials relating to their ethnic 

culture and immediate environment, as well as to people generally, has 

not been adequately met. 

The findings for this question concur with the conclusions of the 

Hockett study (1940, pp. 95-100) in revealing high interest in nonfiction 

informational books and stories of familiar and everyday experiences. 

This study extends the Hockett conclusions by distinguishing those 

factors as being related to ethnic group membership. (Hockett did not 

distinguish between ethnic membership and economic background, and 

did not concern himself with ethnic culture. While the factor of prefer

ence for nonfiction was concurred with in Question 5, it was not con

sistently found in this study. Other findings of Hockett such as lower 

interest in exciting adventure were not concurred with in this study.) 

In Interview Question 7 (Table 16), children were asked what books 

they would choose if they were given money to help buy books for 

their school library. Highest ranking response by Anglo children was 

Sports and Science (27.3 per cent); by Mexican children, Peoples, 

Persons, and Places (28.3 per cent); by Black children, Humor and 

Fantasy (22.6 per cent); by Indian children, Sports and Science (23.5 

per cent). The second highest ranking category for Anglo children (21.8 

per cent) and for Mexican children (25.0 per cent) was Humor and 

Fantasy. The second highest ranking category for Black-American children 



TABLE 16. Interview Question 7—Books Child Would Choose to Buy for School Library (Ethnicity 
Comparison) 

Category 

Adventure-
Mystery 

Humor & 
Fantasy Animals 

Sports & 
Science 

Peoples, 
Persons, 
& Places 

Minority 
Group 
Persons & 
Culture Other 

Anglo 

Black 

Indian 

Mexican-
American 

1 8 . 2  

11.3 

7.8 

16.7 

2 1 . 8  

2 2 . 6  

15.7 

25.0 

(Percent) 
14.5 27.3 

7.5 

13.7 

5.0 

17.0 

23.5 

18.3 

12.7 

13.2 

15.7 

28.3 

1 . 8  

18.9 

2 1 . 6  

5.0 

3.6 

9.4 

2 . 0  

1.7 



(18.9 per cent) and for Indian children (21.6 per cent) was Minority 

Group Persons and Culture. Thus again interest in minority group culture 

and ethnic identification were indicated in a high ranking category by 

minority group children. 

Other Findings 

Supplementary findings from descriptive tables indicating 

priority preferences provide additional information which may be of 

considerable interest in interpreting findings relating directly to Problem 

la. These supplementary findings may also aid in reducing limitations 

of the study by viewing relative degree of liking and disliking of given 

categories and titles by each group. It is of additional value to know 

degree of liking for a category as well as whether there is significant 

difference among the groups. Thus it is believed by the researcher that 

these descriptive tables may be of value in the practical application of 

findings from this study. 

Descriptive Table 7 shows priority of the 14 categories of the 

Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory (MATI) from most liked to least 

liked by ethnicity comparisons. Rankings are based solely on descrip

tive ranking of group means from highest to lowest mean, and are only 

approximations. It is interesting to note that Black Culture Titles are 

among the three categories of highest preference for Black children; 

Indian Culture Titles are among the six categories of highest preference 



for Indian children; Mexican Culture Titles are within the ten categories 

of higher preference for Mexican children. It would appear that for both 

Black-American and American Indian children, the category relating to 

their own ethnic group culture is among the categories of highest preference 

and liking. 

The ten most popular individual titles of the 76 titles in the 

Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory are depicted in Table 8, a 

descriptive table based on the ten highest group means of each group. 

Of the 76 titles, three of the ten most popular individual titles for 

Black children were Black Culture Titles: Man With A Dream, Speaking 

Out About Black Power, and A Friend to Keep. Three of the most popular 

titles for Indian children were Indian Culture Titles: Indian Sign and 

Picture Language, Games for Indians and You, and Folk Tales of Arizona 

Indians. One of the ten most popular titles for Mexican children was a 

Mexican Culture Title, Cookbook of Mexican Foods. 

In a table conversely depicting the ten individual titles least 

liked out of the 76 annotated titles, one may examine whether any 

individual titles relating to a minority group culture were among those 

least liked by members of that given ethnic group. As seen in Table 9, 

no titles relating to Black Culture were among those least liked by Black 

children; no titles relating to Indian Culture were among those least 
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liked by Indian children; one title relating to Mexican culture, What 

Else Tomorrow?, was among those least liked by Mexican children. 

Complete descriptive rankings of all titles in each minority 

culture collection ranked in order of popularity from highest to lowest 

means by each of the four groups is given in three descriptive tables 

(Tables 17, 18, and 19). In examination of the three minority group 

title collections, as depicted in these tables, some interesting observa

tions may be made. Black-American children have less interest in titles 

relating to Africa, and more interest in nonfiction titles relating to Black 

Culture and persons in America. Mexican children have greater interest 

in fiction, folk tales, language and cooking; less interest in the non-

fiction Mexican culture titles about persons or events. Indian children 

reveal strongest interest in nonfiction titles relating to biography of 

contemporary and historical Indian leaders and athletes, and also games 

and language and folklore of Indian culture. 

Problem lb 

Hypothesis lb: There will be differing degrees of responses among 

each minority group for titles offering ethnic identification with other 

minority groups. 

Findings 

In Scheffe post hoc tests to determine where the difference is 

between the groups in their response to minority ethnic title collections, 



TABLE 17. Black Culture Titles Ranked By Order of Popularity* 

Title 
Anglo Black Indian Mexican 

Title Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank 

# 3 Man With A Dream 3.64 7 4.88 1 - 3.98 5 4.22 2 
# 9 Folktales of Negroes in America 4.24 2 4.50 4 3.52 9 3.96 4 
#12 In Slavery and Out 3.70 4 4.38 5.5 3,46 10 3.78 8 
#16 Modern Rhythms in Africa 3.20 12 3.86 14 2.72 14 3.22 14 
#19 Great Black Athletes 3.60 8 4.38 5.5 4.10 4 3.96 4 
#27 From Mississippi to Chicago 3.22 13.5 3.98 11.5 3.14 12.5 3.26 13 
#30 Speaking Out About Black Power 3.22 13.5 4.72 3 3.28 11 3.52 10 
#36 A Friend To Keep 4.30 1 4.82 2 4.22 2.5 4.30 1 
#48 Games In Africa 3.46 10 3.88 13 3.14 12.5 3.44 11 
#51 Which School To Choose 3.48 9 4.02 10 3.58 8 3.72 9 
#54 Folk Tales of Africa 3.68 5.5 4.28 7 3.84 6 3.92 7 
#65 Riot In the Ghetto 1 3.68 5.5 3.92 11.5 4.22 2.5 • 3.94 6 
#68 Hello In Swahili 3.92 3 4.12 9 4.30 1 3.96 • 4 
#70 Civil Rights Movement 3.24 11 4.18 8 3.66 7 3.38 12 

*1 = Most liked. 



TABLE 18. Indian Culture Titles Ranked By Order of Popularity* 

Title 
Anglo Black Indian Mexican 

Title Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank 

# 5 Folktales of Arizona Indians 3.66 5 3.10 8 4.58 3 3.74 4 
#13 Jim Thorpe, Champion Indian 3.60 6 3.42 6 4.50 4 4.04 1 
#21 No Fish For Fishermen 3.20 9.5 3.48 4 3.94 9.5 3.36 9 
#28 Famous Indian Warriors 4.00 2 3.50 3 4.36 5.5 3.70 5 
#31 Indian Sign and Picture Language 4.26 1 3.44 5 4.66 1 3.68 6 
#41 American Indians Today 3.16 11 2.96 10 4.30 7 3.38 8 
#44 Indians At Alcatraz 3.48 8 2.92 11 3.90 11 3.28 11 
#53 The Eskimo Indians 3.68 4 3.06 9 3.66 12 3.30 10 
#58 To Make A Home 3.20 9.5 3.32 7 3.94 9.5 3.42 7 
#62 From Chiefs to Chairmen 2.84 12 2.72 12 4.36 5.5 2.98 12 
#71 Two Who Led the Way 3.50 7 3.64 2 4.04 8 3.78 3 
#75 Games for Indians and You 3.80 

r 
3 4.06 1 4.62 2 4.02 2 

*1 = Most liked. 



TABLE 19. Mexican Culture Titles Ranked By Order of Popularity* 

Title 
Analo Black Indian Mexican 

Title Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank 

# 8 Famous Mexican-Americans 2.70 12 2.80 10 3.38 11 3.58 10 
#11 Buenos Dias 3.66 4 3.82 3 3.82 9 4.18 2.5 
#17 Cesar Chavez, Chicano Leader 2.82 11 2.56 12 3.60 10 3.56 11 
#24 Folk Tales of Mexico 3.60 5 3.20 9 4.02 7 3.98 . 4 
#38 A Ticket to Mexico 3.50 6 3.48 8 3.84 8 3.80 6 
#40 What Else Tomorrow? 2.96 10 2.76 11 2.98 12 3.22 12 
#46 Fiesta de Quinceanos 3.24 7 3.80 4 4.04 6 3.90 5 
#56 Chicanos In Sports 3.08 8 3.52 7 4.08 5 3.78 7.5 
#60 Only A Little English 3.98 1 4.36 2 4.18 3 4.18 2.5 
#66 Sports in Mexico 3.06 9 3.54 6 4.14 4 3.46 9 
#69 Cookbook of Mexican Foods 3.84 2 4.68 1 4.48 1 4.54 1 
#74 From Nogales to Tucson 3.76 3 3.68 5 4.42 2 3.78 7.5 

*1 = Most liked. 
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the following findings were obtained: no difference was found between 

Negro and Mexican children in their response to the Indian Culture 

Collection; no difference was found between Indian and Mexican chil

dren in their response to the Black Culture Collection. Difference was 

found, however, between Indian children and Negro children in their re

sponses to the Mexican Culture Collection, with the mean response of 

Negro children for Mexican Culture titles being 3. 52, and the mean 

response of Indian children for Mexican titles being 3.92. 

In the descriptive Table 7 showing priority of MATI categories 

from most liked to least liked by ethnicity, Negro children indicated 

slightly higher degree of interest in Mexican Culture Titles (mean 3.52) 

than in Indian Culture Titles (3,30); Indian children indicated slightly 

higher degree of interest in Mexican Culture Titles (3.92) than in Black 

Culture Titles (3.65); Mexican children showed slightly higher degree of 

interest in Black Culture Titles (3.76) than in Indian Culture Titles 

(3.55). For all three minority groups however, title collections relating 

to other minority groups were among the five lowest ranking categories. 

Despite the relatively low rankings by each minority group for 

title collections relating to other minority groups, it is important to 

note that certain titles and topics within each minority collection were 

of distinctly higher interest, and that those threads of interest ran 
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across the minority culture categories. Descriptive Table 20 shows the 

five most popular minority culture titles within each minority culture 

collection by children in each of the three minority ethnic groups. 

Through relative ranking of the highest means, some interesting find

ings were obtained. 

In the Black Culture Title Collection, common to all three groups 

in highest preference were three titles: Man With A Dream, A Friend 

to Keep, and Great Black Athletes. While Black children showed 

preference for contemporary and historical titles (Speaking Out About 

Black Power and In Slavery and Out) as well as Folk Tales of Negroes 

in America, Indian and Mexican children showed preference for language 

and fiction or folk tales (Hello In Swahili, Riot In The Ghetto, Folk 

Tales of Negroes in America). 

For Indian Culture Titles, common to all three groups in highest 

preference were two titles: Famous Indian Warriors and Games for 

Indians and You. Black children revealed additional interest in Indian 

language, a fiction story (No Fish for Fishermen), and the biography of 

Pocahontas and Sacajawea (Two Who Led the Way). Mexican children 

showed interest in Two Who Led the Way and in Folk Tales of Arizona 

Indians. While Indian children shared with other groups interest in 

Indian language and folk tales, they were alone in indicating high pre

ference for two biographies: Jim Thorpe, Champion Indian and From Chiefs 

to Chairmen (on contemporary Indian leaders in Arizona). 



TABLE 20. Five Most Popular Minority Culture Titles By Children of Each Minority Group 

Minority 
Group Rank Black Culture Titles Mean Rank Indian Culture Titles Mean Rank Mexican Culture Titles Mean 

Black 1 Man With a Dream 4. 88 1 Games for Indians and You 4, .06 1 Cookbook of Mexican 4. .68 
Children Foods 

0 A Friend to Keep 4. 82 2 Two Who Led the Way 3 .64 2 Only A Little English 4, .36 
3 Speaking Out About Black 4. 72 3 Famous Indian Warriors 3 .50 3 Buenos Dias 3 .82 

Power 
4 Foiktales of Negroes in 4. 50 4 No Fish for Fishermen 3 .48 4 Fiesta de Qulnceanos 3 .80 

America 
5. 5 In Slavery and Out 4. 38 5 Indian Sign and Picture 3 .44 5 From Nogales to Tucson 3 .68 

Language 
5. 5 Great Black Athletes 4. 38 

Indian 1 K'eilo In Swahili 4. 30 1 Indian Sign and Picture 4 .66 1 Cookbook of Mexican 4 .48 
Children Language Food*; 

2. 5 A Friend To Keep 4. 22 2 Games for Indians and You 4 .62 2 From Nogales to Tucson 4 .42 
2. 5 Riot In the Ghetto 4. 22 3 Folktales of Arizona 4 .58 3 Only A Little English 4 .18 

Indians 
4 Great Black Athletes 4. 10 4 Jim Thorpe, Champion 

Incian 
4 .50 4 •Sports In Mexico 4 .14 

5 Man With A Dream 3. 98 5.5 Famous Indian Warriors 4 .36 5 Chicanos In Sports 4 .08 
5.5 From Chiefs to Chairmen 4 .36 

Mexican 1 A Friend To Keep 4. 30 1 Jim Thorpe, Champion 4 . 04 1 Cookbook of Mexican 4 .54 
Children Indian Foods 

2 Man With A Dream 4. , 22 2 Games for Indians and You 4 .02 2.5 Buenos Dias 4 .18 
4 Folktales of Negroes in 3. 95 3 Two Who Led the Way 3 .78 2.5 Only A Little English 4 .18 

America 4 Folktales of Arizona 3 .74 4 Folktales of Mexico 3 .98 
4 Great Black Athletes 3. .96 Indians 
4 Hello In Swahili 3. .96 5 Famous Indian Warriors 3 .70 5 Fiesta de Quinceanos 3 .90 
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Within the Mexican Culture Collection, of highest interest to 

all three minority groups was Cookbook of Mexican Foods and the fiction 

story Only A Little English. Black children also revealed interest in the 

Spanish language as well as two fiction stories; Indian children in Sports 

and a fiction story; Mexican children had high preference for Spanish 

language and Mexican folk tales as well as fiction stories. 

It appears then that consistent patterns of interest emerged in re

sponses by each minority group for specific topics in the culture collec-

tions of other minority groups, and that these patterns differed from each 

other. It would appear that for each of the other two minority collections, 

Indian children showed consistent interest in sports and sports heroes; 

Mexican children showed consistent interest in folk tales; and Black 

children showed consistent interest in language and fiction stories 

relating to other groups. 

Tables 17, 18, and 19, are three additional descriptive tables 

showing precise relative rankings among each of the four ethnic groups 

for each of the titles in the three total minority culture collections. 

Comparisons may be made of relative degree of interest in each title 

by each group. 

Problem Ic 

Hypothesis Ic: There will be differing degrees of responses among 

majority group children for titles offering ethnic identification with 

minority groups. 
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Findings 

In Scheffe tests on findings of difference in minority ethnic 

title collections, difference was found between Anglo children and Black 

children for Black Culture Titles but not between Anglo children and 

Mexican or Indian children for Black Culture Titles. Difference was 

also found between Anglo children and Indian children for Indian Culture 

Titles but not between Anglo and Black or Mexican children for Indian 

Culture Titles. No difference was found between Anglo and Black 

children for Mexican Culture Titles, although difference was found 

between Anglo and Mexican children and between Anglo and Indian 

children in responses to Mexican Culture Titles. 

In descriptive Table 7 showing approximations of rankings of 

priority of MATI categories from most liked to least liked by ethnicity, 

Anglo children showed slightly higher degree of interest in Black Culture 

Titles (mean 3.61) than in Indian Culture Titles (3.53), and slightly 

higher degree of interest in Indian Culture Titles than Mexican Culture 

Titles (3.35). Both the title collections of Mexican Culture and Indian 

Culture were among the lower five of the 14 MATI categories in relative 

rankings of means. It is possible that the greater degree of exposure 

to Black culture via television and other media has affected the responses. 

The ten most popular individual annotated titles of the 76 in the 

inventory are depicted in descriptive Table 8. No titles relating to any 

minority group culture were among the ten titles most liked by Anglo 
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children. In another descriptive table (Table 9) conversely showing 

the ten least popular annotated titles by ethnicity, those least liked 

by Anglo children (of the 76 titles) included one title relating to Indian 

Culture (From Chiefs to Chairmen) and five titles relating to Mexican 

Culture (Famous Mexican-Americans; Cesar Chavez, Chicano Leader; 

What Else Tomorrow?; Sports in Mexico; and Chicanos in Sports). None 

of the ten least liked titles for Anglo children related to Black Culture. 

It is possible that the seemingly lower degree of interest in specific 

titles relating to Mexican persons and culture may be due to the relative 

lack of exposure in media and printed materials. 

Despite relatively low rankings by Anglo children for two of the 

minority title collections, certain specific topics within those collec

tions appeared to be of consistent interest to Anglo children. As shown 

in Table 21, Anglo children showed consistent interest within all three 

minority culture collections for titles of folk tales and languages, and 

in two collections for fiction stories (Black and Mexican culture). Only 

one biography is included (Famous Indian Warriors). Anglo children show 

higher relative interest in Eskimo Indians than do Indian children. 

Complete comparative ratings in all minority culture titles by all groups 

are shown in Tables 17, 18, and 19. 



TABLE 21. Five Most Popular Minority Culture Titles By Anglo Children 

Rank Black Culture Titles Mean Indian Culture Titles Mean Mexican Culture Titles Mean 

1 A Friend To Keep 4.30 Indian Sign and Picture 4.26 Only A Little English 3.98 
Language 

2 Folk Tales of Negroes 4.24 Famous Indian Warriors 4.00 Cookbook of Mexican 3.84 
in America Foods 

3 Hello in Swahili 3.92 Games for Indians and 3.80 From Nogales to Tucson 3.76 
You 

4 In Slavery and Out 3.70 The Eskimo Indians 3.68 Buenos Dias 3.66 

5 Folk Tales of Africa 3.68 Folk Tales of Arizona 3.66 Folk Tales of Mexico 3.60 
Riot In the Ghetto 3.68 Indians 



I l l  

Problem Ila 

Hypothesis Ila: There are differences in expressed reading 

interests between boys and girls in the combined groups. 

Findings from Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory 

In the two-way Analysis of Variance for each of the 76 annotated 

titles, difference was found in 26 titles (approximately one-third) at 

a probability level of .01 or less. For most of the titles (approximately 

two-thirds), no differences were found in sex comparisons. 

In the Analysis of Variance comparison by sex of responses to the 

ten general interest categories (Table 3), difference was found in five 

of the ten categories. Boys expressed higher interest than girls in 

categories of Sports, Science, Biography, Contemporary Events and 

Problems. Girls expressed higher interest than boys in Languages. No 

difference was found between boys and girls in categories of Mystery 

and Adventure, Animal Stories, Folk Tales, Modern Realistic Stories, 

Life and Customs of Different Peoples. Difference in sex comparisons 

of categories of Sports, Science, and Biography were at a probability 

level of .0001. 

Table 2 shows the two-way Analysis of Variance performed by 

sex for the collection of titles of neutral ethnicity and for the title 

collections relating to the three minority group cultures. Difference 
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was found between boys and girls at a probability level of .0001 for the 

collection of Neutral Titles'. No difference was found between boys and 

girls in the ethnic collections of Black Culture Titles, Indian Culture 

Titles, or Mexican Culture Titles. 

Certain descriptive tables show priorities in degree of interest 

in MATI categories and titles by sex comparisons. Table 22 shows 

priority of preferences for the MATI categories. Of the 14 categories, 

girls showed highest degree of interest in Mystery-Adventure (mean 

4.60), Animal Stories (4.23), Languages (4.16), Folk Tales (3.90), 

Neutral Titles (3.87), and Modern Realistic Fiction (3.86). Boys showed 

highest degree of interest in Mystery-Adventure (4.54), Animal Stories 

(4.41), Sports (4.19), Science (4.11), and Biography (4.08). For girls, 

Sports (3.62) and Science (3.58) were among the five lowest ranked 

categories. 

Of the 12 most popular individual annotated titles by sex (Table 

23) from the inventory of 76 titles, it is interesting to note that seven 

of the 12 most liked titles were common to both boys and girls. Those 

titles common to both were in areas of mystery and adventure stories, 

animal stories, and humor. As in ethnic group comparisons, the most 

popular single title is From Gilligan to Charlie Brown. Five of the most 

popular annotated titles for girls which were not among those for boys 

were in areas of fiction stories and nonfiction titles relating to female 
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TABLE 22. Priority of MATI Categories by Sex 

Girls Boys 
Rank Category Mean Category Mean 

1 My s tery-Adventure 4.60 Mystery-Adventure 4. 54 

2 Animal Stories 4.23 Animal Stories 4. 41 

3. Languages 4.16 Sports 4. 19 

4 Folk Tales 3.90 Neutral Titles 4. 13 

5 Neutral Titles 3.87 Science 4. 11 

6 Modern Realistic Fiction 3.86 Biography 4. 08 

7 Black Culture Titles 3.80 Folk Tales 3. 91 

8 Biography 3.63 Black Culture Titles 3. 85 

9 Mexican Culture Titles 3.63 Languages 3. 81 

10 Sports 3.62 Contemporary Events and 
Problems 

3. 77 

11 Indian Culture Titles 3.60 Indian Culture Titles 3. 71 

12 Science 3.58 Modern Realistic Fiction 3. 69 

13 Contemporary Events and 
Problems 

3.54 Mexican Culture Titles 3. 68 

14 Life and Customs of 
Different Peoples 

3.50 Life and Customs of 
Different Peoples 

3. 36 
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TABLE 23. Twelve Most Popular Annotated Titles by Sex* 

Girls Boys 
Rank Title Mean Title Mean 

1 Gilligan to Charlie Brown 4.95 Gilligan to Charlie Brown 4.93 

2 Fiddle for A Riddle 4.89 Pack A Punch 4.83 

3 Shivers and Moans 4.82 Great Black Athletes 4.67 

4 Helen Keller 4.81 Shivers and Moans 4.65 

5 Mystery of the Giant 
Footprints 

4.74 Strange Cave 4.65 

6 Cookbook of Mexican Foods 4.68 Mystery of the Giant 
Footprints 

4.63 

7 How A Baby Is Born 4.54 Watch That Ball 4.63 

8 Strange Cave 4.51 Famous Football Stars 4.60 

9 The Lost Horse 4.51 Car Racing 4.55 

10 A Dog Named Blast-Off 4.50 A Dog Named Blast-Off 4.55 

11 A Friend to Keep 4.46 Fiddle for A Riddle 4.54 

12 Only A Little English 4.39 The Lost Horse 4.51 

*1 = Most popular. 
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persons and experiences (Helen Keller, Cookbook of Mexican Foods, 

and How A Baby Is Born). As might conversely be expected, the five 

titles found to be most popular to boys but not to girls were all in the 

area of sports and sports heroes, including self defense and car racing. 

Some of the titles in sports most popular to boys were among those least 

popular to girls (Table 24). 

Findings from Individual Interview 

The findings of Chi Square analyses of responses to the seven 

questions of the Individual Interview are shown by sex comparisons as 

well as ethnicity in Table 4. Differences were found between boys and 

girls in responses to six of the seven questions in the interview at a 

probability level of .05 or less. No difference was found in Question 4 

relating to reading about people from any place or country in the world. 

While Humor-Fantasy and Adventure-Mystery were within the 

three highest ranking categories for both girls and boys in Questions 1, 

2, and 7, boys expressed high preference for the category of Sports and 

Science. That category was the highest ranking response for boys in 

Questions 2 and 7, the second highest ranking response for boys in 

Question 5, and third highest ranking response for boys in Question 1. 

Approximately three-fourths of all responses in that category were for 

individual and group competitive sports and unnamed sports players, 

motors and mechanics, racing cars and motorcycles. Most responses 
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TABLE 24. Twelve Least Popular Annotated Titles by Sex* 

Girls Boys 
Rank Title Mean Rank Title Mean 

1 Jets and Rockets 2.42 1 Communism 2.59 

2 Famous Football Stars 2.69 2 Life In Russia 2.85 

3 Chicanos In Sports 2.85 3 China of Today 2.99 

4.5 Car Racing 2.91 4 What Else Tomorrow? 3.05 

4.5 What Else Tomorrow? 2.91 5 Modern Rhythms in Africa 3.14 

6 Sports In Mexico 2.97 6 Famous Mexican-
Americans 

3.17 

7 From Chiefs to Chairmen 3.02 7 Cesar Chavez, Chicano 
Leader 

3.18 

8 Communism 3.04 8 A Look At Europe 3.19 

9 Famous Mexican-
Americans 

3.06 9 Games In Africa 3.27 

10 Cesar Chavez, Chicano 
Leader 

3.09 10 From Mississippi to 
Chicago 

3.28 

11 Life In Russia 3.10 11 Fiesta de Quinceanos 3.29 

12 A Look At Europe 3.12 12 To Make A Home 3.38 

*1 = Least popular. 
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in the category of Humor-Fantasy were humorous fiction stories, jokes 

and riddles, and cartoon humor. 

In Question 5, relating to the child's choice of an original 

story written by an author specifically for the child, the highest ranking 

response for both girls and boys was Child's Immediate Environment 

and/or Ethnicity. Children wanted to have a book written about them

selves, their personal lives, or their immediate environment of family, 

friends, school, tribe, or other persons in their ethnicity. 

Responses to Question 6 revealed that in factors determining 

what children look for in their selecticn of books, the highest ranking 

response for both boys and girls was the Content of the book. It is 

very interesting to note that the second highest ranking response for 

boys was Pictures; for girls, Words and Readability. As with findings 

relating to ethnic comparisons in book selection, these findings appear 

to be consistent with group tendencies in reading and language fluency. 

Contingency tables of obtained frequencies in boys and girls 

responses to all seven questions in the interview are given in 

Appendix B. These tables are shown in terms of percentage of responses 

in each category by each group. It may be seen that both boys and girls 

have some responses in every category of every question in the interview. 
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Problem lib 

Hypothesis lib: There are differences between boys and girls 

in each of the four separate groups (within each ethnic group). 

Findings 

In the Analysis of Variance comparison of means for the 76 

annotated titles, differences were found between the combined boys 

and girls in 26 titles; however in boy-girl interaction effects within 

the four ethnic groups, differences were found in only four titles. The 

small number of differences found did not exceed that which might have 

been expected by chance alone. 

In Analysis of Variance interaction comparisons of means of 

boys and girls within each ethnic group, no difference was found in 

any of the ten title collections of general interest categories (Table 3). 

Similarly, no difference was found in any of the title collections of 

minority group culture or the collection of neutral titles not related to 

minority group culture (Table 2). 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The Summary, Conclusions, Implications, and Suggestions for 

Further Research were included in this chapter. The Conclusions and 

the Implications were organized in the sequence of each aspect of 

Problems I and II. 

Summary of the Study 

Introduction: Knowledge of individual and group current reading 

interests should be of continuing and vital importance to all persons 

concerned with improvement of reading experiences and materials for 

children. While many researchers have studied children's reading 

interests, very few have dealt with reading interests of minority group 

children and specifically their degree of interest in topics related to 

minority group culture and persons. The purpose of this study was to 

determine whether differing ethnic group membership has effect on 

choices of reading interest, and particularly on topics and categories 

dealing directly with culture and persons in each of three minority 

groups. 

119 
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Problem: This study attempted to answer whether there are 

differences in expressed reading interests among Anglo, Black, American 

Indian, and Mexican-American children in generally low to low-middle 

economic backgrounds. It investigated three patterns of positive or 

negative response by children for materials offering some element of 

ethnic identification: the response of each minority group for materials 

relating to its own minority group; the response of each minority group 

for materials relating to other minority groups; the response of the 

majority group for materials relating to each of the minority groups. 

It also examined sex difference in reading interest between and within 

the ethnic groups. 

Design of the Study: By random sampling a minimum of 50 chil

dren in each ethnic group were drawn from schools in Tucson Public 

School District Number One and from a neighboring Papago Indian 

reservation. Children were selected from schools receiving federal 

funds for aid to disadvantaged children in an attempt to draw samples 

from schools of comparably lower economic backgrounds. Responses 

were studied from a total of 219 children in the 5th grade. 

Two instruments were used for this study. A Multi-Ethnic 

Annotated Titles Inventory (MATI) comprising 76 fictitious annotated 

titles was developed by the researcher. The titles covered ten general 

interest areas and included a large number of titles relating to minority 
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group culture. This inventory was administered orally to small groups of 

four to six children at a time. A set of seven open-ended questions was 

asked as an oral questionnaire in an individual interview with each child 

two days following administration of the annotated titles inventory. 

For analysis of data from the Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles 

Inventory, a two way Analysis of Variance was performed comparing 

by ethnicity and sex the mean responses to individual titles and to each 

of ten general interest categories and four categories of ethnic title 

collections in two kinds of title classification. Responses to the 

interview were categorized by the researcher, with reliability of assign

ment of responses to categories determined by three independent judges. 

Chi Square analyses were performed by ethnicity and again by sex 

comparisons to determine whether there were differences in the chil

dren's responses to the interview questions. 

Literature: Despite the large number of studies made on chil

dren's reading interests, there has been a dearth of studies relating to 

the timely factors of ethnic background and possible minority group 

identification in reading interests. Recent studies (Simmons 1967, 

Jung 1967) have indicated that ethnic group membership is of greater 

importance than economic background, while several studies (Norvell 

1958, Roster 1955, Wolf son 1957) found that home background factors 

tend to be of less importance than sex differences in interests. Row 
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(1968) found differences in reading interest among Anglo and Negro 

children in several general'interest areas and at many grade levels; 

however, Simmons (1967) found that despite differences between Anglo 

and Negro children, the groups were more alike than different in their 

choices of reading content. 

The factor of possible ethnic identification has been examined 

directly in only two studies, both with marked limitations: Barrett 

and Barrett (1966) showed that Negro children chose a story about 

Negroes in preference to two other stories; Rowland and Hill (196 5) 

found children's choices were influenced by pictorial racial content of 

materials. Incidental findings in two other studies bore important results: 

Braverman (1966) found wide diversity of interests among minority group 

children, with one-third of their most popular books being written by or 

about Negro people; McCloskey (1966) found that the second highest 

choice of 6th grade Negro boys for a book they would most like to have 

written was "Books About Myself." These studies point to the possible 

importance of an ethnic or self-image identification factor among 

minority group children of which there is need for more comprehensive 

research. 

Findings: In the two way Analysis of Variance, differences were 

found by ethnicity in almost one-half of the 76 titles, with most 

(two-thirds) of those differences being titles related to minority group 

culture. No difference was found in most (two-thirds) of the collections 
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of general Interest categories; no difference was found in the title 

collection of neutral ethnicity. Differences were found among the 

ethnic groups in all three minority culture collections at a probability 

level of .0001. Sex differences were found in approximately one-third 

of individual titles, in one-half of general interest categories, and in 

the neutral title collection; no difference was found between the sex 

groups in responses to minority culture title collections. 

For individual interview questions, differences were found in 

six of the seven questions in ethnicity and sex comparisons. High 

ranking responses relating to minority group culture were found in 

from two to six questions answered by minority group children. 

Conclusions of the Study 

Conclusions for Problem I 

Hypothesis I states: There are differences in expressed reading 

interests among Mexican-American, Negro, American Indian and Anglo 

children in Tucson. Hypothesis I is supported. 

1. For most general interest categories and individual titles not 

related to minority culture, the ethnic groups were more alike than 

different and they shared similar interests. In other words, variation 

within the four ethnic groups was greater than variation among the groups 

in most neutral titles (not related to any minority group) and in the total 

collection of neutral titles. Similarly, variation within the four ethnic 
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groups was greater than variation among the groups in most general 

interest categories when those categories were provided as collections 

of titles offered as equal stimuli in an interest inventory. 

2. The findings appear conclusive that where reading content 

provided opportunity for minority group ethnic identification, the groups 

were more different than they were alike, and pronounced contrasts 

occurred in their expressed reading interests. Variation among the 

four ethnic groups was greater than variation within the groups in most 

individual titles relating to minority group culture. Similarly, variation 

among the ethnic groups was greater than variation within the groups 

in all three minority culture title collections. 

3. In conditions of individual interview where responses were 

open-ended and involved highest priority of categories, variation among 

the four groups was greater than variation within the groups in most of 

the open-ended responses. In most of the questions where difference 

was found, the factor of positive ethnic identification by two or more 

of the minority groups was indicated by highest ranking responses. 

4. Responses to both testing instruments indicated common shared 

interests by all groups in categories of Mystery-Adventure, Animal 

Stories, Humor, and Languages. There was evidence from the findings 

in both testing instruments to indicate that Anglo children appeared 
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to have a high degree of interest in Animals and that Indian children 

tended to have a high degree of interest in Sports and Biography. 

5. Responses to both testing instruments revealed much over

lapping of interests among the groups and wide range of individual 

interests within every group. 

6. It would appear that in determining the basis for book selec

tion, content was of primary importance to all groups. However, the 

choices of second highest ranking appeared to coincide with predomi

nant language and reading fluency of the four groups. Therefore pictures 

were an important consideration for Mexican and Indian children; words 

and readability for Black children. 

Conclusions for Problem la 

Hypothesis la states: There will be a higher degree of positive 

responses by each minority group for titles offering ethnic identification 

with its own minority group. Hypothesis la is supported. 

1. Black Culture Titles: Black-American children expressed a 

high degree of positive response for titles and topics relating to Black 

persons and culture. 

a. Black-American children differed from all other groups 

in their higher degree of positive response to the Black Culture 

Title Collection and to most of the nonfiction titles in that collec

tion. 
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b. Black-American children showed a high degree of posi

tive identification with Negro persons and heroes, which was 

very similar to the high degree of identification shown by Anglo 

children for Anglo persons and heroes. Martin Luther King appeared 

to be of higher degree of interest for Black children than was any 

other single person for any other group. 

c. Black-American children expressed equal interest in 

reading about Black peoples from the United States and from 

Africa in an interview question, although in descriptive priority 

ranking of titles, those titles relating to Africa appeared of lower 

degree of interest to Black children than titles relating to Black 

persons and culture in America. 

d. Black-American children indicated high priority interest 

in reading about topics within their immediate environment, 

ethnicity, and culture as expressed in responses to four open-

ended questions as well as to priority ranking of MATI categories. 

For Black children the positive ethnic identification factor appeared 

so high as to be ranked among the three highest category pre

ferences in descriptive ranking of all categories. 

2. Indian Culture Titles: American Indian children expressed a 

high degree of positive response for titles and topics relating to Indian 

culture. 
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a. American Indian children differed from all other groups 

in their higher degree of positive response to the Indian Culture 

Title Collection and to most nonfiction titles in that collection. 

b. American Indian children expressed positive identifica

tion with Indian persons and heroes, but to a degree somewhat 

less than that expressed by Black children for Black persons and 

heroes. Most persons cited by Indian children were within their 

immediate environment or tribe. 

c. American Indian children expressed a high degree of 

interest in reading about Indian peoples in mainland United 

States including their own tribe, different Indian tribes and 

persons, and American Indians in general. 

d. American Indian children expressed high priority 

interest in reading about topics within their immediate environ

ment, ethnicity, and culture as indicated by responses to six 

open-ended questions as well as high priority ranking of MATI 

categories. In every question of the interview which provided 

for responses relating specific content, a high ranking category 

for Indian children contained many responses related to Indian 

people or culture. 

3. Mexican Culture Titles: Mexican-American children expressed 

a high degree of positive response for titles relating to Mexican culture. 
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a. Mexican-American children differed from Anglo children 

but not from Indian or Black children in their degree of positive 

response to the Mexican Culture Title Collection and to most 

nonfiction titles in that collection. 

b. Mexican-American children expressed in open-ended 

questions relatively low positive identification with Mexican 

persons and heroes in comparison to identification of other 

minority groups with persons and heroes in their ethnic groups. 

c. Mexican-American children expressed in an interview 

question a high degree of interest in reading about Mexican and 

Spanish-speaking peoples within and outside the United States. 

It would appear however from descriptive priority rankings of 

categories in the MATI that the degree of interest by Mexican 

children for Mexican culture content was somewhat less than 

that by Black or Indian children for culture content related to 

their groups. 

d. Mexican-American children expressed positive interest 

in reading about topics within their immediate environment and 

ethnicity as indicated in high ranking responses to two of the 

open-ended interview questions. 

4. The findings from this study indicated conclusively that the 

single most important factor of difference between the reading interests 

of minority group children and majority group children was the higher 
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degree of interest among minority group children for topics and titles 

relating to their own minority group. It is believed by the researcher 

that this conclusion is the most important conclusion of this study, 

and that it has vital implications for all who might be concerned with 

selection and provision of reading materials and experiences for com

parable minority group children. 

5. This study not only concurred with the findings of McCloskey 

(1966) regarding interest of Negro boys in "Books About Myself," but 

it revealed that factor to be even more pronounced than in the McCloskey 

study. In this study that category is viewed as being broader (including 

self and persons in immediate environment and/or ethnicity); it appeared 

a stronger factor (of highest ranking degree of preference rather than 

second highest); and it appeared even more widespread (a highest 

ranking category for boys and girls in all three minority groups). 

Conclusions for Problem lb 

Hypothesis lb states: There will be differing degrees of response 

among minority groups for titles offering ethnic identification with other 

minority groups. Hypothesis lb is supported with reservation. While 

there appeared to be differing degrees of response, the results in 

terms of precise priority rankings were inconclusive. 

1. Black Culture Titles: Difference was not found between Indian 

and Mexican children for titles in the Black Culture Collection, although 
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Mexican children appeared to express slightly higher liking for Black 

Culture Titles than for Indian Culture Titles. 

2. Indian Culture Titles: Difference was not found between Black 

and Mexican children for titles in the Indian Culture Collection, although 

Mexican children appeared to express slightly higher liking for Indian 

Culture Titles than did Black Children. Indian Culture Titles were 

within the lowest rankings of both groups. 

3. Mexican Culture Titles: Difference was found between Indian 

and Black children for titles in the Mexican Culture Collection. Indian 

children appeared to have a higher degree of liking for Mexican Culture 

Titles than any other minority group for titles relating to another minority 

group. 

4. Despite somewhat differing degrees in the descriptive rankings, 

evidence from the findings indicated that in each minority group there 

appeared to be a pattern of relatively low degree of popularity for title 

collections related to other minority groups in comparison with other 

general interest categories. 

5. Within each minority title collection however, specific kinds 

of titles appeared more popular with each of the groups, particularly 

those relating to fiction stories, languages, folk tales, some sports 

and sports heroes, certain specific biographies, and cookbooks. 
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Conclusions for Problem Ic 

Hypothesis Ic states: There will be differing degrees of re

sponses among majority group children for titles offering ethnic identi

fication with minority groups. Hypothesis Ic is supported. 

1. Black Culture Titles: Anglo children differed from Black chil

dren but not from Mexican or Indian children in response to the Black 

Culture Collection. Anglo children showed a higher degree of positive 

response to titles relating to Black Culture than to those of other 

minority groups. 

2. Indian Culture Titles: Anglo children differed from Indian 

children but not from Mexican or Black children in their response to the 

Indian Culture Collection. Anglo children appeared to show a degree of 

response for Indian Culture Titles lower than that for Black Culture Titles 

but higher than for Mexican Culture Titles. 

3. Mexican Culture Titles: Anglo children differed from Mexican 

children and Indian children but not from Black children in response to 

Mexican Culture Titles. Of the three minority culture collections, Anglo 

children appeared to express a lower degree of interest in Mexican 

Culture Titles than in those of either of'the other two minority groups. 

4. While Anglo children showed differing degrees of responses 

for title collections relating to the three minority groups, both Indian 
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and Mexican Culture Collections were in the lower ranking categories for 

Anglo children. 

5. Within each of the minority title collections it would appear that 

certain kinds of titles were consistently of higher degree of liking by Anglo 

children. Titles relating to fiction stories, languages, and folk tales 

appeared to be most liked by majority group children.* 

Conclusions for Problem Ha 

Hypothesis Ha states: There are differences in expressed reading 

interests between boys and girls in the combined groups. Hypothesis 

Ila is supported. 

1. Variation within the sex groups was greater than variation be

tween the groups in mean responses to most individual annotated titles. 

For most of the titles the sex groups were more alike than different in 

their expressed reading interests. 

2. Variation between the sex groups was equal to variation within 

the groups in title collections of general interest categories presented as 

equal stimuli in a reading inventory. 

*It should be noted in the conclusions of Problem Ib-c that it was 
not the intent of this study to draw psychological and sociological conclu
sions from the findings of expressed reading interests. While factors of 
negative or positive attitude by the children toward other groups may well 
have affected children's responses in reading choices, such attitudes as 
casual factors cannot be determined from the limited basis of this highly 
descriptive study. The intent of this study was solely to determine chil
dren's expressed reading interests as a basis for meeting children's 
interests and needs and expanding those interests through provision of 
reading materials and learning expreiences in an educational setting. 
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3. Variation between the sex groups was greater than variation 

within the groups for the collection of neutral titles (not related to 

minority culture). The groups were more different than alike in the 

collection of neutral titles which contained many items related to sports 

and science. 

4. Variation within the sex groups was greater than variation 

between the groups in mean responses to all three minority ethnic 

culture title collections. The sex groups were more alike than dif

ferent in their responses to the minority culture collections. 

5. Variation between the two sex groups was greater than varia

tion within the groups in most open-ended responses involving 

highest priority categories in an individual interview. 

6. Responses to both testing instruments revealed much over

lapping of interests between boys and girls, with a wide range of indi

vidual differences in expressed reading interests within each group. 

7. Responses to both testing instruments revealed that certain 

interests were consistently shared by both sex groups. These shared 

interests were predominantly mystery and adventure stories, animal 

stories, humor, and stories related to the child's immediate environment. 

8. Responses to both testing instruments revealed that certain 

other categories which were consistently of highest degree of liking 

to boys (Sports, Science) were among those of least degree of liking to 

girls. 
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9; In factors of book selection, content (what the book is about) 

was of primary importance to both boys and girls. Of second highest 

importance to boys was pictures; to girls, words and readability. As 

with the findings in ethnic group comparisons, the choices in factors 

of book selection appeared to follow language and reading fluency 

tendencies in boys and girls. 

Conclusions for Problem lib 

Hypothesis lib states: There are differences in expressed 

reading interests between boys and girls in each of the four separate 

groups. Hypothesis lib is supported. 

1. Differences between boys and girls in each of the four 

separate groups were the same as those between boys and girls in the 

combined groups. 

2. The absence of interaction effects in the Analysis of Variance 

findings indicated that boy-girl differences within and between the four 

ethnic groups were the same as boy-girl differences in the total com

bined groups. Therefore, it would appear that cultural factors related 

to minority ethnic group background did not substantially affect the 

patterns of likes and dislikes expressed by boys and girls within each 

of the groups as compared with boys and girls in the combined groups. 
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Implications of the Study 

Implications of Problem I 

Problem I. Are there differences in expressed reading interests 

among Mexican-American, Negro, American Indian, and Anglo chil

dren of 5th grade from similar (low to low-middle) economic backgrounds 

in Tucson, Arizona? 

1. A wide variety of reading materials providing much diversity 

in range of individual and group interests is needed for all four ethnic 

groups. 

2. In planning materials to be used by an entire class or group of 

children, where those children are of differing ethnic groups, considera

tion should be given to content which would be of generally high interest 

to all groups (Mystery, Adventure, Animals, Humor, Languages) as a 

basis for most shared material. Provision of materials can be made 

with the expectation that in general reading interest patterns, chil

dren of differing ethnic groups will tend to be more alike in their 

preferences than they are different. 

3. In planning materials to be used by children of differing back

grounds, foremost consideration should be given to content. Children 

want to know what the book is about. Provision for displays, book 

talks, and paperback books should be made, focusing attractively on 

content meeting the diverse interests of the children. Important 
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consideration must be given to factors of readability and pictures. The 

implication may be made that the less the facility of the child in speak

ing and reading the English language, the greater the need for books 

with many pictures and with consideration for readability factors. 

Especially for minority children many books are needed which are of 

genuinely high interest and low readability with frequent and ample 

illustrations. 

Implications of Problem la 

Problem la. Is there any group tendency among minority group 

children to express positive or negative response to books in which they 

can find some element of ethnic identification relating to their own 

minority group? 

1. The high degree of positive response by minority group chil

dren for titles and topics relating to their own minority group culture 

is so strongly confirmed in this study as to indicate that it is a factor 

which cannot be neglected either in book selection or in curricular 

planning. 

a. In any comparable school with children of one or more 

minority groups, many nonfiction and fiction materials should be 

made available which relate directly to those minority groups and 

provide a means for ethnic identification. 
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b. The factor of high positive ethnic identification is so 

strongly confirmed in this study as to indicate need for developing 

curricular planning relating to minority culture studies at elemen

tary school level for comparable schools with substantial or 

predominant populations of minority group children. 

2. The high positive response of minority children in all three 

minority groups for reading content within the individual child's immediate 

environment and ethnicity indicates a need for the provision, develop

ment, and use of many reading materials which relate directly to the 

child's immediate environment, to situations or conditions similar to 

those of the child's personal background, and to his ethnic culture. 

a. A wide variety of nonfiction and fiction books are needed 

in school libraries and classrooms relating to minority group 

peoples, persons, and culture, including books on languages, 

and books with persons or life situations similar to those of the 

children in the given school. 

b. The high ranking category of Child's Immediate Environ

ment implies that creative writing by children as individuals or 

groups dealing with their own experiences and their own immediate 

environment (self, family, friends, school,neighborhood, tribe) 

can and should serve as one important source for children's 
t 

reading. This reading material could be in the form of a class or 
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school newspaper or magazine, chart stories, books or booklets 

written by groups of children or by individuals, "language-

experience" stories, etc. 

c. It would appear that multi-ethnic reading materials 

would be of a higher degree of interest to minority group children 

than reading materials limited to "all white" persons and life 

situations. 

3. The high degree of interest in the category of Child's Immediate 

Environment may equally imply a limitation in experiential background 

by many minority group children. Consideration should be. given to the 

important function of the school in expansion of experiences and interests 

of the children. 

4. The wide range of individual and group interests among many 

children in all minority groups indicates a need for a wide and full range 

of reading materials and content in book selection and evaluation. The 

provision for diversity of individual interests among minority group chil

dren should be as complete as that for majority group children. 

Implications for Problem Ib-c 

Problem lb. Is there any group tendency among minority group 

children to express positive or negative response to books in which other 

minority groups could find ethnic identification? 
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Problem Ic. Is there any group tendency among majority group 

children to express positive or negative response to books in which 

minority group children could find ethnic identification? 

Consideration should be given to the role of the school in 

providing learning experiences and materials which promote expansion 

of interest in persons and cultures of differing groups by both majority 

and minority group children. 

1. Books and stories may be provided and shared which relate 

to minority groups. Of high interest to both majority and minority 

group children would be fiction stories which involve minority group 

persons but include features of proven appeal (adventure, mystery, 

animals, or humor). Books relating to languages of different groups 

and cultures would be likely to have appeal as shown in this study. 

Folk tales of differing peoples would also be a source of motivating 

interest in those peoples. Certain nonfiction books relating to minority 

group culture such as those about cooking, certain books on sports or 

sports heroes and certain biographies might have appeal. 

2. Curriculum planning should involve consideration for provision 

of learning experiences and materials providing for minority group chil

dren the opportunity to learn more not only about their own minority 

group and culture but also about other minority groups and their culture. 

Similarly, consideration should be given of the importance of providing 

for majority group children the opportunity to learn more about the 
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different minority groups and their cultures, to thereby promote expan

sion of interests and understanding of those cultures. 

Implications for Problem Ila 

Problem Ila. Are there differences in expressed reading interests 

between boys and girls in the combined groups? 

1. A wide variety of reading materials and content providing for 

much diversity in range of individual and group reading interests is 

needed for both girls and boys. 

2. In planning reading materials and experiences to be used and 

shared by both girls and boys, consideration should be given to content 
1 

which would be of generally high interest to both groups (Mystery-Adventure, 

Animals, Humor, Child's Immediate Environment) as a basis for most 

shared materials. 

3. In planning reading materials and experiences to be used by 

both girls and boys, a preponderance of content which would be of 

generally low interest to either group should be avoided (as some aspects 

of sports or science to most girls). 

4. In selection of reading materials which will be of interest to 

girls and boys, content should be given primary consideration for both 

groups. Books with many pictures in the desired content should be 

provided for many boys. Readability factors should be given important 

consideration for both groups. 
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Implications for Problem lib 

Problem lib. Are there differences in expressed reading interests 

between boys and girls in the four separate groups? 

Selection of reading materials for boys and girls in each separate 

ethnic group should be the same as for all girls and all boys in the 

combined groups, with additional consideration only for the single 

factor of provision of some materials offering opportunity for cultural 

identification with that given ethnic group. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

1. Replication studies should be made with similar or different 

groups of minority children from other areas: large metropolitan cities 

in the north, children of differing groups from southern communities, 

other comparable communities in the southwest. Studies could also be 

made comparing reading interests of minority group children from different 

economic backgrounds. 

2. Replication studies should be made comparing responses of 

minority group children representing a substantial or predominant popula

tion in their schools with responses of minority children representing 

a small minority population in their schools (as would be the case in 

situations of token integration) in order to determine comparative degree 

of positive identification with their own group and their comparative 

interest in other groups. 
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3. Replication studies should be made comparing responses of 

Anglo children comprising a total or almost total population in their 

schools with Anglo children comprising substantial populations in 

relative racial balance with other groups, to determine relative degree 

of interest in minority group children as associated with degree of 

exposure to them. 

4. Similar studies should be made comparing reading interests 

of American Indian children of different tribes other than Papago. More 

annotated titles should be developed relating to specifically named 

different tribes as distinguished from their own tribe in order to provide 

other findings regarding relative degree of interest by Indians in both 

their own tribe and other tribes. 

5. Updating and modification could be made in any replication 

studies in the annotated titles inventory instrument in specific annotated 

titles relating to minority groups. The most current issues, persons 

and movements should be included, such as Black Panthers, Chicano 

Power, Indian Power. Controversial topics and persons should be 

included, as well as major historical events. 

6. Replication studies would be-improved by having titles as 

nearly equivalent as possible for each group. Equivalency was 

attempted within given content categories in this study, but with only 

little effort, could be made far more precise. Thus Cookbook of 

Mexican Foods might have been matched by such fictitious titles as 
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Soul Food of Black America and Secret Recipes From The Hogan, etc. 

Special consideration should be given to equalization of titles relating 

to major historical events for, unless equalized, their degree of currency 

may be a variable in affecting responses. 

7. Because a study of this nature is as much a sociological 

study as it is a reading study, it would indeed be valuable for any 

similar or replication study to be conducted by a researcher with a 

comprehensive background in sociology and particularly in minority 

group cultures. 
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Table 25. Mystery-Adventure Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

# 1 Fire In Beaver Canyon 3.69 .01 .83 N.S. .99 N.S. 

#32 Mystery of the Giant 
Footprints .35 N.S. 1.19 N.S. .16 N.S. 

#55 Strange Cave 1.17 N.S. 1.50 N.S. 2.34 N.S. 

#63 Shivers and Moans 2.30 N.S. 3.06 N.S. 1.31 N.S. 

Total Title Collection .85 N.S. .69 N.S. 1.59 N.S. 



TABLE 26. Animal Stories Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

#15 The Lost Horse 3.38 N.S. 0.0 N.S. .60 N.S. 

#39 A Purr for Spitfire 2.53 N.S. .04 N.S. 1.54 N.S. 

#50 A Dog Named Blast-Off 1.22 - N.S. .18 N.S. .49 N.S. 

#67 True Wild Animal 
Stories 2.79 N.S. 20.06 .0001 4.62 .004 

Total Title Collection 2.91 N.S. 4.34 N.S. 3.07 N.S. 

•e. o> 



TABLE 27. Modern Realistic Fiction Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

# 6 Care for A Drag 8.12 .0001 1.71 N.S. .89 N.S 
#10 Fed Up .85 N.S. 2.41 N.S. 1.14 N.S 
#21 No Fish For Fishermen 3.12 N.S. .03 N.S. .69 N.S 
#27 From Mississippi to 

Chicago 4.12 .008 1.40 N.S. .80 N.S 
#36 A Friend to Keep 5.51 .002 .72 . N.S. .88 N.S 
#46 Fiesta de Quinceanos 4.74 .004 31.92 .0001 1.31 N.S 
#51 Which School to Choose 2.02 N.S. 1.19 N.S. 1.43 N.S 
#58 To Make A Home 3.49 N.S. 1.07 N.S. .58 N.S 
#60 Only A Little English 1.02 N.S. 7.80 .006 1.26 N.S 
#65 Riot In the Ghetto 1.99 N.S. 1.32 N.S. .89 N.S 
#74 From Nogales to Tucson 4.18 .007 .23 N.S. 1.62 N.S 

Total Title Collection 5.10 .002 4.04 N.S. 2.48 N.S 



TABLE 28. Folk Tales Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

# 5 Folk Tales of Arizona 
Indians 12.73 .0001 1.97 N.S. .38 N.S. 

# 9 Folk Tales of Negroes 
in America 5.89 .001 .27 N.S. 1.07 N.S. 

#24 Folk Tales of Mexico 4.85- .003 .01 N.S. .28 N.S. 

#33 Tall Tales of America 1.62 N.S. 13.14 .0007 1.28 N.S. 

#54 Folk Tales of Africa 2.27 N.S. .13 N.S. .62 N.S. 

#64 Russian Folk Tales .36 N.S. 1.05 N.S. .17 N.S. 

Total Folk Tales Title 
Collection .82 N.S. .004 N.S. .20 N.S. 

CO 



TABLE 29. Sports Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

# 4 Getting Around in Water 

#26 With A Saddle and A 
Horse 

#37 Pack A Punch 

#42 Watch That Ball 

#48 Games In Africa 

#59 Car Racing 

#66 Sports in Mexico 

#75 Games for Indians and 
You 

Total Title Collection 

1.60 N.S. 2.38 

2.56 N.S. .87 

4.00 .008 51.27 

5.41 .002 67.83 

2.95 N.S. 5.62 

1.10 N.S. 82.82 

5.67 .001 38.35 

4.65 .004 .64 

5.70 .001 37.78 

N.S. 1.16 N.S. 

N.S. 2.77 N.S. 

.0001 2.92 N.S. 

.0001 2.11 N.S. 

N.S. 1.72 N.S. 

.0001 .36 N.S. 

.0001 1.06 N.S. 

N.S. 3.34 N.S. 

.0001 1.58 N.S. 



TABLE 30. Science Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

#20 Planets and Stars 4.45 .005 .36 N.S. 1.42 N.S. 

#29 Jets and Rockets .36 N.S. 75.17 .0001 1.32 N.S. 

#43 TV and How It Works .62 N.S. 3.14 N.S. 1.63 N.S. 

#47 Dinosaurs .72 N.S. 31.04 .0001 .43 N.S. 

#57 Eyes That Never Close .72 N.S. 18.07 .0001 .85 N.S. 

#61 How A Baby Is Born 7.00 .0004 5.25 N.S. .13 N.S. 

#73 Two Billion Faces .19 N.S. 4.98 N.S. .42 N.S. 

Total Title Collection .50 N.S. 29.78 .0001 1.00 N.S. 

cn 
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TABLE 31. Life and Customs of Different Peoples Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

#16 Modern Rhythms in 
Africa 

#22 Life in Russia 

#34 A Look At Europe 

#38 A Ticket To Mexico 

6.52 

.34 

.25 

1 . 0 6  

#41 American Indians Today 11.42 

#49 China of Today .40 

#53 The Eskimo Indians 2.66 

#69 Cookbook of Mexican 
Foods 7.07 

.0006 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

.0001 

N.S. 

N.S. 

.0003 

1.44 

2.05 

.15 

.03 

.01  

3.72 

2.49 

17.72 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

.0002 

.81 

4.35 

3.04 

1 . 2 8  

.91 

2.65 

1.52 

3.58 

N.S-. 

.006 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 

.01 

Total Title Collection 1.07 N.S. 1.90 N.S. 3.30 N.S. 



TABLE 32. Languages Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

#11 Buenos Dias 1.28 N.S. 5.13 N.S. .62 N.S. 

#31 Indian Sign and Picture 
Language 10.79 .0001 6.21 .01 1.58 N.S. 

#68 Hello In Swahili .99 N.S. .96 N.S. 1.28 N.S. 

Total Title Collection 2.72 N.S. 8.30 .005 1.48 N.S. 



TABLE 33. Contemporary Events and Problems Title Collection 

Source 

Title Collection 

Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

F value Probability F value Probability F value Probabilj 

4.95 .003 16.35 .0002 1.73 N.S. 
5.04 .003 .53 N.S. 3.48 N.S. 

.91 N.S. 6.72 .01 .16 N.S. 
9.55 .0001 .13 N.S. .46 N.S. 

17.15 .0001 .00 N.S. 2.18 N.S. 
4.05 .008 6.87 .009 5.38 .002 
1.03 N.S. .57 N.S. .55 N.S. 
5.29 .002 1.98 N.S. • 1.82 N.S. 
5.84 .001 3.69 N.S. . 1.53 N.S. 

.76 N.S. 26.12 .0001 .82 N.S. 

1.80 N.S. 6.54 .01 2.96 N.S. 

# 2 Viet Nam War 
# 7 Hippies 
#14 Communism 
#23 Smoking Pot 
#30 Speaking Out About 

Black Power 
#35 Wildlife In Danger 
#40 What Else Tomorrow? 
#44 Indians At Alcatraz 
#70 Civil Rights Movement 
#76 Men In Space 

Total Title Collection 



TABLE 34. Biography Title Collection 

Source 
Ethnicity Sex Interaction 

Title Collection F value Probability F value Probability F value Probability 

# 3 Man With A Dream 14.19 .0001 .08 N.S. .23 N.S. 
# 8 Famous Mexican-

Americans 5.79 .001 .38 N.S. 1 .51 N.S. 
#13 Jim Thorpe, Champion 

Indian 8.55 .0001 31.03 .0001 .59 N.S. 
#17 Cesar Chavez, Chicano 

Leader 9.43 .0001 .28 N.S. .26 N.S. 
#18 Story of My Life .79 N.S. 2.40 N.S. 1 .01 N.S. 
#19 Great Black Athletes 3.41 N.S. 56.43 .0001 .57 N.S. 
#25 Helen Keller 1.24 N.S. 15.51 .0003 1 .15 N.S. 
#28 Famous Indian Warriors 5.01 .003 15.53 .0003 1 .32 N.S. 
#45 From Gilligan to 

Charlie Brown .99 N.S. .30 N.S. .49 N.S. 
#52 Famous Football Stars 5.69 .001 154.31 .0001 1 .20 N.S. 
#56 Chicanos in Sports 6.59 .0005 85.96 .0001 .47 N.S. 
#62 From Chiefs to Chairmen 19.06 .0001 5.49 N.S. .61 N.S. 
#71 Two Who Led the Way 1.95 N.S. 4.05 N.S. .63 N.S. 

Total Title Collection 8.62 .0001 31.65 .0001 .35 N.S. 
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TABLE 35. Interview Question 1 —Last Book Read by .Child (Ethnicity Comparison) 

Category 1 

Adventure-
Mystery 

2 

Humor & 
Fantasy 

3 

Animals 

4 

Sports & 
Science 

5 

Peoples, 
Persons 
& Places 

6 
(dropped) 
Don't 
Know or 
None 

(Percent) 
Anglo 30.9 40.0 9.1 10.9 7.3 1.8 

Black 20.8 35.8 15.1 11.3 11.3 5.7 

Indian 19.6 9.6 15.7 11.8. 21.6 11.7 

Mexican 28.3 40.0 10.0 6.7 10.0 5.0 

cn 
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TABLE 36. Interview Question 1—Last Book Read by Child (Sex Comparison) 

Category 1 

Adventure-
Mystery 

2 

Humor &-
Fantasy 

3 

Animals 

4 

Sports & 
Science 

5 

Peoples, 
Persons 
& Places 

6 
(dropped) 
Don't 
Know or 
None 

Girls 31.8 39.3 
(Percent) 

9.3 1.9 11.2 6.5 

Boys 18.8 29.5 15.2 17.9 13.4 5.4 



TABLE 37. Interview Question 2—Book Wanted by Child for His Own (Sex Comparison) 

Category 1 

Adventure-
Mystery 

2 

Humor & 
Fantasy 

3 

Animals 

4 

Sports & 
Science 

5 , 

Peoples, 
Persons 
& Places 

6 
(dropped) 
Don't 
Know or 
None 

Girls 23.4 36.4 
(Percent) 

15.9 3.7 15.9 4.7 

Boys 17.0 18.8 14.3 35.7 13.4 .9 



TABLE 38. Interview Question 3—Life of Any Person in World (Sex Comparison) 

Category 

Child's Immediate 
Environment 
Within Child's 
Ethnicity 

Person In Child's 
Ethnicity 
Outside Immediate 
Environment 

Person Outside 
Child's 
Ethnicity 

(dropped) 

Don't Know 

Girls 

Boys 

(Percent) 
24.3 

7.1 

31.8 

41.1 

38.3 

49.1 

5.6 

2.7 



TABLE 39. Interview Question 4—People From Any Country or Place In World (Sex Comparison) 

Category 1 

In Ethnicity 

2 3 

Outside 

4 

Outside 

5 6 
(dropped) 

In U.S. In Ethnicity Ethnicity Ethnicity Of Mixed 
(mainland) Outside U.S. In U.S. Outside U.S. Ethnicity Don't Know 

(Percent) 
Girls 26.2 16.8 12.1 25.2 14.0 5.6 

Boys 16.1 13.3 8.0 42.9 16.1 3.6 



TABLE 40. Interview Question 5—New Story Written by Writer for Child (Sex Comparison) 

Category 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Child's (dropped) 
Immediate 
Environment Peoples, 
and/or Persons Adventure- Humor & Sports & Don't Know, 

-

Ethnicity & Places Mystery Fantasy Animals Science Other 

(Percent) 
Girls 25.2 24.3 12.1 12.1 13.1 9.3 3.7 

Boys 26.8 19.6 7.1 9.8 8.0 25.0 3.6 



TABLE 41. Interview Question 6—Child's Basis for Book Selection (Sex Comparison) 

Category 1 2 3 4 5 

Words and Other 
Content Pictures Readability Title Factors 

(Percent) 
Girls 54.2 11.2 15.0 13.1 6.5 

Boys 45.5 26.8 8.9 9.8 8.9 



TABLE 42. Interview Question 7-
Comparison) 

-Books Child Would Choose To Buy For School Library (Sex 

Category 12 3 4 

Adventure- Humor & Sports & 
Mystery Fantasy Animals Science 

(Percent) 
Girls 15.0 25.2 11.2 10.3 22.4 12.1 3.7 

Boys 12.5 17.9 8.9 32.1 13.4 10.7 4.5 

5 6 7 
(dropped) 

Minority 
Peoples, Group 
Persons Persons & Other 
& Places Culture 
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Multi-Ethnic Annotated Titles Inventory* 

1. Fire In Beaver Canyon 
A boy and his sister are on a hike in the mountains. Suddenly 

they see smoke from a forest fire. After trying to get out, they realize 
with a shock that they are trapped in the canyon. 

2. Viet Nam War 
For many years there has been a war in Viet Nam, and for many 

years American soldiers have been fighting in it. This book tells how 
and why the war began, how the United States got into that war, and 
what different groups of people think about it. 

3. Man With A Dream 
Martin Luther King, Jr. was a black minister who became a great 

leader in the movement for equal rights for all people in America. He tried 
to teach non-violent protest, and won the famous Nobel Peace Prize for 
brotherhood. This is his true story. 

4. Getting Around in Water 
If you like to swim or want to learn how, this book is just for 

you. It tells many different strokes for swimming, ways to dive, and 
how to do life saving when someone is drowning. 

5. Folk Tales of Arizona Indians 
This book has legends and folk tales told long ago by Arizona 

Indians. It has many Pima and Papago Indian stories, like the man who 
turned into the eagle, and the legend of crooked mountain. It also has 
stories of Apache and Navaho Indians in Arizona. 

6 . Gare For A Drag ? 
Three kids at the junior high school are approached by an older 

high school boy. He tells them about a party that will go on that night 
where they can try a drag of marijuana if they want. 

7. Hippies 
Many people think that everyone who has long hair, a beard, 

and who dresses in a funny way is a hippy. In this book you can learn 
who hippies are, what they do, and what they believe in. 

For listing of titles by each category, see Tables 25-34 in 
Appendix A. 
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8. Famous Mexican-Americans 
This book tells about the true stories of several famous 

Mexican-American men and women in politics and government, in com
munity service, and in entertainment. 

9. Folk Tales of Negroes In America 
Folk tales have long been told by Negro people throughout their 

history in America. This book has many American Negro folk tales in
cluding "Why the Rabbit Has A Short Tail," "The Talking Mule," "The 
Big Feet Contest," and "The Mean Boss." 

10. Fed Up 
Pete was fed up with the world. He was sick and tired of 

everything. It seemed every time he tried to talk to his father, they'd 
get into a big argument. Pete thought one of these days he'd just walk 
out of that house and not come back. 

11. Buenos Dias 
This book has words, stories, and cartoons in the Spanish 

language. It has simple pages with one or two words each for people 
who are just beginning to learn Spanish, and stories for people who can 
speak it already. 

12. In Slavery and Out 
You can read the true story of the American Negro in the South— 

how Negroes were brought to America as slaves, what life was like for 
them on the southern plantations, and how, by the underground railroad 
and the Civil War, they found their way out of slavery. 

13. Tim Thorpe, Champion Indian 
Jim Thorpe was an Indian boy who grew up and went to school on 

an Indian reservation. He became one of the greatest sports heroes in 
the world in football, baseball, track, and as an Olympic champion. 
This is the true story of his life. 

14. Communism 
Communism is a system of government and social organization 

that has come into power in Russia, Communist China, Cuba, and sever
al European countries. This book tells what communism is, how it is 
different from a democracy, and how people live in the communist 
countries. 
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15. The Lost Horse 
"Dad!" Stop the car! " That's what Joe called to his father 

when he saw a golden Palomino horse trotting along the highway. Where 
the horse was going and why are answered in this horse story. 

16. Modern Rhythms in Africa 
There are drumbeats and ceremonies in Africa and there are also 

the rhythms of busy modern cities and the sounds of cars and planes. 
This book tells how the black people of Africa live today in the country 
and in the cities. 

17. Cesar Chavez, Chicano Leader 
Cesar Chavez is a Mexican-American who has become a famous 

leader for farm workers in the United States. He has tried hard to get 
better treatment for the Mexican-American workers who pick grapes, and 
for other farm workers. This is his true story. 

18. The Story of My Life 
This is a book that tells the story of your life. It tells about 

how you live, what things you do, the people in your family, the friends 
you have, and important things that have happened to you. 

19. Great Black Athletes 
This book tells the true stories of great black athletes: Base

ball hero Willie Mays; Football star O.J. Simpson; Basketball star Lew 
Alcindor; Track star Wilma Rudolf; and Boxers Joe Frasier, Jimmy Ellis, 
and Cassius Clay. 

20. Planets and Stars 
Our sun is only a middle-sized star among many billions of 

stars in space. This book tells about our own sun and planets, about 
some of the billions of other stars, and about whether there might be 
life on other planets. 

21. No Fish For Fishermen 
Tom and his family are Indians living in Washington state. 

The Indians there are angry with the government because they are not 
allowed to catch fish for a living anymore in the streams of Washington. 
They feel the government is breaking a promise by not letting them fish. 

22. Life in Russia 
The two most powerful countries in the world are the United 

States and Russia. This book tells how Russian people live today in 
the big cities of Moscow and Leningrad, on the large farms in the country, 
and in the icy cold lands of Siberia. 
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23. Smoking Pot 
Many young people are trying to "get kicks" by taking drugs 

like marijuana and LSD. In this book you can find out what happens to 
people when they smoke pot or take LSD. It tells how people feel and 
act when they take those drugs, and what some of the dangers are. 

24. Folk Tales of Mexico 
This book has many folk tales told by the Mexican people in 

Mexico. Some of the stories are "Popo and the Coyote," "The Foolish
ness of Cochinito," "Salvador and the Goat," and "Million Dollar 
Somersaults. " 

25. Helen Keller 
Can you imagine living without ever being able to see or hear 

anything? When Helen Keller was less than two years old, she became 
completely blind and deaf. This book tells the true story of how Helen 
Keller learned to live a worthwhile life. 

26. With A Saddle And A Horse 
This is a book for children who like horses and want to ride 

them. It tells about different kinds of horses and saddles, how to take 
care of a horse, how to saddle up a horse, and rules for horseback 
riding. 

27. From Mississippi to Chicago 
A Negro family moves from a southern town in Mississippi to 

the northern city of Chicago, hoping to find a new life with less preju
dice and more opportunity. They find that life has troubles for them in 
both places. 

28. Famous Indian Warriors 
During the time when Indians fought to keep their rights over 

the land in America, many Indian warriors became famous for their 
daring and courage. This book tells the true stories of Sitting Bull, 
Chief Crazy Horse, Chief Joseph, Cochise, and Geronimo. 

29. lets and Rockets 
From the first airplane invented by the Wright brothers, man 

has zoomed into the space age with bigger and faster jets and rockets. 
Read this to find out how jet planes and rockets work, and to learn 
about different models of jets and rockets. 
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30. Speaking Out About Black Power 
What is "Black Power"? Different people have different ideas 

about what that means. In this book five people speak out about what 
Black Power means to them—Stokely Carmichael, Roy Wilkins, H. Rap 
Brown, Dick Gregory, and Eldridge Cleaver. 

31. Indian Sign and Picture Language 
Many Indian tribes have sign language with their hands and 

also picture language drawn in the sand. You can learn Indian sign 
language and Indian picture language as a special code that can be fun 
and useful to you. 

32. The Mystery of the Giant Footprints 
Two children ran outside to play in the snow and they saw some 

giant footprints. When they followed the tracks to see who made them, 
they found something scary. 

33. Tall Tales of America 
Most folk tales in America have been tall tales. This book 

tells about John Henry who could hammer rock faster than a steam engine; 
Paul Bunyan, the giant lumberjack who could squeeze water out of a 
stone; and Pecos Bill, the amazing cowpuncher who rode a cyclone. 

34. A Look At Europe 
Europe has many different countries and many ways of life. 

This book tells how people live today in England, France, Italy, Spain, 
Germany, Sweden, and the other countries of Europe. 

35. Wildlife in Danger 
What is happening to the condors, the bald eagles, the seals, 

the grizzly bears, and many other wild creatures? You can read about 
why so many of these animals are dying out, and what we can do to 
help save them. 

36. A Friend To Keep 
A Negro child and a white child live with their families in an 

integrated apartment house. They play together often and are very good 
friends. This story tells what happens when someone tries to make 
trouble for one of the children. 

37. Pack A Punch 
Do you want to learn how to defend yourself? This book shows 

some of the tricks of boxing, judo, and karate. It also shows different 
kinds of weapons and how to use them. 
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38. A Ticket to Mexico 
The people of Mexico speak Spanish and eat tortillas for their 

bread. They have festivals with pinatas, and their capitol, Mexico 
City, is one of the biggest cities in the world. This book tells what you 
would see if you could travel and meet the people who live in Mexico 
today. 

39. A Purr for Spitfire 
Spitfire was a cat with a terrible temper. He belonged to a 

girl who had a temper to match his own. When Spitfire got into a terri
ble fight with a dog, something happened to the tempers of both him and 
his owner. 

40. What Else Tomorrow? 
When the United States put a big limit on tomatoes from Mexico 

that could be sold in America, many Mexican farmers were reported to 
have had wasted crops. This book tells about that and other actions of 
the United States government which have caused problems for some 
Mexican people. 

41. American Indians Today 
The American Indians were the first real Americans. You'can 

read about how American Indians live today on the Indian reservations, 
and how they live today in the cities and towns of America, especially 
in Arizona. 

42. Watch That Ball 
This book explains the rules and different plays in football and 

baseball. It tells ways to score, and the words used for the plays and 
players in the two games. You can learn about NFL and AFL football 
leagues and the major leagues for baseball. 

43. TV and How It Works 
Nearly everyone has watched TV, but have you ever wondered 

how television works? You can read how TV was invented, and how we 
are able to see and hear on our TV sets things that happen thousands of 
miles away. 

44. Indians At Alcatraz 
Alcatraz is an island that used to be used by the United States 

government as a federal prison. Now that the government has stopped 
using it, many American Indians have gone to the island to claim it, 
saying that Alcatraz should be given back to the Indians for their own 
special uses. 
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45. From Gilligan to Charlie Brown 
Do you want to know the real life stories of television stars 

today? Read about people like Gilligan of "Gilligan's Island," 
Samantha of "Bewitched," Julia Baker of "Julia," Bill Cosby of "I Spy," 
and Charles Schultz who makes Charlie Brown cartoons for TV. 

46. Fiesta de Quinceanos 
Maria Valenzuela often worried when she looked in the mirror. 

She knew she wasn't what the kids would call "pretty" and she wanted 
to be popular. At her Fiesta de Quinceanos, the special party cele
brating her 15th birthday, something happened that made her stop 
worrying. 

47. Dinosaurs 
It would be hard to imagine stranger kinds of creatures than 

the real dinosaurs that actually lived on the earth many millions of 
years ago. This book tells about the giant meat-eating and plant-eating 
dinosaurs, and why there are only fossil bones and footprints left of 
them today. 

48. Games in Africa 
In Africa, children play many games that are just like games 

American children play. They also play special African games like Ampe, 
a jumping game for girls, Oware; a boy's marble game like checkers, 
soccer ball games, and festival games with masks, drums, and dancing. 

49. China of Today 
More people live in the big country of China than in any other 

country in the world. This book tells about the Chinese people in Com
munist China today—their food, their clothes, their homes, their schools, 
and their ways of living. 

50. A Dog Named Blast-Off 
Blast-Off was a dog who had been trained to run straight ahead 

at tremendous speed and then to come to a fast stop when he heard the 
sound of a horn. The dog uses that trick in a strange and funny way in 
this story. 

51. Which School to Choose 
When the school superintendent announced there would be open 

enrollment at all schools, Joe's family left it up to him to decide. He 
could stay with the other black students at their neighborhood school, 
or go to a school further away, with students of different backgrounds. 
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52. Famous Football Stars 
Football is a game of players, and it is the players that this 

book is about. Read the true life stories of football champions like 
Johnny Unitas, Daryle Lamonica, Gayle Sayers, Roman Gabriel, and 
Joe Namath. 

53. The Eskimo Indians 
The Eskimos are Indian people who have learned to live in the 

cold lands of Alaska, Greenland, and northern Canada. Many people 
think Eskimos live only in ice huts called igloos. Read this to find out 
how Eskimo Indians really live today. 

54. Folk Tales of Africa 
Many interesting folk tales are told in Africa, especially stories 

about animals. This book has African folk tales like "The Fire on the 
Mountain," "The Ghost-Bird," and "Ananse the Spider." 

55. Strange Cave 
Two boys went exploring in the desert. When a storm came up, 

they thought they could get shelter in a strange cave, but suddenly 
they found something frightening inside it. 

56. Chicanos in Sports 
These are the true life stories of three Mexican-Americans who 

have become famous in sports—Lee Trevino, a winner in golf; Pancho 
Gonzalez, a tennis champion; and Joe Kapp, a leading football quarter
back for the Minnesota Vikings. 

57. Eyes That Never Close 
Snakes don't have eyelids, so their eyes never close. This 

book tells about many kinds of snakes—poisonous ones like the rattle
snakes, coral snake and cobra, and many kinds of harmless snakes like 
king shakes, garter snakes, and racers. 

58. To Make A Home 
An Indian family moves from their Indian reservation to the city. 

They find it is hard to make a new home in the city and still hold on to 
their Indian ways. 

59. Car Racing 
Car racing is a sport of speed and danger. This book tells 

about different models of cars used for racing, how drivers take care of 
their cars, what rules they have to follow, and what are the big car 
racing events around the world. 
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60. Only A Little English 
Pancho Hernandez could speak well in both Spanish and 

English, but his mother could hardly understand English at all. When 
he went with his mother to buy a TV set, Pancho found the salesman 
was trying to cheat her. 

61. How A Baby Is Born 
If you sometimes wonder about babies and how they are born, 

this is a book for you. It tells how human life begins, how a baby grows 
and lives inside the mother, and what happens when the baby is born. 

62. From Chiefs to Chairmen 
Yesterday's Indian leaders were chiefs and warriors. Today's 

Indian leaders are elected chairmen of the tribes. Here are the true 
stories of two Arizona Indians—Thomas Segundo, Chairman of the Papago 
tribe, and Ronnie Lupe, Chairman of the White Mountain Apaches. 

63. Shivers and Moans 
Do you like ghost and mystery stories with strange sounds and 

shapes and mysterious things that happen to send shivers up your spine? 
If you like really scary mystery stories, this book is full of them for you. 

64. Russian Folk Tales 
Many interesting folk tales have come to us from Russia. This 

book of Russian folk tales has stories like "The Flying Ship," "The 
Straw Ox," "The Snow Girl," and "The Little Hump-Backed Horse." 

65. Riot In The Ghetto 
In the hot, crowded black ghetto of a northern city, violence 

broke out one summer after a policeman injured some students who were 
demonstrating. When the violence turned into a riot, the neighbors 
called to the Johnson family to join in. 

66. Sports In Mexico 
This book tells about sports and recreation in Mexico, where 

the most popular sport is soccer, but people also enjoy football and 
baseball. It tells about bull fighting in Mexico, and also about the 
Olympic games held in Mexico City in 1968. 

67. True Wild Animal Stories 
Sometimes the strangest stories are stories that have really 

happened. This book has true stories about many kinds of wild animals 
living in different parts of the world. 
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68. Hello In Swahili 
Swahili is one of the most widely spoken languages in Africa. 

You can learn to say hello and many other words and expressions in 
Swahili by the simple pages and cartoons in this book. 

69. Cookbook of Mexican Foods 
Would you like to make Mexican foods like tortillas, tamales, 

tacos, and enchiladas? This cookbook will show you the special ways 
that people make the hot and spicy Mexican foods. 

70. Civil Rights Movement 
Many people have worked very hard to get fair treatment and 

equal rights for all people in America—black and brown as well as white. 
This book tells about people in sit-ins, freedom rides, boycotts, demon
strations, marches, and even riots, to try to get better lives for 
themselves. 

71. Two Who Led the Way 
Pocahontas and Sacajawea were two Indian women who helped 

lead the way to improved relations between Indians and white people. 
This book tells their true life stories. 

72. Fiddle For a Riddle 
This is a book for people who like to laugh. It is filled with 

jokes and riddles that will tickle your funny bone and puzzle your 
brain. 

73. Two Billion Faces 
Why do people have different colored skin or eyes or hair? 

This book helps explain some of the ways that people are alike and some 
of the ways that people are different. 

74. From Noqales to Tucson 
When the Lopez family moved from Mexican Nogales to Tucson, 

Arizona, they could not speak any English and had many problems. This 
story tells how they got used to living in America and how they made 
some friends. 

75. Games for Indians and You 
Would you like to learn to play kick-stick, tossball, and snow 

snake? In this book you can learn about these and many other games 
that children of different Indian tribes can play. 
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76. Men In Space 
This book tells the true stories of famous astronauts and cos

monauts , from the first men who adventured into space to the first men 
who set foot on the moon. 
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MATI Individual Response Form 

Name 

Date 

School 

Teacher 

# _ _  S  G  

1. Fire In Beaver 2. Viet Nam War 3. Man With A Dream 
Canyon 

Yes, very much. Yes, very much. Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. Yes, a little. Yes, a little. 

Maybe. Maybe. Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. No, I don't think so. No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. No, not at all. No, not at all. 

4. Getting Around In 5. Folk Tales of 6. Care For A Drag ? 
Water Arizona Indians 

Yes, very much. Yes, very much. Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. Yes, a little. Yes, a little. 

Maybe. Maybe. Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. No, I don't think so. No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. No, not at all.- No, not at all. 
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7. Hippies 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

10. Fed Up 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

13. Tim Thorpe, 
Champion Indian 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

8. Famous Mexican-
Americans 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

11. Buenos Dias 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

14. Communism 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

9. Folk Tales of 
Negroes in America 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

12. In Slavery and Out 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

15. The Lost Horse 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Mayfce. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 



16. Modern Rhythms in 
Africa 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

19. Great Black 
Athletes 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

. No, not at all. 

22. Life in Russia 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

17. Cesar Chavez, 
Chicano Leader 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

20. Planets and Stars 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

23. Smoking Pot 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 
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18. The Story of My 
Life 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

21. No Fish for Fisher
men 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

24. Folk Tales of 
Mexico 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 



25. Helen Keller 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

26. With A Saddle 
And A Horse 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

28. Famous Indian 
Warriors 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

31. Indian Sign and 
Picture Language 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

29. Jets and Rockets 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

32 . Mystery of the 
Giant Footprints 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 
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27. From Mississippi 
to Chicago 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

30. Speaking Out 
About Black Power 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

33. Tall Tales of 
America 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 
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35. Wildlife In Danger 36. A Friend To Keep 34. A Look At Europe 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

37. Pack A Punch 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

40. What Else 
Tomorrow ? 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe; 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

.Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

.Maybe. 

.No, I don't think so. 

.No, not at all. 

38. A Ticket to 
Mexico 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

41. American Indians 
Today 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

.Maybe. 

No, I don't.think so. 

No, not at all. 

39. A Purr for Spitfire 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

42. Watch That Ball 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 
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43. TV and How It 
Works 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

44. Indians at 
Alcatraz 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

45. From Gilligan to 
Charlie Brown 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

46. Fiesta de 
Quinceanos 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

47. Dinosaurs 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

48. Games in Africa 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at alio 

49. China of Today 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

May be. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

50. A Dog Named 
Blast-Off 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

51. Which School to 
Choose 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 
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52. Famous Football 53. The Eskimo Indians 54. Folk Tales of Africa 
Stars 

Yes, very much. Yes, very much. Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. Yes, a little. Yes, a little. 

Maybe. Maybe. Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. No, I don't think so. No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. No, not at all. No, not at all. 

55. Strange Cave 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

56. Chicanos in 
Sports 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

57. Eyes That Never 
Close 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

58. To Make A Home 59. Car Racing 60. Only A Little 
English 

Yes, very much. Yes, very much. Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. Yes, a little. Yes, a little. 

Maybe. Maybe. Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. No, I don't think so. No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. No, not at all. No, not at all. 
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61. How A Baby 
Is Born 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

64. Russian Folk 
Tales 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

67. True Wild Animal 
Stories 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

62. From Chiefs to 
Chairmen 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

65. Riot In The Ghetto 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

68. Hello in Swahili 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

63. Shivers and Moans 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

66. Sports In Mexico 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

69. Cookbook of 
Mexican Foods 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 



70. Civil Rights 
Movement 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

;No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

71. Two Who Led 
The Way 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 
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72. Fiddle For A Riddle 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

73. Two Billion Faces 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

74. From Noqales to 
Tucson 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

7 5 .  Games for Indians 
and You 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 

76. Men In Space 

Yes, very much. 

Yes, a little. 

Maybe. 

No, I don't think so. 

No, not at all. 
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Individual Interview Instructions for Impartial Judges 

INTERVIEW QUESTION #1 

"What was the last book you read? " 

Categories: 

1 = Adventure and Mystery 

2 = Humor and Fantasy 

3 = Animals 

4 = Sports; Recreation & Crafts; Science; Invention and 
Mechanics 

5 = Peoples, Persons, and Places 
including Minority Group Persons and Culture 

6 = Don't know, none 

Definitions of Categories: 

Adventure and Mystery 
Fiction characterized by action, excitement, suspense. In

clude westerns, war stories, sports fiction. Include series adventure 
(Hardy Boys, Bobbsey Twins). 

Include historical fiction ("Little House" books by Wilder, 
Johnny Tremain). 

Include modern realistic fiction (Harriet the Spy, My Side of 
the Mountain, It's Like This, Cat). Do not include modern realistic 
fiction which relates directly to Black, Mexican, or Indian culture). 

Include mild adventure in girls' fiction (Heidi, Secret Garden, 
Parent Trap, "Betsy Books" by Haywood, 100 Dresses, Honestly, Katie 
John, All-Of-A-Kind Family). 

Include mild adventure of text "readers." Include undesignated 
"short stories." 

Humor and Fantasy 
Fiction and nonfiction characterized by humor, by magical or 

supernatural elements, personification of objects, heightened imagi
nation, imaginary situations or worlds, folklore. 
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Include humorous fiction (Henry Huggins, Otis Spofford and 
other books by Cleary, "Little Eddie Books" by Haywood, Pippi Long-
stocking, Marvelous Adventures of Alvin Fernald). 

Include fiction fantasy (Wizard of Oz, Borrowers, Pinocchio). 
Include humorous fantasy (The Enormous Egg, Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory, Miss Lowly the Mop). 
Include science fiction (Danny Dunn series, Mysterious Flight 

to Mushroom Planet). 
Include animal fantasy in which animals are like people -

talking animals (Rabbit Hill, Mouse House, Charlotte's Web). 
Include humorous animal fantasy picture books (Seuss books, 

Curious George books, Babar books) and any other fantasy or humorous 
picture book (Mike Mulligan and the Steam Shovel, Good-Night Moon). 

Include jokes and riddles, paperback cartoons (Charlie Brown, 
Dennis the Menace, Family Circus, comic books) or any other book with 
humor as the basic focus. 

Include fairy tales, folk tales, ghost stories. Include legends, 
mythology, biblical tales, folklore and folk heroes (Paul Bunyan, Robin 
Hood). Do not include legends or folklore of Black, Mexican, or Indian 
culture. 

Include "storybook" and poems. 

Animals 
Fiction and nonfiction books on wild and domestic animals— 

mammals, birds, and snakes. 
Include fiction animal stories realistically based (Big Red, "a 

dog story, " "a horse story," The Incredible Journey, King of the Wind, 
101 Dalmations). Do not include animal fantasy. Do not include talking 
animal stories except Black Beauty which was realistic for its time. 

Include true animal books written in narrative form (Born Free, 
Elsa the Lionness). 

Include "true" nonfiction books on care of wild or domestic 
animals, different kinds, "animals around the world," "different kinds 
of horses." Do not include dinosaurs or insects. 

Include animal books in child's own environment where focus 
is on animals only ("my pet, " my friend's horse"). 

Sports; Recreation and Crafts; Science; Invention and Mechanics 
Only nonfiction is to be included here. 
For sports, include sports games, both individual and competi

tive (swimming, wrestling, judo, boxing, baseball, football). Do not 
include sports fiction. 
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Include sports players only if unnamed (baseball heroes, pro-
football stars, famous athletes). Do not include named individual sports 
players. 

For Recreation and Crafts, include construction, art crafts, 
carpentry, cooking, sewing). Include undesignated TV shows, singing, 
toys, crossword puzzles). 

For Science, include weather, rocks, volcanoes, dinosaurs, 
prehistoric man, "the first bow and arrow," plants, "nature," insects. 
Include physiology and health (reproduction and care of babies). In
clude drugs and drug use. Include astronomy (moon, sun, planets), 
space exploration, astronauts. Do not include animals other than dino
saurs and insects. 

For Invention and Mechanics, include models of planes, jets, 
cars, racing cars, motorcycles, and how they work. Include engines. 
Include weapons and printing. 

Peoples, Persons, and Places 
Biography, history, social life and customs, other lands in 

nonfiction context. Include any named person. Include states in U. S. 
Include occupations (Army, policemen, miner, teaching, schools, 

Navy, cowboys, gangsters). 
Include current events, "Annual," encyclopedia, holiday, "A 

book about the whole world. " Include "people," "families," "girls," "all 
people," "any people." 

Minority Group Persons and Culture 
Any biography, history, social custom, legend, folklore or 

fiction which relates directly to Black, Mexican, or Indian persons or 
culture in America or another country. 

Include language. May include immediate environment of 
minority group child ("my mother," "my school"). 

While this category is included as part of the larger category of 
Peoples, Persons, and Places in questions 1 and 2, it stands alone in 
question #7. 

When included, this category takes precedence over all other 
categories. Examples: "a Spanish book," story of Martin Luther King, 
Lew Alcindor, "Black history," fiction stories with Black culture 
(Sounder, Jazz Man), fiction stories with Indian culture (Little Navajo 
Bluebird, White Feather), "people's lives like Harriet Tubman," "a book 
about Indians, " Geronimo, Indian legends, "Indian Tales. " 
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INTERVIEW QUESTION #2 

"If you could have any book you wanted for your very own, what 
kind of book would you choose? " 

Categories: 

1 = Adventure and Mystery 

2 = Humor and Fantasy 

3 = Animals 

4 = Sports; Recreation & Crafts; Science; Invention & Mechanics 

5 = Peoples, Persons and Places 
including Minority Group Persons and Culture 

6 = Don't know, readability factors, "a good book," 
undesignated "true stories." 

Note: Categories for Question #2 are identical in content and numbering 
with those for Question #1. Notice slight expansion of content for cate
gory 6 to include readability factors and other unclassifiable responses. 

Question #2 responses should be easier to score because they 
usually are generalizations of kind of book rather than specific title. 

INTERVIEW QUESTION #3 

"If you could read the true story of the life of any person 
in the world, who would you want to read about? " 

Categories: 

1 = Child's Immediate Environment Within Child's Ethnicity 

2 = Persons Within Child's Ethnicity Outside Child's Immediate 
Environment 

3 = Persons and Responses Outside Child's Ethnicity 

4 = Don't know 
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Note: Categorization of responses for Question #3 must be accomplished 
through consideration of each child in terms of his own ethnicity. Im
partial judges must therefore reorient themselves with each change of 
ethnicity among the children in their samples. 

Definitions of Categories: 

Child's Immediate Environment Within Child's Ethnicity 
The immediate personal environment of the child. For this 

question it includes self, family, friends, and is limited to child's 
ethnicity. (In later questions it may also include child's school, his 
city, his state). 

For Indian children, include any person or aspect of Papago 
Indian culture, as a hero in a Papago legend, etc. 

Persons Within Child's Ethnicity Outside Immediate Environment 
Persons within child's ethnicity but outside his immediate en

vironment of self, family, friends. Ethnicity in response must be deter
minable. Include fictional persons of determinable ethnicity. For 
Indian children include any named individual Indian from a different 
Indian tribe other than Papago. 

Persons and Responses Outside Child's Ethnicity 
Include persons known to be outside child's ethnicity. In

clude persons of undeterminable ethnicity. Include occupations with no 
named individual as example (a great scientist). Include any response of 
undeterminable ethnicity or of mixed ethnicity ("anybody," "great men;" 
"prehistoric men," God, Jesus). Include persons in child's immediate 
environment known to be outside child's ethnicity. 
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INTERVIEW QUESTION #4 

"If you could read about people from any country or place in 
the world, what people would you want to read about? " 

Categories: 

1 = Within Child's Ethnicity In Mainland U. S. 

2 = Within Child's Ethnicity Outside Mainland U.S. 

3 = Outside Child's Ethnicity In Mainland U.S. 

4 = Outside Child's Ethnicity Outside Mainland U.S. 

5 = Of Mixed Ethnicity 

6 = Don't know 

Note: As with Question #3, categorization of responses for Question #4 
must be determined by consideration of each child's responses in re
lation to his own ethnicity. Impartial judges must thus reorient them
selves with each change of ethnicity among the children in their samples. 

Definitions of Categories: 

Within Child's Ethnicity In Mainland U. S. 
Peoples or persons determinable as being within child's 

ethnicity in mainland U.S. Include child's immediate environment of 
self, family, friends, his school, his city, his state. For Indian 
children, include "Indian People," Papago Indians or any other Indian 
tribes, specific, named Indians. For Mexican-American children, in
clude "Mexican people," "Spanish-speaking people," Spanish or 
Mexican people in America. " 

Within Child's Ethnicity Outside Mainland U.S. 
For Anglo children, include Europeans, Canadians, Australians, 

Russians. For Black children, include Africans. For Indian children, 
include Eskimoes. For Mexican-American children, include Mexican 
people in Mexico, people in Spain, people in South America. Assume a 
predominantly homogeneous ethnic population in every country except 
t h e  U . S .  
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Outside Child's Ethnicity In Mainland U.S. 
For Anglo children, include "Negro people," Indians, "people 

who speak a different language—Spanish. " For Indian children, include 
"The Mexicans," "the presidents of the U. S.," etc. 

Outside Child's Ethnicity Outside Mainland U.S. 
For Anglo children, include Africans, Chinese, people from 

Korea, Egyptians, people of Mexico, Japanese, Indians of South 
America. For Black children, include Japanese, Chinese, people of Viet 
Nam, Brazilians, Europeans, etc. 

Of Mixed Ethnicity 
Include states or cities of U. S. other than child's own state or 

city. Include Hawaii. Include "Americans," "any or all Americans. " 
Include occupations not designated as of specific ethnicity. Include 
"famous people," "miners," "Army," named persons of mixed ethnicities. 

INTERVIEW QUESTION #5 

"If you could have a writer write a brand new book or story of 
any kind just for you, what would you want him to write about? 
What title would you give to it? " 

Categories: 

1 = Persons and Culture Within Child's Immediate Environment 
And/Or Ethnicity 

2 = Peoples, Persons, and Places Outside Child's Ethnicity 

3 = Adventure and Mystery 

4 = Humor and Fantasy 

5 = Animals 

6 = Sports, Recreation & Crafts; Science, Invention and 
Mechanics 

7 = Don't know 
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Note: Categories 1 and 2 are determined by reference to child's ethni
city. Therefore judges must be aware of child's ethnicity when cate
gorizing a response which would be appropriate for either of these first 
two categories. 

Note that categories 3, 4 ,  5 ,  and 6 are identical in content and 
in sequence to the first four categories of Questions #1 and #2. Judges 
must be careful to note that the numbering of those categories is different 
in this Question #5, and to use the numbering as listed above. Refer to 
definitions of those categories in Question #1. 

Definitions of Categories 

Persons and Culture Within Child's Immediate Environment and/br 
Ethnicity 

Include child's immediate environment of self, family, friends, 
his school, his city, his state. Include persons, people, or any aspect 
of culture directly relating to ethnicity of the child. 

For Indian children, include Papago people, Apache Indians, 
Jim Thorpe, Indian rodeos, "different kinds of Indians," "my life," 
"cowboys and Indians," Geronimo and Cochise, the desert cactus, Indian 
legends, "our school," etc. 

For Anglo children, include child's immediate environment, 
biography of any person identifiable as Anglo, etc. 

Include any response where child's ethnicity is specifically 
mentioned. 

Peoples, Persons, and Places Outside of Child's Ethnicity 
Include any named person outside child's ethnicity. Include 

any responses in which ethnicity is not specifically designated. Include 
"all Americans," "people of different lands, " people in the U. S., "people 
in California. " Include occupation, explorers, Army, "famous people. " 

INTERVIEW QUESTION #6 

"When you have a chance to choose a book to read, what do 
you look for in the book that helps you to know whether or not 
you want to read it ? " 

Categories: 

1 = Content 

2 = Pictures 
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3 = Words and Readability 

4 = Title of Book 

5 = Other Factors 

Definitions of Categories 

Content 
Any response indicating concern for the subject or topic of the 

book or story, "what it is about," qualities of humor or excitement or 
interest or action inherent in the text of the book. Include characters. 
Include book jacket (blurb) that tells what the book is about. Include 
introduction or forward of the book when specified for purpose of finding 
out what the book is about. 

Pictures 
Any pictures cited in the book. Include picture on cover. 

Include "pictures and captions." 

Words and Readability 
This category places focus on words with concern for reada

bility. Include difficulty and size of words. Include readability of words, 
sentences, sentence structure. Include responses such as "see if I can 
read it, " "see if I understand it. " 

Title of Book 
Any response specifying title of book, "check for titles," etc. 

Other Factors 
Include Table of Contents, Index, number of pages, author, 

whether or not the book is an award-winner. 

Note: Disregard ethnicity of child in categorizing responses for this 
Question #6 and for following Question #7. 

INTERVIEW QUESTION #7 

"If you were given some money to help buy books for your school 
library, and you could choose any books you wanted, what 
books would you want to buy?" 
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Categories: 

1 = Adventure and Mystery 

2 = Humor and Fantasy 

3 = Animals 

4 = Sports, Recreation & Crafts; Science, Invention & 
Mechanics 

5 = Peoples, Persons and Places 
(excluding Minority Group Persons and Culture) 

6 = Minority Group Persons and Culture 
(Specifically mentioned Black, Indian or Mexican persons 
or culture: must be specifically mentioned for inclusion in 
this category.) 

7 = Other (readability factors, unclassifiable responses, 
dictionary, undesignated "fiction" or "true books"). 

Note: The above categories 1-6 are fully defined on pages 1,2, and 
3 with examples given. They are identical to those used in Questions #1 
and #2 except that Minority Group Persons and Culture is treated as a 
separate category from that of Peoples, Persons, and Places. Judges 
must remember that Minority Group Persons and Culture takes precedence 
over all other categories. See page #3. Any response by any child 
which specifically mentions Black, Indian, or Mexican persons or 
culture as a major focus of the response is to be included in this 
category. 

Category 7 has a few new aspects which are self explanatory. 

Final Note: Occasionally judges will find themselves faced with a res
ponse which appears to fit precisely between two categories. If Minority 
Group Persons and Culture is involved, ask yourself, "Is minority group 
culture a major focus in the child's response?" Example: "Adventure 
books about Black Africa. " Researcher would classify that response as 
Minority Group Persons and Culture. 

If two other categories are involved, ask yourself, "Which 
category is the major focus for the response?" 
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Example: "A book of games. A funny baseball book." Researcher would 
classify that response as Sports, Recreation, etc. 

Admittedly, such decisions are highly subjective and will 
likely be the basis for most of our differences. Good Luck! 
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